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Abstract 

In t his t hesis. a new technique for studying convection is developed using relative line-shifts. 

The technique is tested using the sun's visible flu spectrum and the most current Fe 1 line positions 

anilable. and c m  be applied at significant ly lotver spectral resolut ions and signal- to-noise ratios 

than has been done previously. These line-shifts show a clear dependence on both line s r rmgrh  

and wavelengt h. Similar observations in the solar intensity spectrum dernons trate t hat the rffects 

of limb darkening on the line-shifts are relatively minor. Because the solar intensity spectriim tias 

b e n  observed well into the infrared, it has been rised to itudy the lineshift techniqiies over the 

broadest possible spectral region. The Fe 1 Iiiie-core shift distributions show clear evidence of a 

clependence on line strength at al1 wavelengt hs. and sensi tivities to wavelengtli are foiind a t  sliorter 

wwelengths. Line-shifts for 1323 CO lines betteen 2.2 and 5.5 prn are also deterinined. Clear 

evidence of a dependence on line strength is found at al1 wavelengths. and interesting linc-shift 

behavior is found when the excitation energy and quantum nurnbers of the CO transitions are 

examined. .A similar study of CO and OH line-shifts is done using a sunspot unibral spectrum. and 

the convective motions are found to be greatly suppressed. Line-shifts are also examined in the 

infrared spectrum of six cool giant stars. The vigorous nature of convection seerns to declirir with 

Th which is consistent with expectations. 
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Chapter 1 

An Introduction to Photospheric 

Convection 

1.1 Background 

The term *granule' was first irsecI to ciescribe the mottled appearriiicc of the Stin's srirfacc 111 1S64 

by the Reverend William Dawes. czltho\.igIi the niost realistic observatioiis of grtiriiilatiori in t l i i h  19th 

centiiv were probably those conducteci by Fathcr Secchi (ptiblishcd in his book Le Sofezl in iST5). 

Secchi's sketches of bright. slightly irregular grains surrounded by narrower. iiiterconnecteri rlarker 

regions. bear a remadable similarity to mociern images of the solar surface (Bray et al. 19S-l). An 

association between ganiilat ion and convection nras not made unt il 1930. whcn Unsold proposed 

that the observed granulation was the result of convect ive currents in the hydrogen ionizat ion zone. 

In 1933. Siedentopf theorized that the granules were the resiilt of ascencling hbbles  of hot ter gas 

rising though cooler. descending matt~rial. Siedentopf's icieas were baseci un Prandtl's work on 

a ' mtx2tq leny th' t heory, where r iubiileiit eddies woiilcl r ransfer etiergy over some paramet t~rized 

distance (Bray et al. 1954). 

It  ras only in 1951 thac the connection between solar granulation and convection was tirmly 

established (Leighton 1957). In 1938, Bohrn-Vitense prodiiced wliat has become the standard d e  

scription of stellar convection, the Mixing Length Theory (MLT). a phenornenological treiitment 

with a 'tunable? hee parameter to describe the length scale of the ecldies ( Bohni-Vitense l9.jS i . Over 

40 years later, the MLT is stiii the basis for most modern approaches to s t~ l la r  convectioii i Bray 

et al. 1984; Spmit l99ï) .  However. t his t reatrnent is an inadequare approximation of astropliysical 



reality. 

Many aspects of steUar atmospheric models have shown remarkable iniprovements in recent 

years; especially in areas such as magneto-hydrodynamics and opacity. Unfortunately, convection 

treatments based upon the MLT have lagged far behind. However. the prospects for improviiig our 

understanding of stellar convection are increasing. Improvements in cornpitt ational speed ;incl nu- 

merical simulations have been chdienging the traditional view of convection in stellar atmosp heres. 

and new analytical approaches to convection are in development !sec 81.4). 

W ith these potential enhancements in steilar atmospheric inodeling. t here is a pressing nced 

to develop observational diagnostics to test these improvcments. This tliesis is an examination of 

one of these observat ional diagnostics. and its possible utili ty in s t udying convection in solar-type 

stars. 

This first chapter introduces the role convection plays in soIar-type stars. iind iiow it is ricated 

in atmospheric modeling; siimmarizing some of the current techniques for treating convection and 

provides some of the background regarding the diagnostic in question. Chapter Two s~inirnuizes 

the application and testing of the techrlique usi~ig the Solar C*ksible Flux Spectrum (Iiuriicz et al. 

1984). The third chapter extends t hc t ecliniqiic over greatcr ivavclcngt hs iising central intcnsity 

spectral atlases of the Sun. The Fourth chapter continues applying the technique ta the central 

intensity spectrum of the Sun using molecular spectral lines cand emphasizes the goal of esploring 

the possibility of applying the technique to cooler stars. The fifth ciiapter theri uses the diagnostics 

to study convection in sunspot spectra. Chapter Six clescribes the applicatio~i of the tecliniquc to 

ot her stars over a range of Teff and 10% g. The final cliapter provides a suiiiniary and our line of 

future applications. 

1.2 Atmospheric Convection 

The onset of convection occurs when radiation is no longer the most efficient nieans of transporting 

energy through a star. In the case of the Sun, and other solar-type stars. t his is usually associated 

wit h the increase in opacity due to the hydrogen ionization/recombination liqer. 

To begin. assume that at a given layer in the star the gas is in hydrostatic equilibriuni. and 

there is a volume element that is small compared to the scale of the star. If t his volume element 

suffers sorne perturbation, it will either undergo convection and rise (or sink). or the perturbation 

will be darnped and the element d l  recurn to its origind location (for thorough discussions of this 



scenario see Bray et al. 1984, Cox and Giuli 1968 or Mihalas 1978). 

The stability of the volume element is expressed using the Schwarszchilct criterion (following 

Mihalas 1978): 

where ( 1 ~ ) ~  is the decrease in densitp due to expansion. The volume elemeiit is considered to be 

adiabatic (subscript A ) ,  and the surrounding gas is radiative (subscript R). The terms ( t i , ~ / c l r - ) . ~  

and ( d ~ / d r ) ~  are the adiabatic and radiative density gradients. If ~ v e  assume that both the gas in 

the elernent and in the surroundings can be described as icleal, t hen the eqiiation of state within 

the element is: 

hi p = 7 ln p + constcirzt (1.2) 

:iricl che eqiiation of state in the radiative gas is given by: 

lnp = lnp + In T + constant (1.3) 

If t hcsc two cquations of state are substicuted back into ( 1.1) and the pressure gradients arc taken 

CU hcing equal then the Schwarzschiicl criterion is: 

[(y - L)/-,!(-ci l n p / ~ l r ) ~  < ( - d h T / d r ) ~  

where is the ratio of the specific heats c,/c,, . The criterion is usually giveli as: 

where: 

This relation assumes that the volume element remains in pressure balance with the radiative 

surroundings and that the atmosphere is an ideal gas. Kowever, it is possible to generaiize the 

relation so that G=i = (r - 1)/r . where I: is the ratio of specific heats for a non-ideal gas (hlihalas 

1978; Cox & Giuli 1968). This form of the definition can be used to take into account radiation 

pressure and ionization, both of which can change VA substantially. Thesc effects combirie with 

the increase in opacity that results fiom recombination (ahich steepen the rxliatiw gradient. T R )  



and give rise to a convective instability deep wit hin the hydrogen ionization zone, a situation first 

recognized by Unsold. (For a niore cornplete discussion of the Sdiwarzscliild criterion aid the 

stability of compressible fluid in a gravitational field see Bray et al. (1984) p. 108). 

When the local temperature gradient becomes superadiabatic. convection ensues. How convec- 

tion is physicaily described in the extre~ne environments t hat are stellar atmospheres is probleinat ic. 

Deep within the star, G = V=\, aiid is easily dealt with. It is in the oiiter convection zone. where 

GR > V > Ga4, that the difficultics in describing convection arise. In general. ttvo approxiniacions 

are made when attempting to solve the hydrodynarnic ecluations t hat descrilx the behavior of the 

gas: the Boussinesq and anelastic approximations. 

Under the Boussinesq approximation the vertical size of the system is considered to hc sub- 

stantialIy less than the scale height. The extreme density stratification in a stellar photospliere is 

neglected. This results in the background density variations being negligible and the convrct ive 

motions are then determined using the temperature and velocity fields. wit h any change in the 

pressure being solved for after the motion has been found (Bray et al. 198-1). The variatii,ns in 

the density and pressure are only considered in so far as they relate dircctll. CO the vertical 1)iioy- 

ancy of the material. The most relevant astrophysical exa~nple of a Boussinesq-like process outside 

of the laboratory is the Mi~ing  Lengt 11 Theory (see fj 1.3). X Boiissinescl fluid. becomes t iirlmlent 

at relatively low Rayleigh numbers (Rn 5 10") when the Prancltl number ( P r ]  is low. For the 

Suri. Pr = 10-%ad Ra = 2 x 10 '~ .  which is clearly well within the turbulent regime. Iri rurbu- 

lent convection the distribution of kinetic energy over eclcly sizes (wavenurnher k)  is given hy the 

Iiomolgorov spectrum: 

Q I ; )  iu k-"3 (1.9) 

Those eddies with the largest scales have the largest energies and the largttst vclocities. m c l  the 

energy cascades down to smaller scales by kinetic interactions. until the energi. eventually dissipates 

via diffusion. 

The anelastic approximation also simplifies the init i d  hydrodynamic eqiiations. but still retains 

non-local and nonlinear characteristics, which are usudly lost in Boussinesq-like treatments. Under 

t his approxirnat ion, the tveak coupling between the convect ive veiocities aricl acoust ic waws are 

neglected. The hydrodynamic equations cm be expanded about an initial static state. with the 

fluctuations from the initial state contained in the expansion terms. If the fluctuating ternis are 

small, the eqrrations can then be lineaxized and solved. However. t hose nonlinear t e r m  involving 

velocity are retained? since the velocity fluctuations are not srnall (Gough 1969). This sceiiario is 



applicable if the convective velocities are substantially less than the sound speed and the density, 

pressure and ternperature variations are small over a few scale heights (Bray et al. 1984: Stein S: 

Xordlund 1998). 

1.3 The Mixing Length Theory 

Tlie Mixing Length can trace its origins to Prandtl's application of kinetic theory to turbulent fluids 

in the early years of the 20th century (Bray et al. 1984). In this scenario the eddies interact by 

intermittent collisions: transferring energy and operating over sonie niean frec pat h. This assumes 

the eddies are interacting only at discrete points and, in the case of turbulent motion, thc mean 

free path has to be set as a free paranieter. Tliis path length iç folIo~vcd hy somc charnctvristic 

edcly. at the end of which the energy of the edciy is dissipated or transferred to anot her eddy. For 

a given stellar radius, the convective packages are al1 considered to have the w n e  average pliysical 

characteristics: size. temperatures. and velocity (Bray et al. 1984). 

This forrnalism considers convection to be a turbulent phenomenon. clriven by heüting üt the 

base of the convection zone. The SILT produces a mcan convective heat flus. essentially treating al1 

t he t iirbulent ccldies as having uniform sizes ancl characterist ics t hrougi-tout t lie ent ire conwction 

zone. However. non-locd effects and variations in opacity are neglected. and r lie amount of ericrgy 

dissipated to other eddies due to interactions and the amoiint lost radiatively is at bcst an cstirna- 

tion. The hILS does not provide any information regarding the atmospheric rlynamics. nor rioes it 

provide very much information on variations about the mean values for temperature. density and 

pressure. Convective overshooting or pcnetrat ion. the degree of mixing and t lie interaction between 

acoustic waves and convective niotions rernain un-addressecl (Zahn l999). 

Tlie key parameter (and the source of much contention) in MLT is the niixing length itsclf. A. 

Tliis parameter is the average path length followed by the convective ecitlies. itnd is usual l~  {et to 

be some multiple of the pressure scale lieight. 

The pararneter a is a free pararneter, usudy  set using the Sun so as to match the atrnospheric 

model Aux with the observed Aux and yield the correct solar radius. Tlie value of u used clepends 

upon the atmospheric model used. and often varies depending upon the type of star being s t r idied. 



Typical values for a are between 1 and 2, however in some cases values as lorv as 0.5 or as liigh as 

3 are used. 

One of the more serious potential consequences for the value of a is the implications its value 

lias for calculating evolutionary models. Chaboyer (1995) demonstrated that the largest source of 

uncertainty in estimating the ages of globdar clusters lay in the value of n utilized: chaiiging n 

between 1 and 3 leads to changing globiilar cluster age estimates by between 14 and 19%, depcnding 

upon the evolutionary models used. This translates to age differences betwen models of up to 2 

billion years, 

.An additional problem with the MLT. and with al1 local inodeh of convection. is the description 

of the overshoot region where 

In the stratified stable region overlying the convection zone, the convectiiig material is ail1 in 

motion even though it is no longer being driven. The convective materid dissipates its e n e r g  in 

this layer via diffusion. which is a non-local process (Canuto k Dubovikov 19%). 

The SILT enjoys wide use across the astronomical conimunity even thoiigh it is a siriq)listic 

description of convection. This is largely because of the inrract abilicy of t lie hytlrodynamic cqitirt ions 

in the extreme environment that is a stellar atmosphere: variations in clensity by a factor of 10'. 

changes in temperature by 10°K and in Ra by 1012 (Bray et al. 1984; Spriiit 1997). The SLLT is 

an easily implemented formalisni that provides a good 0th order approximation of the gross effects 

of convection. 

Ho~vever~ tbere are a number of astrophysical problenis tliat reqtiire s refincment in how vonvec- 

tion is addressed: understanding steilar structure. stellar activity. the gerierarion of rnagneti{~ fields. 

element deplet ion, the interplay betnreen convection and rotation. stellar ewlut ion and clicmical 

mking are sorne of the most prominent (Zahn 1999). Improvements in instrumentation. opacities 

and in other stellar physicd theories have reached the point where convection is one of the chef 

obstacles to underst anding many stellar astrophysical pro blerns. 

1.4 Current Approaches 

1.4.1 Turbulent Convection Theories 

The local nature of MLT is considered to be one of its greatest drawbacks. An'- at tempt to forniulate 

a replacement for MLT has to be non-local, and has to be more physically consistent with reality. 



Numerous attempts have been made in recent years to formulate an analytical turbulent model for 

stellar convection (Canuto 1997: Canuco Sr BIazziteUi 1992; Canuto 1992; Canuto 1993; Canuto 

k Mlazzitelli 2991; Canuto & Dubovikov 1998; Xiong et al. 1997; Grossman 1996). These new 

treatments attempt to provide a more complete picture of the nature of convection. Insrend of 

treating convection as a uniforrn average eddy, they address the full Iiomolgorov specrrum of eddy 

sizes and energies with a hierarchy of larger eddies feeding energy to s m d e r  ones. 

These models use a collection of hydrodynamic moment equations that arc solved by ensemble 

averages of the fields involved in convection (temperature. pressure and velocity). The nionient 

equations are derived from che compressible Navier-Stokes equations. and the ensembles that are 

averaged are either realizations of solutions to the Navier-Stokes equations. averages over sirnilar 

initial states for the Navier-Stokes equations or are obtained by averaging owr different coriwctive 

cells with a range of temperatiircs anci velocities (see Kupka (1999) for a sumrnary). Tlics first 

moment equations require the determinacion of higher nioments (seconci and t liircl). Vnfort iiriatcly. 

the soiution to the second and third moment eqiiations recliiire even liigher moments - the ilicrarchy 

of moment equations is infinite. These infinite series of moriient equations are clealt witli by rii&ing 

sonie sort of assumptions for closure - which usuaiiy involves invoking a typci of mising lcngtli-likc 

free parameter. often related to the ptiysical depth. or a. teclinique known as the Rcyriolcfs-Stress 

Model. which has difficulty handling radiative losses anct çonvective overshoot. The alternative to 

these closure assumptions is the tise of a non-local set of dynamic ccpations for the higher niurrients 

(Canuto St Dubovikov 1998). 

These treatments, tvhile still using the Boussinesq approximation. are more physically correct 

than the MLT. The use of this approximation is justified by tlie consideration that the actiial region 

where convection becomes inefficient and the relation G = GS4 does not hold is a relatively thin 

layer. ciose to the surface and includes the overshoot layer (Canuto 9t Dubovikov 19%). 

X number of implementations of tliese newer convection treatrnents haive beeri tested - rnost 

notably the Complete Mode1 (CM) (Crmuto S- hhzzitelli 1992; Canuto 19931 and its succtsor. a 

newer turbulent convection model (CD) (Canuto Sr Dubovikov 1998). Usiially these treatrnents 

are tested versus the MLT or numerical simulations and observed solar and stellar characteristics 

(Kupka 1999: Kupka 1999a; Canuto et al. 1996). The CM model has outperformed or matched 

MLT in several tests: the CM predicts more accurate solar p-mode eigenfrequencies (Patern8 et al. 

1993; Basu St Antia 1994); the CM matches the performance of NLT in modeling outer envelopes 

of Red Giants and Supergiants (Stothers Sr Chin 1995); pre-Main Sequence evolutionary tracks for 



low mass stars (D'Antona Sr kIazzitelli 1994); globular cluster isochrones (ilazzitelli et al. 1995: 

D'Antona et al. 1992); stellar colors. Bdmer line profiles and atmospheres (Kupka 1996; Sinalley Sr 

Kupka 1997; Gardiner et al. 1999). 4 summary of these tests and results can he found in kIa.zzitelli 

(1999). 

1.4.2 Numerical Simulations 

The recent remarkable progress in computing resources and compritational efficiency has leci to the 

development of physically realistic nunicrical siniulations. which have proviclcd a new perspective 

on the physical conditions of convection. The input physics includc the hi11 three dimensional 

hyclrodynamic eqiiat ions, wit h realistic equations of stat e. opacit ies and radiat ive transport tvi t hin 

the anelastic approximation (Stein Sr Xordlund 1998; Stein k Nordiund 1989: Spruit 1997). One of 

the key differences between the numerical simulations and the analyticd Boussinesq approximations 

is the manner in which the density stratification is addressed. Within the Boussinesq approximation 

it is ignored, whereas in the anelastic approach the density variation is taken into account. 

There are two types of simulations tliat are done: Direct Nu~nencal  Simulations ( D M )  and 

Large Eddy Sa~nzrlations (LES). Urifortitnately. t here are serioils clrawbacka to the ilse of t hree 

dimensionai numerical simulations of solar and stellar convection. The sirtiulation of the entire 

convection zone places prohibit ive dernands upon cornputer metnory and speed; iisually only a 

shallow upper portion of the corivection zone can be simulated over the relevant tinicscales. It 

is estimated that the firlly resolved nilmerical solution to the Xavier-Stokes Eqiiations cotild be 

simulated in three dimensions using a ?id of 10" to 1030 points (Kupka 1909). Direct Yuiiierical 

Simulations (DNS) have been applied to convection. but only at  intermediate Rayleigh nruribers 

and using idealized physics. DNS cannot be used for the more typical Rayleiqh numbers found in 

stellar convection zones, the computing costs are too high. The alternative is to resolve oiily the 

largest time-dependent scaIes in the simuiatjons (LES), and moclel the unresolved smaller scales 

and their impact on the larger scales. These smaller scales are mocieled using a sub-grid scale mode1 

(Kupka. 1999). 

S tellar convection is usually simulated wit hin a LES contest, simulating a t hin slab of the ph* 

tosphere. The large range of both Iength scales and time scales of the whole convection zone cannot 

be accommodated in simulations such as these. The thermal rekuation time for the convclction 

zone is - 105 years, whereas the dynamic time scale is on the order of minutes. Similarl  the 

length scales required are tremendous; from the whole convection zone (30% of the solar radius) to 



the narrow regions of the upper photosphere. The size of the simulations are severely constrained; 

as a resdt only the upper layers of the convection zone can be simulated at the rcquired spatial 

and temporal resolution. The typical simulation uses a box with periodic vertical boundaries and 

a horizontal surface area equivaient in size to several granules. Typical sizes are 6000 km liy 6000 

km in u e a  and 2500 km in depth, while the average granule has a dianieter of zz 1000 k r i ~  The 

spatial resolution of the simulation is selected so as to miniic the observed spatial resolution of solar 

observations. Lower boundary conditions c m  be set so as to conserve the niass f l ~ x  by ~ ~ r y i n g  

the pressure in tirne, and the effectiveness of the lower boundary conditions can be checkecl by 

cornparison wit h simulations t hat penetrate cleeper into the convection zone (Stein S: Nordlund 

L998). One of the drawbacks to the use of LES is the assumption that the unresolved suh-grid 

scales are entirely dissipative. Ciinuto ('2000) has demo~istratecf t hat the iirircsolved scales are st il1 

Iarge enough to contain both cliffiisive ancf aclvective terms. in addition to dissipative effects. Tliese 

terms give rise to aclvective velocities ~ i o t  accoiinted for i r i  previous LES siriiiilations. Cariiiru lias 

also demonstrateci even when the rnotlels are restricted to dissipation proccsses for t hc si th-grid 

scales. the current LES models lac; an interna1 consistency check. 

Thesc nunierical simulations Iiave niet with a tremendous ciegree of siiccess in rcprotliicing 

the appearance and behavior of surface granulation. Simulations have succeedecl in reprodticing 

the apparent solar granulation patterns (Stein S- Nordlund 1989; Xordlund k Stein 1996; Stcin k 

Xordlund 1998) and even exhibit xxploding granules' (Nordlund 1985: Ras t lX6). The siniiilat ions 

also predict that in certain wavelengt h regions the edges of the granules rvill be I>riglit(tr than 

the centers due to compression heating (Stcin Sr Nordlund 1995). This contrast inversion has 

been observed in the centers of strong CO Iines in the infrared (Uitenbroek 2000: Solanki et al. 

1996). The numerical simulations also produce line profile asyrnmetries that are associateci with 

the convective motions and t heir penetration into the photospliere (Dravins 1990: Spruit 1997). 

Numerical simulations predict a depth for the convection zone that closely matches the clepth 

measured using heiioseismology (Rosent ha1 et ai. 1999). 

The picture of convection that ernchrges from the nurricrical simulations is completely itt oclds 

with that of turbulent convection. Tliih motions are driven not fiom heating at the bottom of the 

convection zone, but by radiative cooling in a thin surface layer (Stein & Sordlund 1998). The 

upwelling material in the center of the granules is neutrally buoyant. rising to replace materiai 

that has cooled and has started to settle in downdrafts located a t  the intergranular lanes. These 

donmdrafts incersect. and become turbulent below the solar (or stellar) surface. and it is here rvhere 



the work is done that drives the motions. The density scaie height at  the surface is small. so the 

flow at the top of the granules is forced into horizontal motion over a relatively shallow deptli before 

the fiow is overturned into a downdraft. This small scaie of variation is inconsistent with the local 

analytical models, which predict large changes in both velocity and temperature over this rcgion. 

especialiy when the ce11 sizes are an order of magnitude larger t han these scales (Nordlund &i Stein 

1996). The LES also show that at  a given optical depth the sol= surface is lieavily corrugated in 

physicai depth (and vice versa), reflecting rapid changes in opacity and temperature ( H -  has a 

temperat ure sensitivity of T Io) (Stein k Nordlund 1998 ) . 
These results cast serious doubt on w het her solar/s tella convection shoiild even be considered 

as a turbulent phenomenon, despite the liigh Reynolds niimber in stellar convection zones ( Yord- 

lund et al. 1997). This interpretation is based iipon a cornparison between the power sptvxra of 

granulation images and those from theoretical turbulent cascade models. The power that 1s ob- 

sented is attributcd to ttirbulence at the edges of granules and the overall lamina behavior of the 

up-tvelling material is attributed to the effect of the density stratification on the upflows (Norcllund 

et al. 1997). Laboratory experirrients of convection at high Rayleigh niimber (althoiigh still siib- 

stantiallq* iess than that in the solar environment) reveai rr geornetry that niny be consistent with 

t his new view of acmospheric convection ( Spriiit 1997). 

1.5 Convection and Spectral Line Asymmetries 

To corlstrain and test t hese compet ing rnodels. it is necessary to develop diagnostics of convection. 

Stiidies of the solar intensity spectrum have shown that line profile asymmetries are inforniative 

signatures that are &O applicable to the flux spectrurn of the sun and otlter stars (Dravins et 

al. 1951). The line profile contains ttt'o key kinds of information: surface radial velocity and the 

variation of the line source function with depth. If ive avoid scattering lines. the source fwction 

reflects the local thermal characteristics of the plasma. 

At each point on the stellar surface. granules (hotter rising material) will contribute a larger 

flux than the intergranular regions. and this flux will be blue-shifted slightly due to the up-ivelling 

velocity Sirnilarly, the intergranular contribution will be red-shifted, cooler. and fainter because of 

its srnaiier area and lower temperature. For an absorption line at  a wavelength A,, the contrib~itions 

to the line profile corne fiom different physical depths. and the arnount of radiation at  different 

points on the profile reflects the physical conditions at  those depths. These contributions differ both 



Figure 1.1: Two sample bisectors. Tlic strotigcst lines have bisectors tliat rcsemblc A .( ". while weakcr i i ~ i t . s  triiri 

to have bisectors that niore closely resetnble ttie top portion of a 'C'.  

ori t h  vertical scde t hroiigh the at niosphere - reflecting changes in both velocity ruid temperatrire. 

and on the horizontal scale - reflecting the spatial effects of the granulation. Tlir! net effect of t hese 

contribritions, integratcd over the siirfacc of the star. is the total asymrnctry of the Rus line profile. 

Line asymmetries have been quantified primarily using bisectors. the locus of points ~iiidway 

betwen the two sidcs of the rectified liiie profile at eqiial levels of intensity. In solar-type stitrs. the 

bisectors for stronger lines have full 'C' sliapes. mhile weakcr lines have shapes that are just clic top 

part of the C' (see Figure 1.1). X 'convection boundarf exists in t lie HR diagram (Gray k Yagel 

1989), beyond which hotter stars (non-convective) have backwards .C'-sliaped bisectors. The dope 

and extent of the bisector curve is a direct rneasure of how vigorous the convection is over t hc range 

of the photosphere where that line is formed. Various ways of comparing line bisectors have been 

deveioped, such as averaged bisectors (Dravins et al. 1981: Gray Sc ?lagel 1989). and bisector dope 

pararneters (Neckel St Labs 1990). 

Dravins (198Ca) found that reasonable bisector measiirernents can be made for observ:ttioris 

with spectral resolving powers R X / L X  2 100,000. However, even at t his very high resoltition. 

the bisector shape will be aff~cted by the instrumental response until R reaches 2ûO.000. This 



sensitivity to resolution makes it chdenging to define accurately the changing dopes of the bisector 

at R < 100.000 for a solar-type dwarf star. Stars that are liotter and more luniinous than the sun 

are less demanding of spectral resolution because of their broader lines. 

A second signature of surface convection is the core line-shift. usually defined as tlie change in 

the position of the line minimum or tlie bottom portion of the line with respect to its predicted 

laborntory position (Nadeau 19YS: Dravins et al. 1981: Dravins 1987a: Allriide Prieto S: Garcia 

Lopez 1998). In the past. these positions have been found by fitting polynoniials to a wavelengtli 

'windoiv' carourid the line niininium (Allende Prieto k Garcia Lcipez 1998) or by choosing a point on 

the bisector close to the line rriiriimuxn (Dravins et al. 1981; Dravins et al. 1986: Dravins 19S'la). 

Figure 1.2: The relationship between the bisector of a line profile and the line-care positions of a set of lines of 
different depths. The ensemble of line-core positions maps the shape of the bisector. 

This proves to be much easier to measure than the bisector because it is a feature of the Iine 

core rather than a differential property of the profile. As a result. it is possible to measure relative 

line-shifts with l e s  than ultra-high spectral resolution. which greatly expancis their utility. 

The central characteristic to appreciate is that the line core is the bottom of a line bisector. 

Because the cores of Lines of different depths sarnple different atmospheric levels. an ensemble of 

lines of different strengths should recover the convective information contained in high resolution 

line bisectors, with much less observational effort. as shown in Figure 1.2. We are not at  tempt ing 

to determine the 'true' velocity of the whole line or of the star. but to use the positions of the cores 



of many lines to recover the line bisector. 

The use of a large number of absorption lines allows for the deveiopmerit of a more coniplete 

statistical picture of the convective dynamics. Using large numbers of lines at different strengths 

d o w s  us to generate the sarne information as averaged line bisectors, but at Iower resolving pow- 

ers and signal-to-noise ratios. The relative temperature cont rast between the granules and fanes 

changes with wavelength, as does the continuous opacity How the changes in contrast and opacity 

affect the appearance of convection can be examineci by iising a large sample of lines of different 

strengths ancl wavelengths. The use of these distributions cal1 also be used to investigate how limb 

darkening may possibly affect the observability of convection. 

1.6 Diagnostic Candidates 

Tliere are a nuniber of key ingrcdients required in selecting potential diagnostic candidate species 

for line core shifts and line bisectors (for a revicw of some of these charactcristics. see Dravi~is et 

al. 1981): 

accurate laboratory rest wawlengtlis 

line source fiinct ion domiriated bu local thermal characterist ics 

wicle ~vavelengt h coverage 

few isotopic blends 

large number of lines 

large range in excitation energy ( i l )  

large range in line depth 

well established transition properties (Log gf, x1) 

minimal hyperfine split t ing 

low thermal broadening 

Obviously, the k t  two properties are the most hindamental. However. it is important to try 

and use absorption line profiles that are as clean as possible. Blending, whether it is a r~su l t  of 



hyperfine splitting, isotopes or just blending with other atomic or molecular species, distorts the 

Line profile and makes determination of the true line-shift problematic. 

Species that have wide wavelength ranges, large variations in line strength and wide coverage in 

yi permit a more comprehensive study of how the line-shifts depend upon these parameters. Using 

a species (or several species) over large spans of wavelength permits a study of the varying effects 

t hat temperature contrast and changiiig continuous opacity may have. Lincs of varying sr rengt h 

and 11 probe ciifferent iayers of the atrniisphere. provicling insight into the average vetocity sttiicture 

of the atmosphere. 

For solar-type stars, the best atoinic candidate is Fe 1 (Dravins et al. 138 1). Fe 1 is the 

most prevalent species in the solar spectrum, with lines of varying degrees of strength spanning 

tvavelengt hs from the ultraviolet to the infrared. These lines also exhibit a vcry large range in LI. 

Because of its high m a s .  the Fe 1 lines have low thermal broüdening, and the Fe 1 specrrtim is 

clorninateci by a single isotope. " ~ e .  Tlie Fe I laboratory line positions have lieen reestabiislied to 

an  unprececlented level of absolute accuracy (Nave et al. L994). The netv resr positions have been 

established with an absolute positional accuracy of 5 0.02 cm-' iii the visible (Nave et al. 1994: 

Xave 1'399). 

For stars cooler than the Sun. or for the infrared portion of the solar spectrum. additional 

candiclate species woiild be useful becaiise the Fe 1 lines weaken considerably. ancl the positional 

accuracy of the lines decrease tvhen espresscd as Doppler velocities ( O ( [ ! )  = L v / v ) .  Givcii these 

criteria, the most O bvious candidate spccies should be molecu1,u. There 'are hu r  moleciilar species 

of varying utility available in the solai. spectriirn that rnwt  rnost of the abmae criceria: CO. CS. 

OH and TiO. 

From an astrophysical perspective, che properties of CO are probably the most well estabiished 

of al1 the diatomic molecules. There are three prominent bands of CO in the infrared spectrum 

of the Sun: the fundamental (Av = 1. between 4.2 and 6 pm) and the first overtone seqiiences 

(Av = 2, between 2.2 and 2.5 pm) are present in both the normal solar spectrum and the solar 

umbral spectrum. and the second overtone sequence (Av = 3. between 1.5 ancl 1.8 pm) is fotind in a 

sunspot umbral spectrurn. The calcuiated line positions and other properties for CO are established 

to an incredible accuracy (see §4.2), the L2C160 isotope is dominant and tliere are thousands of 

potential Lines of varying degrees of strength and excitation energy. CO is also very useful for 

exarnining cooler stars and the solar urnbral spectrum since both the first and second overtone 

bands increase in prominence as effective temperature decreases. 



There are two major drawbacks in using CO as a diagnostic: (1) the telluric absorption in 

both the fundamentai and first overtone bands, (2) the difficulty in establishing where in the soliir 

photosphere a CO line is formed. Here, the first problem is dedt with by tising a combinat ion of 

ground based and space based observations. The second difficulty is more problematic. 

CO is a very temperature sensitive moiecule formed thoughout the solar photosphere. Weak 

CO lines are formed fairly deep in the atmosphere, while the strongest lines are formed near the 

temperature minimum. Observations of CO lines in solar Limb spectra indicate temperatures in 

the upper photosphere that me inconsistent with the temperature miniinuni derived from atomic 

lines such as the Ca II H and Ii lines (Ayres et al. 1986). One proposed explanation is that there 

is a temperature bifurcation in this rcgion of the atmosphere: a cool ' COmosphere' t hat is the 

source of the CO lines, and hotter, mechanically heated regions which produce ttic atoniic lines 

(,lyres et al. 1'386). Typical onedimensional atmospheric models cannot accoiint for botli types 

of kattire. and any deriveci altitucles of formation for thesc featiires are liiglily iriociel depcndent 

(Vitenbroek 2000). The location of the CO line formation could be ftirtiicr complicatecl if, as 

C'itenbroek ilas concluded. the CO concentration is not given by its instantaneous Saha equilil>riiim 

valiic: which woiild lowcr the lieight of line formation. Tlie time-scale for CO formation rriay be 

coniparable to the corwection tinie-scale at low densities. thus niaterial rising upw,ards riiav not 

have had sufficient time to forni CO. This leads to a reduction in the actud heights of c'O line 

format ion when compared to t hose predicted when ins tantaneous chemical ecliiilibriiim is iised 

(Litenbroek 2000). To understand properly the formation of the CO lines in the solar atmosphere 

reqtiires multidiniensional hydrodynamic modeling that includes CO cooling effects (Uitenbroek 

'1000). However. the CO lines can stili provide information on the average corivective velocitics. but 

not the exact corresponding vertical positions. The relative distribution of line-shifts for CO may 

provide insight into the relative vigor of convection and the possible effects of excitation energy 

and wavelengt h. 

CI; is a potential cornplementary diagnostic for the CO bands. In the solar spectrum the CX 

lines are weak. but they do extend into the red and near infrared potions of the spectrum. a region 

unsampled by otller molecular lines. Both T i 0  and OH have powerful potential as diagnostics for 

both the solar umbral spectrum and for cooler stars. The most prominent set of OH lines, the 

Meinel system, have weU established rest positions (Abrams et al. 1994), and cover a wide range of 

waveIengths (the L v  = 1 bands bekveen 2.6 and 4 pm and the AV = 2 bands between 1.4 ;~ t id  1.7 

pm). The OH bands have a wide range in Iine strengths when observed in hoth the solar tirnbrd 



spectrum (see $5.3) and in the spectra of K giants such as Arcturus (see $6 .2 ) .  The T i 0  7 bands 

are especially prominent in the red portion of the visible sunspot spectrum. Recent Iaboratory 

positions (Ram et al. 1996; Rarn et al. 1999) enhance the utility of Ti0 as a convection indicator 

in very cool stars, despite the high density of lines and degree of blending in the red spectra of 

cooler stars.  



Chapter 2 

A Technique for the Study of Stellar 
Convection: 
The Visible Solar Flux Spectrum 

2.1 Introduction 

Previous studies of the Sun and several solar-type stars (Dravins et al. 1981: Dravins et al. 1986: 

Dravins 198%: Yordlund & Dravins 1990) have used both Iine bisectors and line-shifts of Fe 1 

and Fe II lines to probe convection. These stiidies founcl some siinilarity in the dependerice of 

the two indicators on line strengt h, wavelengtli. and excitation energu. alt lioiigli tliere w r t l  also 

discrepancies (ijadeau 1988; Allende Prieto Sr Garcia L6pez 1998). -4s c~içci~ssecl in Cliap ter 1. 

bisectors require not only high resolving powers. they also require high signal-tenoise in order to 

properly define t heir slope in the core. 

The core of the line is also the port ion of the line profile most sensitive to noise. wtiicli is a 

serious complication in determining Line shifts. The signal in a line profile is always Iowest in the 

core, enhancing the impact of al1 sources of noise. ln addition, because the core has the shallowst 

slope of the profile, the velocity shift produces the smallest signal there. making it viilnerable to 

photometric errors. Therefore. it is necessary to use points farther up the line profile that have 

larger slopes (see Figure 2.1 and 52.2). However. if the points used to define tlie core positiori cotne 

from too high up the sides of the line profile. where the line is most sensitive to velocity shifts. then 

t here is the danger of deriving some measure of the line's velocity integrated over a large vertical 

s p m  of the atmosphere. The challenge is to find a technique that achieves both isolation of the 

core and is responsive to small velocity shifts. 

A hirther complication in using line-shifts is the specification of the velocity zero point in the 



r a t  frame of the star. Stellar radial velocities are typically determined by iising as mucti o f  the 

spectrum as possible, and the current state of the art can detect velocity variations of <_ 10 nu-'  

(Butler et al. 1996). However, these radial velocities are entangled with the surface velocity fields 

and are not absolute in nature. The Sun is the only star with both a precise and an accurate 

absolute radial velocity. based on orbital dynaniics. However. the Sun c a n  be used as a ticlucial 

point for stellar observations to achie~~e precise relative line-s hift distri butions of differenc lines. 

even t hough t hc absolute steiiar radial velocity is iinknown. 

By concentrating on the behavior of the dishibu tions of the relative srrllar line-shil't.;. r lie 

absolute radial velocity zero point becomes irrelevanc. To achieve this. the Sun's flux sptxtriirn 

miist be used, although this introduces effects due to limb-clarkening and rotational hroaclcriing. 

2.2 Methodology 

3.3.1 Solar Flux Spectrum 

This study is based on the Solnr F l u ~  .4tlasi (Iitirucz et id. 195-1). whidi !vas uhservwl with 

the Fourier Transform Spectronieter (FTS) at the SicSlath Solar Tclescopc at KPXO. Tlic Atlas 

covcrs the spectrum Erom '796 to 1300 nm with a resolving priwer that varies fiom 348.000 to ,522.000 

and with S/N ranging from 2900 to 9000. The wavelength calibration is basecl on the O? line iit 

GûS.38335 tm. and the conversion to air wavelengths was clone using the formula of EdIén ( 1966). 

Scans without the O2 line were calibrated using clean solar Iines from the scan overlap rcgions. 

The maximum velocity error for the ultraviolet spectral regions in the Atlas. fathest froiii the 

calibracing O2 line. was estimated by Iiiirucz et al. as 100 ms-l. Dile to thth linear nature of FTS 

observations, t his error estimate also applies as an uppcr liniit to the ot her scnns estcnding t tiroitgh 

the remainder of the .L\tIas. .Allende Prieto JL Garcia Lapez (199s) also used the same .Atlas ancl 

found that its wavelength calibration in the visible ntas consistent with the stated iincertainty. The 

effect of the solar cycle on the wavelength stability of the Sun is relatively srnall. with an upper 

limit to the variation of line asymmetries of 5 rns-' over one cycle (Wallace et al. 19823). 

2.2.2 The Determination of Line Positions 

The goal here is to determine the positions of the cores of individual spectral lines. not tl1c b u k  

wlocity of the star. Therefore, different techniques must be used than thosc that are appropriate 

' i \ l ~ ~ / ~ i t t  Peak FTS data used here were produced by NSF/NOAO. 



for, Say, searches for evtrasolar planets. Also, one of the primary purposes of this study is to use 

the solar spectrum to develop met hods t hat can be applied to the st udy of other stars. Tlierefore, 

the technique used to find core line-shifts must be as independent of the instrument as possible and 

designed to Mnimize its sensit ivity to differences in resolutions and rotation. 

The most obvious measure of line position. the line minimum. is not suitable because it is 

excessively sensitive to noise. Noise also afTects fitting a parabola or a higher order polynoniial to 

the lowest three or five points in the lirie profile. and tliis method is also very sensitive to spectral 

resolution (see $2.3.2). While fitting polynomiais to the region around the line minimum has proven 

to be effective at high resolution (Allende Prieto 9: Garcia L6pez 1998). lower resoliitions do not 

provide enough points dong the bottom portions of the line profile to provide ai accurate fit. even 

if the fitting window is expanded. 

Line bisectors offer an alternative way to define line positions in general. and core positions in 

particiilm. Traditionally. the shapes and amplitudes of bisecton. determilied ivit h R 2 LOO. O00 ancl 

high signal-tenoise, have been used to probe convection. However. line bisectors can  be detertnined 

at iiiuch lower resolutions. Althoiigh tlie shape and curvature of the bisectors iire extremely fragile. 

bcing wry sensitive to noise. it is possible to use these Ion. resolution Iiisectors to cieternii~ie the 

shift of diffcrent levels within the line. and tliis method cari be applicd a t  various resolutions. P s t  

studies (Dravins et al. 1981; Dravins et al. 19%) used a point on the bisector of the profilc tliat 

is 7% above the line minimum. Unfortiinately t his approach reqtiires interpoiations and t hc use of 

high resolving powers (see 53.32). 

We tested many different methods of determining the line core position. and the mosc satis- 

factory method is illiistrated in Figure 2.1. To begin, the core of the line profile was fit with a 

cubic spline interpolation. Next. the two lowest non-minima points were tised to identib tmo levels 

in the profile. and the bisector at each level was determined wing the original point on one side 

of the profile and the interpolated point at the aame level on the opposite side. The position of 

the line is defined to be the average of the two bisector positions. For high spectral resoliitions. 

the two points are very close to the bottom of the line. and are not greaily sensitive CO the slope 

of the bisector. At lower resolutions, the slope of the bisector does corne into consideration (see 

$2.3.3). The two lowest non-minima points are used (instead of the second and third lowest points). 

because, on occasion. some line profiles have two minima. The use of any one of these points n.as 

found to corrupt the line position substantially. Using the observed line minimum itself was found 

to introduce an anomalous hook to the bottom of the bisector (relative to its nearest observed 



neighboring points in intensity) due to the discrete sarnpüng across the profile. At high resolutions 

these points are very close to the bottom of the line, and are sensitive to noise. Hoaever. t i l t .  data 

source used here is of sufficient S/W (2900 to 9000) that these noise effects are minimal. At Iower 

resolutions, the points sample higher up the sides of the line profile. nhere the slope of the profile 

is steeper, and thus are less sensitive to noise. 

Figure 2.1: The core of a line profile illustrating the rntlthod used to determine the observcd line-core position. The 
lowest non-minimum point from each side of the line profile is used to identify a particular level. The interpolated 
point from the opposite side of the profile, found from a cubic spiine. is used to determine the line bisector for that 
level. The average of the two bisectors defines the line position. 

With the observed line center determined, the line-shift of the core is found by cornparison 

with the laboratory navelength. In the visible. al1 the Fe 1 Lines have stated absolute positional 

uncertainties of 5 0.02 cm-' (Nave 1999), or better than 300 ms-' at 500 nm. A large majority 

(79%) of the Lines used here have laboratory uncertainties 5 0.005 cm-'. or better than 75 nis-' at 

500 m. Starting with this line set. apparent blends were identified by visual inspection of the solar 

spectrum and rejected from further use. Additional lines that were suspected as potentid blends 

(based on the line profile or an anornaIous line-shift) were compared to the solar line identifications 



from existing atlases and tables (Moore et al. 1966; Swensson et al. 1970; Livingston Sr Wallace 

1991; Wdlace et al. 1998; Wallace et ai. 1993). The remaining suspecc lines were checked versus a 

synthetic solar A u  spectrum generated by the Iiurucz Atlas 9 suite of prograrns (Kurucz Sr Avrett 

1983,). The final set had 122 lines in common with the more stringently defined set of Rutten and 

van der Zdm (1984). Line-shifts were then calculated using: 

where A-, is the solar line position, hlab is the laboratory position and 636 nis-L is the gravitational 

red-shift of the Sun '. 
In previous work (Dravins et al. 1981; Gray & Toner 1955: Dravins et al. 1986) mcaii line 

bisectors were computed for different classes of lines. The shapes of these bisectors give inforniation 

on the overall behavior of the Iine profiles in each line class. which provides way of tfeterri~ining 

functional dependencies. analogous to t lie use of line-shifts. To be consistent \vit h previous sr iidies. 

wc determineci mean line bisectors by averaging al1 the points ironi a set of bisoctors that fell within 

a particiilar line-depth bin. The size of the bins can be sec based iipon the rcsolving power. i+lien 

ri srilal1 set of bisectors was examinecl. it was Found that the mean bisector couic1 be extremely 

sensitive to anÿ outiiers of the set. To compensate for this. we also investigatecl meclian-bis~ctors. 

Instead of averaging al1 the points from the set of bisectors t hat fell within a +en line-dcptli bin. 

the median of these points was found. The rnedian bisectors tend to follon- the mean t~iswtors 

in shape. but without any aberrant jumps or mise '  from the unusual menibers. 'and the iiieciia~i 

bisector cornes much closer to resembling the 'typical' biscctor for that samplc. This elixninrirc~s the 

need for the use of smoothing over the rnean bisector. Tlicse meclian bisectot-s for different sets of 

lines can be used test the efficacy of the line-shift method (see 52.3). 

To test empirically the dependence of the line core position on spectral resolution. the Solar 

Flux Atias was rebinned to a variety of lower resolutions using the IDL routine REBIN. which 

uses neighborhood averaging for compression. Once the Atlas was rebinned to a lower resolution. 

the analysis was repeated. A second exiipirical test was hox noise '2ffected tlir method. Yoiae was 

added to the Atlas by generatin a set of random numbers for the .Atlas Husixs with an avrriige of 

zero and a standard deviation set to the S/N level desired. and the analysis was repeated. 

'hn additional correction of 3 ms- ' for Earth-based observations c u i  ais* be applied (Lindegren et ai. 1999). 

however this results in a small uniform shift to al1 the line-shifts and c m  be neglected 



2.2.3 Errors 

The original observations of the solar spectrum have a srated precision of 5 100 rns-l (Iiuriicz et 

d. 1984) for any particular point on the FTS scans. The absolute positions of the Fe 1 lines have 

uncertainty estimates that depend on the signal-to-noise ratio of the features. on calibration errors 

and on possible pressure shifts (Nave et al. 1994). The combination of tliese sources of uncertainty 

(hom both Kurucz et al. 1984 and Nave et al. 1994) give a fornial estimate of the observarional 

error. it  was found that 79% of the sample had upper limit error estimates of s1Z5 ms-'. and 

only 5% hacl estimates of 1300 ms-l. The mean upper limit on the uncertainty was 135 ms-' with 

ii standard deviation of 61 ms-l and a niedian of 113 msdt.  These errors arc estiinates onl!. of the 

iipper liniits for individual points. The true errors appear to be snialler thari the forinal errors. as 

jiiclged from the smooth curves shown in Figures 2.+) and 2.4(b). 

Repeating the analysis with the Solar Flux Atlas rebinned to lower resolution sliowed t hat the 

niain effect was to increase the scatter of the line core positions. For example. using the R = f 5.000 

data set gave a niean shift in line position of only 60 11x3-'. Only 50% of the line positions were 

stiifted by 2 50 nis-l. and only 13% were changed by 2 100 111s-l. There wcrr. homver. systematic 

changes in the line positions. tvhich are cliscussed more completely in $2.32 .  

2.3 Analysis 

-4 total of 298 Fe 1 fines. spanning 430-700 nm in the solar H u  spectrum. wcre selected for study 

based on the criteria outlined earlier. Previous studies of line-shifts (Dravins et al. 1981: Dravins 

et al. 1956) have found strong dependencies on line strength and on wavelength region. and a 

weaker dependence upon excitation potential. This wavelength range also coi~icides with ttiar used 

by Dravins et al. (1981). 

The studÿ by Dravins et al. (1981) used 311 Fe I lines, selected from the best laboratory line List 

then available. Crosswhite (1975). and central intensity spectra from the Solar Atlas of Pierce and 

Breckinridge (1973). Since this tirne, the advent of both digital technologies and the use of Fourier 

Tkansforrn Spectrometers have greatly improved the available Solar atlases. in bot h signal-to-noise 

and in wavelength cdibration. As was mentioned previously, the laboratory line positions of Nave 

et al. (1994) have very srnall absolute rincertainties in the visible. 

Here we employ an ensemble approach. using as large a sample of lines as possible to make 



the information more reliable, to deterniine dependencies of the core hie-shifts on line strrngth. 

wavelengt h, and excitation potential spanning r he widest possible range of V ~ L ~ U ~ S .  This ap proacli 

reveals unusual features and gives a better visualization of the dependencies on the differeiit pa- 

rameters. It also avoids individual features, which can be aberrant and have very 1ow information 

content. 

To malyze properly the dependence on a given parameter. the Lines have been binned in line 

depth. in wavelength m d  in excitation energy. By isolating eacli parameter as much as possible. 

real trends in the distributions of the liiie-shifts can be seen ivithoiit being iiiasked by coiifusion 

between the paramet ers. 

Empirical Dependence on Excitation Potent ial 

Plotting line-shift as a ftinction of the excitation energy of the lower level (Figure 2.2). we set. that 

lines witli larger excitation energies teiicl to have more negative line-shifts. Tliis is consisteiit with 

a11 earlier stiiciy of Fe I in the visible ( Dravins et al. 19Sl). Hoivever. this iippaïeilt depeticlence 

ricy$xrs r tic intiucricc of liiie strcngt h LVhcii wc \)in 1,). line ssrengtli und hy wavelengr l i .  the 

lilit4lifts do rwt have a strong depcncleiice upun cscitatioii poteritial (Figure 2.3). 

Obviously. for a partictilar strength bin over a partictilar wavelengt h rcgion. the excitation 

potcricial can bc very 'clurnpy' aiicl cioes not cover a micie range of values. Also. many of these 

subsets are small in nuniber. and thus may not be truly indicative of any trends. Hoivever. several 

of the subsets do span a wide range in cscitation potentiül. and these show litcle or no depenclence 

of the line-shifts upon potential. The apparent ciependence observed in Figure 2.2 seems eu rcsdt 

from the uneven distribution of line depth with respect to the escitation portiiitial. Figures 2 . 3 ( ; 1 ) -  

(d) show that the shallower lines tend to have higher excitation potentials. so the dependence seen 

in Figure 2.2 is actually reflecting the sensitivity to line dept h ( s e  the following section). Therefore. 

we conciude the dependence on excitation potential is negligible, and we concentrate on wawlength 

and line strengt h dependencies. While t his does not complet ely exclude a dependence on esci tat ion 

potentials, a proper investigation of this will require larger subsets and perhaps a greater range in 

potent id ( i .  e. across species). 

Empirical Dependence on Line-depth 

Line-shifts show a strong dependence on the strength of the line, as expressed by the line depth 

(Figure 2.4). The deepest lines have the smallest shifts and the shaiiowest lines the greatest. 



Figure 2.2: The distribution of convective liriecore shifts as a function of the lower excitation encrgy. Although 
there is large velocity scatter. transitions with larger lower excitation energies appear to have sliglitly niare ~iegative 
linc-shifts. However. the dependencies on othcr puameters have not been taken into account. For 79% of thtb saniplr. 
the errors are estirnated to be 5 125 ins-'.  as shown by the error bars. 

although the shallower lines ais0 have the largest scatter. Note that the shapes shown in Figure 

2.-l(a) are essentially the traditional 'C' bisector shapes for strong lines. rotated counterclockwise 

by 90'. This is shown in part (b) of the figure. in which the distribution for the lines in the 500 

-600 nm region is over-plotted with the median bisector for this same set of lines. This riiedian 

bisector covers al1 the lines in the wavelength bin. both wcak and strorig. Because this hisector 

is a composite. the 'top' portion of the bisector reflects contributions from both weak and m o n g  

lines. whereas the *bottom portion' reflects only the strongest lines. The error bars in Figurc I.-I(L>, 

represent the standard deviation for each bin in the median bisector. The bins of the bisector near 

the pseudo-continuum contain errors 60m severai sources. Both weak and strong lines contribiite to 

these bins, and these two sets of lines behave differently (see Figure 2.6 and the following sections). 

Second. the wings of lines have shallotv dopes. which makes them more vulnerable to photometric 

errors. Third. strong Lines have extended ivings. which makes t hem sensitive to distant blends. 
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Figure 2.3: The distribution of convective line-shifts as a function of the lower excitation e n e r u  binned by line 
depth and wavelength region. Parts (a)-(d) demonstrate that when the dependence an wnvelength and line depth 
are separated, much of the apparent dependence of the Iine-shifts on excitation energy is rwnoved. There appttars to 
be a large scatter in velocity for any depth/wavelength bin at a particulrrr energy d u e .  AH of the different subsets 

which e-xtend over most of the energy range are easily fit with a line of zero siope. 
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These effects combine to give the very large standard deviations to the bisectors for these bins. 

This e.xp1ain.s w hy the median bisector deviates fiom the distribution near the tveaker lines. In t his 

respect, the use of Line core positions produces a cleaner representation of the convective   ri ut ions 

at the deepest atmospheric levels. 

This depth dependence results from the deeper lines forming higher in the photosphere. where 

convective velocities are decelerated ballistically and where the temperature difference, ancl fience 

the contrat ,  between the granules and intergranular lanes is smaller. The contributions frotn the 

granules and intergranule regions are more balanced in the line core. The recovwy of the bisectur 'C' 

shape. shown in Figure 2.4, achieves one of the major goals of this chapter: the method devrlaped 

here using core line-shifts contains the information present in the traditionai line biscctors. 

To separate the dependence on line dcpths from the dependence on wavelengt h, we have groupeci 

the liries into severai wavelength bins. We still see a strong dependence of the fine-shifts otz line 

ctepth tbat is consistent with the total ensemble of lines. However, we also fincl that in each 

wavelengt h bin. the dept h/velocity distribution is offset. wit h the redcfer lincs having smallcr line- 

shifts for a particular line deptli. dthough the distributiorti al1 have sixnilar shapes. Much of the 

scatter for a particular line dept h in the overall distribution is due to t his *o\wlap' of the ctiffcrcnt 

wavelengths. The shailower lines tend to have lcss of an offset froni their coiintcrparts a t  different 

wavelengths than the deeper lines. Polynamial fits were applied to the data hins. and it was fot~nd 

tliat tlie parabolic fits were optimal. Fitting parabolas to the different sets of data. ive find that the 

bliie distribtit ion has a -Hat ter' shape t han the red. The clifference in shâpe between the red aiid bliie 

subsets may refiect the effects of limb daskening on the observed line shifts. Howcver. the différence 

is not great, and it would be premature to draw any conclusions at this point. .A comparison with 

the central intensity observations and a study involving a longer wavelength baseline may rcsolve 

t his issue. 

Empirical Dependence on Wavelength 

Previous studies of the dependence of convective Line-shifts on wavelength have reached conflicting 

conclusions. Dravins et al. (1981) fouiid that there is a dependence upon wavelength for bins of 

a particular depth. However, later studies (Sadeau 198s: Allende Prieto k Garcia L6pez 1998) 

contradict t his finding. 

This conffict is resolved by recognizing that there is a significant dependence on line depth that 

must be isolated; lines of shorter wavelengths &O tend to be deeper than longer wavelength lines. 



Figure 2.4: Convective lincshift velocities is a function of line depth binned by wavelrngth. The degrce of tlir 
dependence of the line-shifts on line depth is clearly seen. The wavelength dependence can aIso be seen in this 
distribution, and most of the scatter at  a particular depth is due to the overlapping wavelength distributions. Part 
(b) repiots the waveIength bin from 300-600 nm, together with a traditionai medicln line bisector derived from 
the same lines, rotated counterclockwise by 90a, to illustrate that the core Iine-shifts provide essentially the same 
information as the bisectors. The standard deviation for each bin of the median bisector has been piotted. (see text) 



Figure 2.5: Line-shifts as a function of wavelength. Part (a) shows al1 lines without distinguishing line depths. P u t  
(b) has identified the lines by depth. The core Iine-shifts for each depth group have b e n  given a robust linear fit. 
The deeper the line, the steeper the dependence of the line-shifts upon wavetength. OnIy the shalIowest line group 
deviates from this, but this bin is the srnailest sample by a factor of four. has the smallest wavelength span and has 
the lines that are the most susceptible to undetected blends. 



If the interplay between the depth and the wavelength dependencies is ignored, the distribut ion of 

line-shift appears to be uncorrelated with vvavelength (Figure U(a) ) .  In fact. the bluer lines ure 

biue-shifted more, but this is countered by the bluer Lines &O being deeper, and deeper lines tend 

i,ies over to have smaller shifts, as described above. To separate the trvo dependencies. we consider 1' 

specific depth ranges. The robust linear fit to each depth bin in Figure 2.5(1>) shows clearly that 

the line-shift of deeper lines is a steep function of wavelengt h. Sliallower lines show much lcss of a 

dependence on wavelength, but this is clouded by the absence of the sliallowes t lines below 3 0  nm 

and by the small sample size, sinaller tlian the others b ~ .  a factor of foiir. Table 2.1 outliws the 

characteristics for each bin in dcpch arid wavelengt h. 

Bisectors 

Median and mean bisectors were calculated for al1 the Fe 1 lines in the sarnplc. using the groiipings 

shown in Table 2.1. The bisectors behave consistently with the line-shifts. Thc median bisecrors for 

the different depth bins all have very similar shapes and offsets similar to thosc observeci prcvioiisly 

(Dravins et ai. 1951). Figure 2.6 displays the niedian biscctors for the diffwent cleptli biiis. Tlie 

error bars are the standard deviation for each depth biri of the hisector for medium strength 

lines. The size of the standard deviations for these bins increases as the pseudo-contiriii~im is 

approached. This reflects the error sources discussed earlier in 53.2.3. Sirnilar results are seen when 

the wavelengt fi sensit ivi ties are considered. 

2.3.2 Spectral Resolution Effects 

As was mentioned earlier. Dravins (19d7a) has shotvn t hac iising lower resolving powers st3riotisly 

distorts the line bisector s hapes. decreasing t hcir usefulncss subst ant iaily. Because t here arc fewer 

obsenled points across a line, much of the information present in the shape of the bisector is 

elirninated. especiaily in the middle section of the profile. 

In contrast. line-shifts are much less sensitive to the effects of resolution. .As Figure 2.7 tfemon- 

strates, even when the observations have been degraded to a resolving power of 52.000, the trend 

of veiocity with line depth is still unrnistakâble, albeit the distribution is Battened. This flacrening 

occurs because the points used to define the position of the line core horn the bisector conie from 

higher up the sides of the profile when lower resolutions are used. Thus. the line-shift follon-s the 

original shape of the bisector. Deeper lines have a larger blue-shift at lower reçolut ions because t hey 

are sampling the bottom part of the bisector shape, whiIe shaliower lines behave in the opposite 



Figure 2.6: Median bisectors for each line depth group are displayed. The shapes of the bisectors are consistent 
with those of Dravins et al. (1981). 'iote that the median bisectors for the weaker lines are at  Irirger blueshifts 
a t  a given depth than their stronger counterparts. This reflects the uneven distribution of line strengths over the 
wavelength regions. The error bars meaure the standard deviation for each bin of the medium strength bisector 
(0.5 5 Depth 5 0.3) and have been plotted to one side for clarîty. The larger O for the top bins of the bisector are 
due to variations in the w i n p  of the lines used. 



sense because they sample the upper part of the bisector. 

At the lower resolutions the presence of noise (at levels of S/N of 100 and 200) leaves the dreper 

lines largely unaffected. The average behavior of the shailower lines is also largely unaffected. 

although the scatter is much larger than for the low-noise samples. When noise was added to the 

original atlas data, the shape of the distribution remained iinchanged. however as Figure 2.7(d) 

demonstrates, the scatter within eacb bin increases siibstantially. This reflects the sensitivity of the 

very bottom of the line core to noise (see 522.2). The lower resolution data sets display smaller 

degrees of scatter when the signal to noise is lowered. .At lower resoliitions. the line position is 

cletermined by using points slightly higher up on the Iinc profile. which is le- sensitive tu  ilcilse. 

The curves in Figure 2.7 for the different resolution samples al1 have very similar shapes. differing 

only by a translation. This can be seen by plotting the slopes, obtained from a Ieast squares linear 

fit done for each line depth distribution. against their corresponding resolving powers (Figure 2.8). 

Examining Figure 2.8. ive reach two important conclusions. First. the information content in the 

line-shifts converges to the full information present wcll before the highest spectral resolution is 

reached; the dope of the distribution at R = 200.000 is almost the sanie as the dope at rlie fidl 

resolvirig power of > 500.000. Secorid. there is a siniplc. iiearly linear re1;trioiiship b e t ~ v i h r i r  the 

slopes at lower resolving potver and the siope a t  R = 200.000. This resiilt. together with t liv first 

one. shows that t here is a reliable way to correct lower resolution observations to be eqtiivalcnt to 

the highest resolut ion. 

Spectral resolution also affects the dependence of line-shift on wavelength. for cacli of the line 

clepth bins. in nearIy the same way as for the velocity/line depth dependence shown earlier in 

Figure 2.7. Figure 2.9 shows that the least squares lineu fit to the inclividual depth bins flattens 

at shorter wavelengths in cornparison to the original data set. The effect of wrtucing the rtsiolving 

power is to 'fil1 in' the lines. LVith fewer points across a Iitie. thcre is less likelihood of sanipling 

the actuai bottom of the profile. This is particularly true for deeper lines I~ccause of the steeper 

sides of the profile. However, a wavelength dependence is still present that is similar to the original 

distribution. As expected. the major exception occurs for the shallowest lines. However. this is the 

smdes t  subset. with much greater scatter than any of the other subsets. 

Previous rnethods used to define line core positions have been largely resoliition specific. Allende 

Prieto and Garcia L6pa  (1998) used a 55 mi window' around the bottom of each line and then 

fit the points in the window with a fourth order polynomid. At the original resolving power of 

500,000, there is no significant difference belmeen the core lineshifts determined by the two-point 
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Figure 2.7: In parts (a)-(c) the lines have been grouped by depth. Error bars represent the scatter of t2ac.h hin 
for the data represented by the  solid line. The source atlas was then rebinned to lower tesolutions. and. tor two 
cases. noise has been added (see text). The distribution of velocities ftattens ;rs lower resoliitions are used, however. 
the distt-ibution still has a measurable dope even a t  R = 52,000. Part f d) shows how noise can drastically affect 
the scatter in the line-shifts for shallower lines. The addition of noise to the high resotution data clearlp shows the 
sensitivity of the line minima to noise for al1 line depths. 
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Figure 2.8: The dependence of the slope of the line depth distributions on resolving power ( s e  text). The slopc ciocs 
not change significantly beyond R = 100000. sliowing that there is no gain in going to still higher rcsolving powers. 
Below R = 200000, there is a near[y linear cfiange of slopc with spectral resolution, enabling a simple corrcction af 
lower resolution to  the highest resolution. The solid line is a linear fit to the 6 lower rcsolving powers. 

method used here and that of Allende Prieto (Figure ?.lO(a)). However, as lorver rcsolutioiis are 

iised. the *windowq met hod quickly beconles ineffect ive. 

For the R = 100,000 data set. the window technique of Allende Prieto coiiid be used on1y if the 

windotv tvere expanded to 73 mX, and then it rvould only enconipass 3-4 data points. Wlien we 

degraded the resolution to R = 75,000. the two-point met hod had the smallest scatter and wris the 

method that came closest to reproducing the original distribution. As Figure 2.10 shows clearly. 

when the polynomial fitting techniques are used. the scatter almost completely ovenvhelrns any 

possible shape to the depth dependence for the line-shifts. 

Dravins et al. (1981) definetl the line position as the point on the biseccor 7% above tlié line 

minimum. Xgain. this is a technique that is resolution specific. While the two-point bisector niethod 

and the Dravins et al. method compare very favorably at higher resolutions. the technique of 

Dravins et al. displays a larger scatter when lower resolutions are used. even though the distribution 



Figure 2.9: Lower resolutions flatten out the deperdence of the core Iine-stiifts upon wavelength. \\'lien the 
R = 170.000 fits are cornparcd to those at R = 75,000. the whole distribution seerns to be compresed and flattened. 
The strongest features are no longer as distinct irom the shallower ciasses of lines. However the wavelength dependence 
is still noticeable. 



shapes are very similar. The Dravins et ai. technique proves ineffective at lower resolutions for 

tlie same reason as that of Allende Prieto and Garcia Lopez: a paucity of points close to the line 

mininium to ineet the constraints of their technique. 

-1 third alternative (Irwin 1998) involves fitting a cubic spline to the bottom portion of the line. 

This method works very well at high resolving powers. but at lower resolutions has a slightly liigher 

scatter than the two-point method. Again. the scatter cornes fkom there being too few points near 

the bottoni of the line for the interpolation. This method is also more sensitive to noise effects on 

tlie line niinimuni. which can greatly skew the spline interpolation. 

2.4 Conclusions 

Line-shifts. derived using acciirate laboratory positions (Nave et al. 1994) hiive been show11 to be 

an effective technique to study convective motions in tlie Sun's atmosphere at mocierate to liigli 

resolving powers. A set of lines with a wicle range of line depths samples ir wide range of Ieveis 

in tfic stellar ntmosphere. just as the bisector of a line profile does. .\t a given depth in tlic line 

profilt!. the asyninietry of the biscctor rcflects the velocity ciiaracteristics of thc particulu ltlvel in 

telie stellar atniospliere where tlint part of the linc fornx. In the satiie way. th !  position of tlic cores 

ol a set of lines spanning the full range of line clepths will saniple the vertical velocity striicrtire of 

t lie st cllar at mosphere. 

Ciilike line bisectors, it is not necessary to use ultra-high resolving powr and signal- to-noise 

ratio. Lire have shown that it is possible to gather information on the velocity distributions for solar 

lines at resolving powers as low as 52.000. The technique that has been devrloped is por ta lh  and 

relatively insensitive to noise. 

The convective line-shifts show a clear dependence upon hoth Iine depth aiid wwelength. which 

is consistent with the work of Dravins et al. (1951. 1986). However, it is essential to isolate the 

particiilar parameters under consideration. In the case of Fe 1. the distribution of line deptlis is 

not uniform over the wavelength range. The bluer lines tended ta be deeper and tlie dependence 

of the line shifts on the two parmeters canceied out. 

The dependence of the line-shifts upon the lower excitation potential is somewhat questionabIe. 

This may be due to the s m d  range in excitation potential for a particular line depth hiri. .A 

greater range in excitation potential. perhaps over different species. may be wquired to decide t his 

question. This wiU require highly accurate laboraton. mavelengths for other species. Tlic best 
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Figure 2.10: At  the originai resolution there is no greatly discernible difference in the velocities found using the 
two point bisector technique and the more trsditiond techniques of fitting a fourth order polynomial to the bottom 
of the line features, or using the technique employed by Dravins et  al. (1981) (part a).  However, as lower resolutions 
are used, the other techniques display more scatter than the two point bisector technique. This can be seen when 
the techniques are compared a t  the relatively high resolving power of 100,000 (parts(b)-(ci)). At lower resolutions, 
the two point bisector method still provides information consistent with ultra-high resolution results (part(d)),  whiie 
the other fitting methods have much p a t e r  scatter. At lower resolutions, the fitting window for the polynomial 
technique has to be increased in size and the order of the polynomials have to be decreased to  compensate for the  
smaller nurnber of points within the window. 
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candidate species wodd be Fe II because it bas a similar atornic structure and is found over the 

same wavelengt h region. 

Chapter 3 is an examination of the intensity spectrum of the Sun in the visible and infrared 

using Fe 1 lines. The use of a larger waveiength baseline wiil don t  for a more cornprehensive study 

of these trends and how they correlate with observable parameters. The use of the Solar Flus 

Spectra provides a useful fiducial sarnple for s t irdying the relative convective velocity distributions 

in other stars. By cornparing the Solar velocity distribution with those of other stars, the scaling 

behavior of the line-shifts with both gavity and temperature can bc examincd. 

Previously (Dravins lgWb), the bisector shapes found for other solar-type stars (most notablÿ 

Procyon, CI Cen and 3 Hydri) have b e n  markedly different fi-om their sol= couiiterparts. Dravins 

(lO8lb. 1990) attributes these differences to scaling effects in logg and Tefi. The vertical velocity 

structure in these types of stars is reflected in the shape of their line profile biseccors. It will be 

an interesting test to see if the velocity structures are also reflectcd in the stellar distributions of 

line-shifts. 



Table 2.1: Fe 1 Visible Flux Bin Cliaracteristics 

Deptb X Range (nm) <V. (ms-')> o, < X > o~ <Depth> ao N 
D 5 0.1 400 5 A 5 700 -531.3 90.7 .598.23 48.1 0.08 0.015 L.5 
0.1 < D 5 0.3 400 5 X 5 700 -49 1.2 9 377.1 67.0 O. 20 0.053 ci0 

0.3 < D <_ 0.5 400 5 X 5 700 -447.1 113.2 5 9  72.4 0.40 0.061 76 
0.5 < D 5 0.7 400 <_ A 5 700 -306.5 100.6 4 . 6  66.2 0.60 0.055 SC 
0.7 < D 400 5 A 5 700 -156.3 110.9 515.1 46.0 0.76 0.039 60 

O < D g  X < 500 -403.4 135.5 413.0 17.5 0 . 3  0.IS3 33 
0 < D g  .?O0 5 X < 600 -353.2 182.3 344.8 26.0 0.46 0.24 137 
O s D < , i  600 5 X -329.9 1 4 . 7  644.5 25.2 0.41 0.20 78 
D <_ 0.1 500 5 A < 600 -571.4 88.7 564.7 11.4 u.09 0,009 9 
D 5 0.1 600 5 A -471 .S 56.8 649.9 27.5 0 .OY 0.02 6 
0.1 < D 5 0.3 X < 500 - P X  1.2 143.5 471.8 14.7 0.24 0.036 13 
0.1 < D <, 0.3 500 5 X < 600 -490.3 99.0 555.2 '16.2 O .  L9 U.051 33 
0.1 < D 5 0 . 3  600 5 X -463.2 O 5 . 2  21.1 O. 30 0.056 19 
0.3 < D 5 0.5 A < 500 -.509.4 105 473.5 15.2 O. 39 0.061 '22 
0.3 < D 5 0.5 .500 5 A < GO0 -463.5 115.1 ,552.9 273 0.38 0.059 30 
0.3 < D 5 0.3 GO0 5 X -3G9.6 67.3 647.3 27.8 0.42 0.059 24 
0.5 < D 5 0.7' A < 500 -40'3.1 65.9 412.1 19.3 u.6 1 0.0.55 29 
0.3 < D 5 0.7 500 5 X < 600 -34 .2  74.0 536.1 24.1 0.60 0.057 34 
0.5 < D 5 0.1 600 5 X -222.7 1 1.2 632.7 18.7 0.60 0.056 24 * 

0.7 < D X < 500 -255.3 68.2 474.1 19.9 0.77 0.040 24 
0.7 < D 500 5 X < 600 -103.6 70.4 519.3 16.2 0.77 0.038 3 Z 
0.7 < D 600 5 A -3.1 --. 6 35.5 6'24.6 lS.7 11-72 0.012 5 

The data have been binned by wavelength or by line depth. or by both. The average line-Aift velocitv. wav&ngth. 

depth and their standard deviations are given for each subset and range. The trends rncntioncd in the text caIi c'Iearlv 

be seen here. The line-shift is dependent on both line depth and wavelength. 



Chapter 3 

Fe 1 in the Central Intensity 
Spectrum of the Sun 

3.1 Introduction 

Chapter 2 denionstrated a technique for determining the convection-induccd shifts of hic cores 

at a v'ariety of resolitcions and signai-to-noise ratios. and dernonst ratecl t heir consistcncy tri t h linc 

bisectors. As seen in Chapter 2, and elsewhere (Dravins et al. 1381: Dravins et al. 1986: Xidcaii 

1983). the line-core shifts for Fe 1 show sensitivities to both Line strcngth ancl rvavelengt h. Tlicre is 

sorne eviclence t hat t here is also a dependence upon lower excitation energy (Dravins et al. l!M 1: 

Dravins et al. 1386). horwver. as seen in Chapter 2, that dependence on t l  inay be qiiestioiiable. 

Larger saniples. in both numbeï of lines and wavelength range could resotve this issue. 

.A larger wavelength baseline also allows an examination of how the varyiiig continuous opacity 

'affects the line-core shifts, as well as a niore complete examination of how the cliange in tempclratiire 

contrast between the granules and lanes affects the observed distribution of velocitics. At longer 

wavelengths, the granules contribute relatively Iess fli~x than at visible wavelengths. This change 

in the contrast should be apparent in the shapes of the line-shift distributions for the diffcrent 

wavelengt h regimes. 

Bot h flux and central intensity atlases are mailable for the Sun's visible spectrum. but only cen- 

tral intensity at lases are available for the infrared. Cornparisons between d i s  ributions of liiie-core 

shifts from both flux and intensity sources yield a greater tinderstanding of how limb darkenino; and 

moderate rotation affect the observed convective line-core shifts in Au. spectra. which is important 

for determining the effectiveness of this diagnostic for other stars. 

Here. the study is extended into the infrared by using central intensity solar atlases. This allows 



for wavelength coverage from 400 nm to 5.5 Pm. We are in a position to compare the Fe I line-core 

shifts in the visible flux and in the central intensity observations, and examine them for the effects 

of limb darkening. The influence of the Solar H- opacity minimum near 1.6 microns is also a 

subject of study. 

Coupling the observed velocities with approximate plqsical Iicights of formation for siniiilated 

lines cores permits an approximate de terminat ion of the Sun's at mosp heric velocity gradient and 

the consequences of changes in bot h opacity and the temperature contrast at clifferent wavelcngt hs. 

The change in contrast with wavelength should be reflected in the velocitics for lines formed at 

the sanie height but at different wavelengths. The changing cont inuous opaci ty determines mhich 

levels of the atmosphere are sarnpled by lines. and is important in iinderstaiicling how the velocity 

distributions change with wavelength. 

3.2 Methodoiogy 

3.2.1 SpectralSources 

In Chapter 2. ive assessed the Solar Flux Atlas (Kurucz et al. 1984). Hcre ive extericl otir iiivesti- 

gation to the central intensity spectrum [rom 400 nm to .5.5 pni. Fortiinately. t here are four solar 

iritcnsity atlascs. al1 of wliich wcre recorded ~ising Fourier Transforin Spectroineters (FTS) ;tr very 

high resolving powers and signal-to-noise ratios. which provide for continuoiis mvelerigth coverage 

from 400 nm to beyond 5 Pm. 

Visible 

The Wallace et al. (1998)' atlas. which was recorded at IGtt Peak using the FTS on the AlIcYath- 

Pierce Solar Telescope, covers from 3750 to 7405 -4 at resolving powers between 337.500 and 'i00.000. 

This atlas is a composite of three different FTS scans. put on a common tvwenumber scale iising 

the 6 cm-' overlap betlveen each scaii. The atlas data points are interpolated to a two-point 

resolution of 0.020 cm-l. and are set to a pseudo-continuum established by a. series of polyrioniials 

fit to spectral high points. The teiluric spectrum has also been removed (\Vallace et al. 1998). 

Since our study involves cornparisons over a wide range of wavelengths, al1 the atlases are set to a 

common wavenumber scale using this atlas as the fiducial wavenumber scale. The atlas identifies 

both atornic and molecular lines using a range of sources. 

' N S O / E ; ~ ~ ~  Peak FTS data used here were praduced by NSF/YOXO. 
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Near Infrared 

The atlas of Wallace et al. (1993)~ .  also recorded with the .CIc;Llath-Pierce Solar Telescope aiid FTS. 

was used for the spectrum extending from 7350 to 11230 at  resolving powers between 590.000 

and 900.000, corresponding to a resolution of 0.0073 cm-' per point. The spectra were obcained 

a t  disk center a t  a time when it was free of sunspots. To average out surface structure, the image. 

which covered an angular region = 40 arc-sec in diameter. was intentionally defocused. Telluric 

atmospheric Lines were removed using high air mass observations extrapolated to the air iuass of 

the scans. Line identifications for major features. both molecular and ntornic. are also provided 

(Wailace et ai. 1993). 

Ground-Based Infrared 

The ground-based infrared atlas (Livingston k Wallace 1991)' is a center-disk intensity atlas cov- 

ering 1.1 to 5.4 pm, and was also obtained at the .CIc'llath Solar Telcscopc and FTS, The solar 

region observed rvas sunspot free and surface variations wcre averaged oiit Ily iising a 1 meter out of 

fociis image (spmning zz 40 arc-sec). Tlie observeci spectrurn was corrcctcd for telfuric atmoq)tieric 

absorption by a point-by-point extrapolation to zero air Iriass using spectra .it effective air masses 

of 1.8 and 5.2 (Livingston $2 Ci'allace 1391). The resoliition ws =z 0.018 imi-'. witli rra,lvirig 

powers between 100.000 and 460.000. Line identifications of major featurcs. both niolecular and 

atomic. are also provided. 

Space-Based Infrared 

The partial opacity of the Earth's at mosphere is the triain obstacle to ~ising infrared spectra. 

especially for wavelengths longer than approxirnatcly 2 Pm. Space-based infrarcd observatioris aliow 

for complete wavelength coveragc over the wavelength range which inclucies stich useful mcil~cular 

spectra as CO and OH. Ground-based spectra over t his wavelengt h range are patchy and inconiplete 

in coverage, and the rernoval of the telluric spectrum great ly affects the result ing signal- to-noise. 

whiie some telluric features completely obscure portions of the spectrum. This is especially the case 

when molecules which are present both in the solar spectrum and the telluric spectrum are being 

studied. Space-based obsemt ions permit a much more complete study. free of t hese complications. 

The .-\TMOS~ (Atmospheric Trace Molecule Spectroscopy) Solar :itlas provides coverage from 

'.let Propulsion Laboratory, California hstitute of Technology. iinder contract to SASA 
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625 to 4800 cm-'. The ATMOS instrument is an FTS that Rew aboard the Space Shuttle in 1985 

and in 1994 (Abrarns et al. 1996). The instrument has an unapodized spectral resolution of 0.0105 

cm-', and consists of five different bandpasses: 6%- 1500, 1100-2000, 1580-3400, 3100-4800, and 

6252450 cm-'. The data for each one of these bandpasses are available from the Jet Propulsion 

~ a b o r a t o r ~ ' .  Each bandpass coiisists of averages of disk-wntered spectra (hbrams et al. 1996). 

The area of integration is large, currespoiiding to a circle wit h a radius 010.28 R . (4  arc-riiinutc~s) for 

,\ < 4-97 Pm. This integration area. while not including the limb. is substantiidly larger thari those 

irsed for the other sources. The signal-to-noise ratio of the resulting atlas is 300: 1 at the sr~iallest 

wvaventimbers, degrading to 50: 1 at the largest wavenumbers (the 3 100-4800 cm- bandpass j . The 

wavenumber regions of the three bandpasses used in this study ( 1580-3400. 3 100--1800 and 625-2450 

cm-') a11 overlap with the IiPYO Infrared Atlas (Livingston 9s Wallace 1991). 

Although the ATMOS data have a wavenumber calibration (-ibrams et i d .  1996). ive tiitind it 

to be less accurate than Our stiidy recltiired. Becaiise the ATlIOS data w w c  taken primiuily to 

remove the effects of the solar spectrum from Earth's atmospheric spectruni. slight distortions of 

the wavenumber calibration may have resulted ( Abrams, private conirnunication). Therefore. the 

t hree bandpasses used here were al1 calibrated against t hc IiPNO IR Atlas (Livingston Ss \Yallace 

1991) and against one another. iising both line positions and also cross corrclation radial velocity 

techniques. The resulting corrections w r e  small: a zero point shift of 0.010 cm-' and a Doppler 

correction of 960 ms-L for the 625-2450 cm-' bnndpass arid n 0.005 cm-' zero point shift combineci 

with a Doppler correction of 1765 rns-' For the 1580-3.100 cm-' I~andpass. The 3100--1800 cm-' 

bandpass simply required a Doppler shift of 1'230 rns-l. 

3.2.2 Wavelengt h Errors 

One of the distinct adv'mtages that the FTS enjoys over grating spectrographs is the nravexitimber 

calibration. For a particular scan, the positional accuracy of every data point within that scan 

is tied to the stability of the metrology laser. and the resulting linear calibration means t h  any 

error will affect al1 the points in the scan by the same amount. While none of the atlases usecl here 

provide an estimation of their positional uncertainty. three of the four atlases were obtained with 

the same FTS at McMath. The AUK atlas used in Chapter '2 was also obtaineci with this instritment 

a t  a similar resolving power. and in that case the positional uncertainty is provided (Eiurucz et al. 

1984). For any point within an individual scan. it is est imated that the upper lirnit to its positional 



uncertainty relative to any other point in the same scan, or in the adjacent scans of the same atlas 

is 100 ms-L (KUUCZ et al. 1984). Here we adopt a sirnilar upper limit to the positional uncertainty. 

The wavenumber calibrations between the difFerent atlases in this study have been checked using 

radial velocity cross correlat ion techniques and by matching clean solar iines present in overlapp ing 

wavenumber tegions. 

3.3 Line Selection 

The criteria used for selecting candidate Fe 1 liiies are the sanie as t hose out lined in Chap ter 2 .  A11 

apparent line blends were removeci froiii the sainple. The Lines selected were ,dso cornparet1 ro the 

çolar line identifications from existing atlases and tables (hloore et al. 1966; Çwensson et al. 1970: 

Livingston Sr Wallace 1091; Wallace et al. 1993: Wallace et al. 199Y). nrid tlie rernaining suspect 

lines were checked against synthetic spectra cornputed witii the Atlas 9 suite of prograns jliiirucz 

& Avrett 198'2). 

-411 the iines in the visible aiid infrared have positioris kriown to bettcr tliari 0.02 mi-' . wliich 

corresponds to 300 ins-' at 500 nm aiici 3000 ms-' at 9 p i .  and the rriujori1,tj of the liiitz. have 

positions known to better than 0.005 cin-l. or 75 and 750 ~iis-' at 500 nin aiid 5 Fm. resprcrivcly. 

Wiile the positiond uncertainty increases with wawlength. the majority of the Iines usect in this 

study arc less than 2 Pm. Thus. the uncertaintics for the line positions are ver?; small. To ~naintain 

a iiniform accuracy. only t hose lines wit h e-xperimental posi tional uncertaint ies of lcss t han 0.005 

cm-' were used beyond 2 P m  Thus, at 5 Fm, the upper limit of the positional uncertainties is 750 

ml1. These estimates are t hen combined with the wavenumber scale calibration uncertaint ies to 

provide overall position uncertainties. Slost of the lines. tspecially t hoee in t lie visible regioii. hi~.ve 

positiond uncertainties well beloiv t hese limits. 

Ti 1 has not been used previousiy in stiidies of convective line-core shift. but it may be a iiseful 

supplement to Fe 1. The best available laboratory line-position list is that of Forsberg (1991). which 

contains 3300 lines between 1900 and 53.000 -4. These measurements w r e  obtained using tlie FTS 

at  the 'iational Solar Observatory a t  Kitt Peak and a water-cooled cathode discharge experirnent. 

Unfortunately. the resoiution of the observations is not high enough for al1 isotopic shifti to be 



identified, and there is no estimate of the positional accuracy for the individual lines. but both the 

observed and calctdated positions for the Ti 1 Lines are provided. Even though the linelist contains 

positions in the near infrared and infrared, only those in the visible are used here because of the 

uncertainty in the potential errors in the line positions. Any velocity uncertairicy in the iine position 

increases with decreasing waveniimber. 

To estimate a lotver limit to the uncertainty in the line positions. average O - C values for the 

Iines in t his sampk were examined. For the 11 1 Ti 1 1iric.s iised liere. the a\varage O - C ~.aluc is 

0.004 cm-' with a s tandad  deviation of 0.004 cm-'. For the cntire set of Ti 1 liries. have 

O - C values less than 0.008 cni-'. wliich corresponds to 120 ms-1 at 500 iini. LVe will txkc tliis 

valiie to define the lotver limit for the positional uncertainty for the Ti 1 lines. 

3.4 Analysis 

3.4.1 Flux-Intensity Cornparison 

For comparison with Chapter 2. the different distributions of line-core sliifts have been hiiiried 

{mnirnon parameters: wavelengtli. line dcpth and (if warr;irited) lowr escitntioii energ? ( \ ,  1. Me- 

clian bisectors were &O determined for comparison wit h t hose from t hc flux data set in Chap ter 2. 

The differences reveal the effects of botti Iimb dukening anci rotation on tlic corivective signntiires. 

Wavelengt h Dependence 

Previous work on the solar flu~ spectritim (Dravins et al. 198 1: Dravins 1990) found a ~ v a v c h g t l ~  

dependence for the line-core velocity distributions. Figiirc 3.1 (a)  displays the line-shifts for al1 

436 Fe I iines in the KPNO sample, binned into 5 iine depth classes. A11 five bins clearly show a 

dependence upon wavelength. with the dependence being largest for the strongest lines. X l e s t -  

squares linear fit has been done to each bin, and the dopes of these distribution fits decrease wit h 

line depth. except for the weakest bin (line dept h < 10% of continuum). wliich shows the Iargest 

scatter and is the smallest sarnple in both size and in mvelength cowrage. rhus the valiic of the 

dope for the weakest bin is unreliable. 

The set of 436 Lines in the visible intensity spectrum overlaps substantially with the set used 

in Chapter 2. Of the 298 Fe 1 olxervecl in the f f u  spectrum, 263 were aIso candidate lines in the 



intensity spectrum. The overlap is not 100% since some features were rejected due to saturation 

effects. and some others w r e  rejected due to distortions in their line profiles. The central intensity 

sample is larger than the flux sample for three reasons: (1) the AILV spectrum has a srnaller range of 

wavelength coverage; (2) rotational broadening can lead to a greater amount of' blending (especially 

in the wvings); (3) off avis contributions from the limb increases weak line I~lending. which eliiiiinates 

many of the lines from the flux sample. The Fe 1 sample in Chapter 2 was selerted so as to facilitate 

cornparisons with the earlier work of Dravins et al. (1981). and the wavelength ranges were selected 

accordingly. 

When the intensity and flux clistributions are compared (Figure 3.1 (b)) .  there are some riiarkecl 

clifferences. The three strongest bins from the BLY spectrtlm a11 have sttLeper slopes than the 

corresponding intensity bins. This difference can be partly explained L>v a rombiriation of linil) 

dukening and the %mb effect" T h  -*lirnb rffrct" (or rciiter-to-limb t~ffei-r 1 is iioticed iv!ien ir 

spectral line is observed at clifferent position arigles (cosH) on the disk of the Siin. .As the limb is 

npproüched the sliape of the line bisertor changes. becoinirig distorted froni the clisk centfBr's *C' 

silape (Dravins 1952). The extent of the distortion varies clepending on the line and species. aici 

is niost pronounced near the linib (beyond cos0 s 0.S). Generally tliis cliiinge is attribiitecl to 

bot l i  a change in the laver of the atmosphere that is observed. and the fact t hiit the vclocity t hat is 

observeci is the projection of the granular velocity dong the line of sight. Close to the linib. iiiiicli of 

the granula vclocity information will be almost perpendiciilar to t hc line of sight. Balt hasar i i9S5) 

rtlso argues t hat the contrast between the bright grandes and the tlark lanes cliarigc. Depc~nciing 

upon the height in the atmosphere. the respective geonietric cross sections of the granulcs 'and 

lanes s hift because of projection effects. Horizontal mass rno tions begin to make cont rib tit ions t O 

the line of sight velocity component and alter the profile. This becomes especially significant a t  

higher altitudes where the contrast inversion occurs, because the downward vertical component 

becomes dominant in the central profile. however. the limb profile is still significantly affecteci by 

the horizontai granular motions. Pierce (1991) has argued that the extra ohcrrved redshift in the 

line profiles is a result of scattering by ntoms in a anisotropic velocity field. However Baitliasar 

(1984) has shown that the degee of the limb cffect is ver? sensitive to the alti tudes where t lie line 

profile cores are formed. However. the effects of the limb effect on the line profiles from the HLLX 

spectrum shodd be very small because the changes to the line profile only become signifkant near 

the limb. aad the degree of distortion varies widely even between lines from the same species with 

similar properties. 



In the fiax spectrum, lines in the blue are dominated by radiation from the hotter, deeper 

regions visible at the center of the disk. Lines in the red portion of the spectrum have a inuch 

greater relative contribution from the solar limb. which is higher, cooler and viewed at steeper 

angles. enhancing the limb effect. These higher layers have sloweci ballistically, and only a fraction 

of this radial motion contributes to the line of sight. For the observer. most of the vertical radial 

motion appears to be horizontal, and does not contribute to the Doppler Shift. In coricrast. the 

central intensity has a single line of sight perpendicular to the solar surface. This penetracrs to 

the hottest visible depths and receives the full efFect of the mostly radial co~lvective motion. The 

cffect is more pronounced for the strongest lines than the weaker lines because. at the Iinih r hc 

strong lines do not sample very deeply into the photosphere where convective motions are Iarger. 

The limb component of the strongest Iines are forming very high iip in the atmosphere . whcre the 

vciocities are drastically reduced. Again, the bin for the weakest lines cloes not cluite follow this 

trend. but this may be a result of an uneven distribution of weak fcatures ovcr wavclength and the 

sniall size of the sarnple involved. 

It is apparent that limb darkening and the center-to-li~tib linib effect dfec t the steepness of the 

slope. but it do not cliange the nature of the overail distnbritron of t hc liiic-shifts. In fact. n - d i n g  

in the fi LX spectrum actudly enhances the observability of the convective signatiire hecaiise the 

lirrib riarkening increases the coiitrast between the red ancl Mue wavelengths. 

Line Strength Dependence 

Line-core shifts show a very strong dependence on the strength of the line (Figure 3.2). The clcepest 

lines have the smallest shifts. and the shallowest lines have the grcatest shifts. These differerici~s are 

a direct result of where the lines form in the solar atmosphere. The weakest Iines form at the largest 

visible dept hs. where the upwelling velocit ies are highest ancl the temperature contrast betwe~n the 

rising and sinking plasma is greatest, giving the rising elements the geatest weight. The sr ronger 

lines form at higher physical locations. where the cowective velocities are smaller because the 

rnaterial has been decelerated ballistically, and the temperature difference. and hence luminosity 

contrast , between the granules and intergranular lanes is srnalier. An addit ional contributing factor 

is the change in the relative areas of the granules and lanes with altitude. Deeper in the atrnosphere. 

the region of upwelling materiai is significantly larger than at higher altitudes, where much of the 

vertical motion has b e n  transferred into horizontal motion because of the conservation of nm.ss and 

the change in the density stratification of the atmosphere. The strongest lines form at atmospheric 
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Figure 3.1: The dependence of the different Fe 1 strength bins on wavetength for the visible central intensity sample 
(a). There are 436 Fe 1 lines divided into five line depth bins, and the slope of the lits to each of the bins decreases 
with line strength (except for the weakest). Thase lines common to both the flux and central intensity atiases are 
shown in (b). The  distribution for strong lines from the B u  sample is steeper than its counterpart from the intensity 
sample (see 53.4.1). The error bars are the typicai upper Iimit error estirnate for an individual point. 



layers where most of the vertical motion is now horizontal. as the material overturns and enters 

into the downdrafts. 

To separate the rvavelength dependence from the line strength dependence. the 436 Fe 1 lines 

have been binned by wavelengt h in Figure 3.2. The wavelength dependence seen in Figure 3.1 is 

also apparent here. To see the trends more clearly, each of the three wavelength bins has been fit 

wit h a parabola. Al1 t hree bins demonstrate siniilar line-sliift beliavior with line depth. However, 

for each of these bins the depth/velocity distribution is clearly offset. and have slightly different 

slopes. This reflects the wavelength dependence and also accounts for much of the scatter prrsent at 

any given line depth. The distribution of blue lines appears to be flatter thaii tlie red clistrihiition. 

Similar results mere found in the stucly of the flu clata set in Ctiaptcr 2. The 263 Fe I liiies in 

conlmon between the two data sets can be cornpared to assess the effects of linib darkening tipon 

the distributions. In Figure 3.2(b)-(d) the overlap betrwen the flux aiid intensity data sets h;is been 

comparecl for the three wavelength bins. The least squares parabolic fits to each bin are shown. as 

well as the diffcrences for each Fe 1 line and a lea t  squares Iinear fit to thesc differences. 

The major result of Figures :3.'2(b)-(cl) is tliat the flr~x and intensity distributions are very 

siiriilÿr. The intensity-flux differences do sliow positive slopes wit l i  increasiiig line clcpt 11. I ~ i i t  t lie 

slopes are srndl. The positive slopes mcan that the intensity clistrib~itions are stceper than t h  HLLY 

clistributions. which is no surprise because the fliu contains shallow-angle cniitribiitions (tlic limb 

cffect) to the line profiles. which introdiices information about regions higlier in the atniosphere 

where the teniperature and velocity contrasts are snialler. and the motions dong the line of sight 

are srnaller. induding possible horizontai motion contributions. 

The Iargest difference between tlie intensity and flux distributions occurs for the blue lines. 

This is not immediately clear from the parabolic fits. but a Ieast-square linear fit to the clifferences 

is steepest for the blue lines. 

At first sight. this is counter to expectations. Because of the temperature variation. t l i c b  blue 

portion of the flwc spectrurn is dominated by light kom the center of the clisk. This acts to minirnize 

the differences between the flux and intensity data sets. However, t here are ot her competing factors. 

One factor is that the distribution of velocity with the line-core depth is flatter in the blue than in 

the red. This is apparent in Figure 3.+) and it was also found for the flux data set in Chapter 

3. Therefore. any steepening of this distribution is more apparent than for the already steeper 

distribution found for the redder lines. 

Second. the contrast between granula and intergraniilar lanes is also more pronounceci in the 
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Figure 3.2: The sensitivity of the line-core shifts to Iine strength is shown in (a). A11 t he  Iinrcore shifts Itom the 
visibte intensity sampIe have been placed into three wavelength bins. Tliere is a clear progression i t i  wavelengih across 
the distributions, with the bluest being flattest. Cornparisons between the Iines that rue coinrnon between the centrai 
intensity and flux sarnples (b)-(d) for each of these wavelcngth bins illustrate the possible effects of lirnb-darkening. 
Parabolas are fit to the distributions for both sarnples, and are plotted in each frarne for coniparison. The differences 
between the central intensity velocities and the flux velocities rire plotted, together with a linear least-squares fit 
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blue than in the red. For the central intensity observations. the radial line of sight allows for deeper 

penetration into the atmosphere than is possible for the f l ~ x  observations. This means tliat the 

Doppler shift in line-core position for blue lines are more pronounced for the central intensity data 

than for the Aux. This is especially the case when contrasting the weak lines with the stronger 

lines. The decrease in velocity toward the surface should be ballistic, and as such a slight increase 

in the physical depth of the atmosphere that is being samplecl by weak lines will encounter a geater 

velocity change than a similar increase for stronger lines higher in the atmosphere. 

Therefore. the slight change in the behavior of the distributions with wrtvelcngth shown i ~ i  Figure 

3.2 is understandable, but the key resitlt is that the intensity and flux line-core distributioiis are 

remarkably similar. The central intensity observations span a relatively sniall area. with a diameter 

of 40 arc-seconds. which corresponds to approximately 500 to 800 granules. The strong siriiilarity 

in the shape and scatter for the intensity and flw distributions shows that tliere are no significant 

statisticd vxiations betmeen th(, two samples. even though one is ~iiuch lugcr iri sim. Thcre is no 

cviclence that the central intensity obsrrvations are statistically uristablc. 

Excitation Energy 

In Chapter 2. we briefly discussed the possibility of a line-core shift tlependeiice upon lower escita- 

tion enerm ( k i ) .  Previoiis stuclies (Dravins et al. 1986; Sadeau 19Y8) have inciicatecl the esistcnce 

of this dependence: however. Our results in Chapter 2 mcrc inconclusive. In particular. we binnect 

the line shifts in both wtvelengtli and line dept h to eliminate any confusion from these factors. and 

the resulting distributions showed no dear indication of a residual dependencc upon the 11. A pos- 

sible reason for this was the sniall number of points combincd mith the lirnitcd coverage [vit hin 

these bins. M e  concluded that if there tvere an energy dependence. it \vas snialler and secondcary 

to the wavelength and line depth dependencies. A larger saniple of lines. and/or a greater range in 

energies is required to test for this dependence. 

With this curent  study. we have a sample 1.46 times larger than in Chapter 2. In Figure 3.3 

the Lines are divided into the same bits as in Chapter 2 .  and leut-squares linear fits have been 

applied. For dl the linear fits shown in Figure 3.3. only one fit has a slope t hat is more t han 2 o 

from zero - implying that there is little or no dependence for the line shifts over these energiihs. Of 

the twelve fits. five of them have slopes which are within one u of zero. Even though the srrnple 

sizes are larger. the distribution of the features over the range of energies is not verÿ srnooth. and 

the fits are highiy uncertain. 



Figure 3.3: No dear  line-core shift dependence upon ~1 was found for the Fe f flux sample in Chapter 2. Here the 
centrai intensity sample has been binned in both wavelength and line strength, and then a linear least squares fit is 
applied. While there may be a slight dependence for some of the bins, none of the linear fits haç a non-zero dope 
with 3 a certainty. Of the 12 fits shown, five have slopes within one a of zero. 
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Figure 3.4: The rnediu bisectors for the line strength bins from both the intcnsity ancl flux samplcs art. stiown. 
Suporficially they appear very similar. however there are subtk diKerences in shape that refiect the effects oî  liiiib- 

tiarkening and rotation. The two sets have bcen offset in velocity for clarity. 

Median Bisectors 

!dedian bisectors (aee Chapter 2 for dctails on liow t h  nietfian l)iseccor is determineci) h r  the 

central intensity data set show iriteresting differences wlien cornparcd wit h r hose taken frolri c hr 

flux data set in Chapter S. Figure 3.4 clisplays the rnedian I~isectors for cadi rlepth biri froiii botti 

data sets. 

Although the sets of bisectors are superficially sirnilar. closer inspection reveals that the central 

intensity bisectors have a larger span in velocity. and the top cuve  in the 'Cs shapc of the bisector 

occurs closer to the continuum level. The weaker lines in the flus set have a riiore coniplete hottom 

portion of the classical 'C' shape for bisectors (Figure 3.5Ia)-(d)). 

The clifFerences betnteen the data sets are far niore substant id when the meclian bisectors fur the 

different wavelength bins are compared (Figure 3.6).  While the trend with increasing wavelength is 

the same. it is far more pronounced with the intensity data. The median bisectors for the intensity 

wavelength bins show much greater spans in velocity and are much more distinct frorn one anot her 

t han t heir flux counterparts. 
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Figure 3.5: The median bisectors for the strongest depth hins from both the intensicy and flux sarnples are 
superimposed (a)-id). The centrai intensity mcdian bisectors appcar to have the larger spans in velocity. and the 
bend in the 'C' shape arises cfoser to the continuum. 
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Figure 3.6: The median bisectors for each wrrvelength bin for the two sarnples. The intensity bisectors staem to 
inore closelv rcserrible the ciassicd 'C' shapc. Sote  how in hoth sets of bisectors. the Idiiest bin ticas substanti;illy lcss 
t i f  n curvc than the other two. The two sets  of Lisectors have b e n  oifsct in velocity for clar~ty. 

The i~itensity bisectors more closeIy resernbie the ciassic 'C' shape. This cornes as rio sirrprisc 

sincc both rotation and off-ais radiation contributions to the line profile should Hattcn the bisector 

anci smooth it out. It is also apparent that the bottom half of the flux   ne di an hisectors arc more 

consistent with their intensity coiinterparts than the top halves of the f l i~x mcrlian bisectors. Ail of 

t his is consistent nit  h and supports our interpretat ion of tlie ciifferences betwen t lie ce~itral iritimity 

and flus line-shift distributions. If Figure 3.S(a) or (b)  is rotatecl 90". the clifference betwwi  tlie 

intensity and flux media? bisectors mimics the differences between the flux and intensity iiiie-corc 

shift distributions in Figure 3.2. However, the differences between the flux and intensity median 

bisectors are greater than the differences between the flux and intensity line-sliift distributions. 

The Line-shifts appear to be a niore robust diagnostic of convection than the bisectors. 

Ti 1 lines are found throughout the visible spectrum with a wide array of strcngths. Frorn the  

anilable line list (Forsberg 1991) 11 1 candidate lines were selected. Unfortunately. the lines are 

subject to isotopic shifts and the accuracy of the original linelist is not known. The Ti I liiies are 



Figure 3.7: Ti I liiie-core shifts arc t~inneci I,y line dcpth and fit iising lincar least sqiiarrs. The bchavior nppcsrs 
-1tiii1ar ta that of Fe 1 (Figiire : I . l ) ,  however. the slopes of the fits arc steeper. Note that the scntter within each 
bin 1s inuch Irirger and the wavelength coverage for the stronger Iines is substantially less than is seen for the Fe 1 
(listributions. 

incladeci here as a cornplement to Fe 1. and are acknowletlged to be less accurate. -1s wtis clone 

with the Fe 1. the Ti I lines have been examined in terms of their dcpendencc upon waveleiigth and 

linc ciepth. 

The Ti 1 iines have been birined by strength to isolate the wavelength clepenclence. .As Figiire 3.7 

shows. there is a fairly clear dependence upon wavelength for the different line depth bins. The 

Ti I Iines seem to show simihr behavior to the Fe 1 lines. However. the Ti 1 lines show much 

greater scatter, especially for the weak Iines. and the strong lines clo not have wide coveragc. over 

the wavelength range. Unlike the Fe I sampie. the siopes of these distributions do not appbar to 

be decreasing wit h decreasing line strengt h. 

Line Depth 

-4s was found with the Fe 1 sample. there is a clear dependence upon iïne depth. Figure 3.8 clisplays 

dl 111 Ti I iines binned by wavelength. Surprisingly. the different bins are quite distinct froin one 



Figure 3.8: The Ti 1 line-core shifts are binned by wavelength. The behavior seen here is quite similar to  tllat of 
the Fe 1 distributions. Howevcr the scatter within each wavelength bin is substantinllv Iargcr. .AS is seen with the 
Fe 1 sample. the fit to the blue bin is flatter. 

nnother. and do not overlap nearly to the same extent as their Fe I coirriterparts. Tlic parabolic 

fits in Figure 3.Y are applied to bins in which the interna1 scntter is fairly large ancl the covrrage 

in line depth is not complete. The longest wavelength bin has very few lines stronger than 50% of 

cont iniiirm. 

The dopes of the t hree line depth/velocity distribut ions arc al1 substaiitially sliallower t han 

thcir Fe 1 counterparts. Given the poorly definecl limits upon the accuracy of the line positioris aiid 

the possible effect of isotopic broadening and shifts. the differences betwen rhis sarriple arld t h  

of Fe 1 may not be very significant. 

3.4.4 Summary 

The Iine-shift distributions derived from intensity spectra in this chapter are vcry similas to the 

distributions derived from flux spectra in Chapter 3. We find t hat the dependence on wavelengt h 

is a c t u d y  smaller for the intensity data because of the reduced contrast. The dependence on line 

depth is almost identical for the two data sets. and any dependence on excitation energy is marginal 

for both intensity and flux. The intensity median bisectors have a slightly larger amplitude and 

sensitivity to wavelength, however, the differences are not large, and do not greatly afFect the 



bottom portions of the Lne bisectors. We conclude that the effects of limb darkening, the limb 

effect and modest rotation do not significantly degrade the use of line-core shifts derived from flux 

spectra as convection diagnostics. 

3.5 Intensity Spectra 

.A second goal of this chapter is to use the additional interiçity spectral atlascs clescribed in 33.2.1 

to follow the behavior of the line shifts from the visible into the infrarecl. 

tYe found that the KPNO Near Infiared atlas contains 262 Fe 1 lines meeting our selection 

criteria. From the ground-based infiareci atlas. an additional 293 Fe 1 lincs were selected for studÿ. 

Unt'ortunately, in the infrared there are few lines stronger than 50% of the continuum. In atlclition. 

the posi t ionai uncertainties increase su bstant iatly. To constrain our errors. we have limitccl orir 

sample in the infrared and near-infrarcd to only those lines with positional iincertainties (Save et 

al. 1994) less than 0.005 cm-l. .An additional complication is the presence of telliiric absorption. 

IVtiilc the weaker telliiric Iines have been removecl (Livingston S: Wallace 1991). the act of rcamoval 

rtegrricies the signal-to-noise ratio. and ttiere are large regions wherc the absorption mas so severc 

that the spectrirni could not be saltagccf. 

The space-based infrared atlas does not suffer from tellrrric at~sorption, hiit the positioiial iin- 

certaiiity of the Fe 1 lines increases wit h wavelength. We selected 1 2  lines of Fe 1 for use licre. 

3.5.1 Wavelengt h Dependence 

Continuing horn the visible sample. there is a clear depenclence of the line-core shifts upon wave- 

length through the near-ER and into the infrared, as shotvn in Figure Y.S(a)-(c). The collections 

of intensity Lne-shifts have been set to a cornmon velocity scale and the individual strength bins 

for each of these sets has been fit linearly In general, the line strength bins in the visible exhibit 

a stronger dependence upon wavelengtli than their counterparts in the near infrared and infrared. 

The wavelength/velocity distributions for the stronger lines ( t  hose with dept lis greater t ha11 0.3 of 

the continuum) have shdower dopes in the near infrared than their corinterparts in the visible. 

and lines stronger than 50% of continuum are scarce in the infrared. While the velocities for the 

weak and medium strength lines do not have as steep a dependence as the stronger lines. t hey still 

display both a sensitivity to wavelength and a decrease of that sensitivity at longer navelengths. 

The decrease in this sensit ivity for the weaker lines is Iess ciramat ic t han that seen for the medium 
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Figure 3.9: The line depth/velocity shift distributions for Fe 1 in the visible (a). the SIR (b)  and the ground- 
based IR (c). The sarnples are binned by Iine clepth and then Iinear least squares fits are applied. There is a clear 
dependence upon wavelength for each one of the bins in the visible and NIR, however for tlie NIR bins the dopes ,are 
shallower than for the similar bins in the visible sample. The fits to the IR bins (c) are rniich shailower. a d  exhibit 
far greater scatter than their visible and NIR counterparts. 



and strong lines. These weaker line classes exhibit scatter t hat is substantidly higher in the infrared 

than in the visible. The different strength classes in 3.9(c) do not appear nearly as distinct from 

one another as they did at  shorter wavelengths in 3.9(a) and 3.9(b). This increase in scatter can 

be attributed to the increase in positional uncertainties at these longer wavelengt hs (recall t hat 

a zz Lu/u) .  which is four times larger at 2 Irm than at 500 nrn. 

The wavelength sensitivity can be cornbined with that of line depth, as s h o w  in Figure Y.IO(a)- 

(c) where the lines in the visible (a). NIR (b) and ground-based IR ( c )  saniples have been biniied hy 

wmlength and displayed against lirie depth. Each wavelength bin has been fit using a least-squares 

parabola. For both the visible and NIR sarnples, the incliviclual bins are relatively distinct. with 

t lie parabolic fits offset from each other and decreasing in line-shift monotonically with increasing 

wavelength. However. the differences between these fits are smaller in the NIR than in the visible. 

which is consistent with the decrease in wavelength sensitivity shown in Figirre 3.9. 

In the grounct-based IR, Figure 3.9(c) shows that there may still be a sriiall dependence upon 

wavele~igth for the linccore shifts. and t his is reflecteci in Figure Y. lO(c). A11 four wawlengclt bins 

have been fit using parabolas. If only the iveakest lines are consiclered, there is a progressiori from 

the blue to the red, consistent with what tvas observeci with the other suiiplcs. Tlie rcctdcst bin 

( 1700-'1000 mi) is an exception to this. although it has the smallest number of lines and the grcatcst 

iincertainties in line positions. In addition, the longcst wavelength b i~ i  lias no lines deepcr than 

43% of contintium. As in the near-infrared sample, the pczrabolic fits to thc distribiitions for the 

different wavelength bins become flatter at longer tvavelengt hs. 

3.5.2 Line-Depth Dependence 

In the near infrared (NIR), the overail shape of the distribution of iine-core shifts with line depth 

is very sirnilar to the visible distribution (Figure 3.10(a)-(b)). The visible sample has a slightly 

steeper velocity/dept h distribution than the near infrared sampIe: however. the visible sample 

contains many more strong lines than the XIR sample. The uneven distribution in line strengths 

between the two sarnples probably accounts for much of this difference. 

When the near infrared lines are binned by wavelengt ti. the different parabolic fits display the 

same behavior as seen in the visible. mith the longer wavelength bins having smaller bliiesl~ifts. 

In the visible the dept h/velocity distributions are steeper for the longer wavclengths. whereas the 

opposite svas found in the near infrared: the longer the wavelength the shdower the depth/velocity 

distribution. Although this may result from the uneven distribution of line strengths (there are 
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Figure 3.10: The velocity/line depth distributions for al1 three ground based samples of Fe 1 Iines: visible (a). XIR 
(c) and IR ( c )  samples. For the NIR (b) the tines have been placed into four different wwenumber bins. As was 
found in the visible, rit a particular depth there is a rnonotonic progression in velocity with wavelength. For the IR 
sample (c) there is still a dependence of line-core shifts upon depth. however the scatter is rnuch larger than in the  
near infrared or visible. The error bars in ( c )  display the  positionai uncertainty for the  line-shifts for lines at i 100 
nm and 2000 nm. 



fewer strong lines at longer wavelengths) the trend holds for the niedium anci weak lines. Tlie XIR 

distributions overlap more than the distributions in the visible and the fits in the SIR havr very 

similar slopes for both the weak and medium strength lines. This behavior is found for the visible 

samples even rvhen the strongest lines (t hose wit h dept h 2 0.7) are ignored in the fit ting process. 

Two mechanisrns are responsible for the change of the slope with increasing wavelength. One 

is a contrat  effect. The light at shorter wavelengths is dominated by the higher temperatures of 

the upwelling granules; while at longer wavelengt hs the cont rast between t lie lanes and granules 

is less. increasing the relative contribut ion frorn the lanes. whicii flrtttens r lie distributiou. The 

seconcl effect is the variation of the continuous opacity, which lias a broad niaximum neai. 0.8.4 

Pm, decreases to a minimum at  1.6 pm before increasing again at longer tvnvclengths. Xear the 

opacity maximum the observer is seeing higher in the atmosphere where the opacity gradient with 

ciepth is less than in the visible and at longer rvaveiengths where the observer sees deepcr (see 

33.5.4 and Figure 3.12). This means that in the NIR. the observer is actually s t ~ i n g  decper i~ito 

the  photosphere at longer wavelerigths. which is the opposite of what occiirs in the visible. Sot 

orily are the vclocities different L ~ t  t h e  depttis. but ttic rclativc ucas  of t h  granules anrl laries 

cliangc. with phÿsical dep t 11, T h s e  cliarigcs in u e a  also cliaiige t lie reiat ive r ~ i i t  ribut ions: hoiii t h t a  

granules and lmcs. Xt shallower deptlis. the relative area occupied by the rip-welling matcrial is 

srnaller t han at higher altitudes - the siniulations of Stein and 'iordlund (1998) dernonstrate t hat 

conservation of mass requires that the upwelling material overturn rapidly into largely horizontal 

motion near the upper boundary of the simulation box. This results in rapicl dianges in the relative 

<areas covered by the granules and lanes. This explains rvhy the shapes of t tir. distribution> in t tze 

two data sets display opposite trends. 

-4s seen for both the visible and NIR samples, the groiind-baseci IR has a clear dependerice of 

the line-core shift upon line depth. The line-depth dependence is apparent in Figure 3.10(c). even 

t hough the scatter is much higher than in the previous samples. The points in Figure 3.10(c) have 

been binned by their wavelengths. and the majority of the lines lie between 1300 and 1800 nm. If 

the binning is done in equal mavelength spans. the number of lines in the reddest and bluest bins 

will be very small. To obtain the most meaningful statisrics. the bins have been serected to be of 

comparable size. without averaging owr  too large a wavelength sp;m. 



3.5.3 Excitation Energy Dependence 

Previously, (53.4.2 and Chapter 2) the dependence of the line shifts upon excitation energy in the 

visible was deterrnined to be weak at best, and questionabie when other parameters are taken into 

account. This is aIso found to be true for the line-shifts in the NIR and groiind-based IR sariiples. 

alriiost al1 of which have 11 < 6.5 eV. However. the 2 to 5 prn region contains lines with exciration 

energies 2 6.5 eV. and these lines show a clifferent behavior. Figure 3.11 shows the distribution 

of line-core shifts mith line depth (a) and excitation energy (b) for the 122 Fe I cardidate lines 

bctween 2 and 5 microns, 30% of which have kr >_ 6.5 eV. 

-4s explainecl earlier. the positional uncertainties for the Fe 1 lines increase witli ivavelength. 

Thiis. for wavelengt hs longer t han 2 pi the distribut ions of line-sliifts tlisplnv miicli larger scatter 

and prove to be more difficult to analyze. This is illustrated by the pairs of crror bars displrivecl in 

Figure 3.11 (a)-(b). representing the growth in the positional unccrcaintit~s for indiviclual p t  tirits at 

loriger wavelengt hs. 

Figure 3.11(a) shows the line-core shifts as a function of Line ciepth for tlirce energy bins of the 

space-based IR atlas. In the lowest energy bin. the depth/velocity distribution is similar to tlic 

KPYO irifrared and XIR atlases. Most of the Iines are ive&. but there is still zi shallow c~epci~clcncc! 

iipon iine depth. The nliddle energy bin ( 6  to 6.8 eV) also shows some dcptli deperidcnce, hiit its 

behavior is qiiite different froni the lower energy bin. A11 of these lines are relativcly ivcak. so the 

clcpth dependencies may be questionable. espccially considering the  positioilal uncertaintic..; and 

the large scatter. The third bin ( 1 1  2 6.8 eV) is too srnall to fit meaningfully. 

In Figure 3.11(b) the line-shifts are exarnined as a function of i l .  For tliosc lines with 1 1  < G 

eV, the distribution and behavior is similar to what was found for the other spectral regions: little 

or no dependence. Hoivever, at higher energies. the behavior of the line-shifts changes drarnat ically. 

At the highest energies ( > 6.8 eV). the line-core positions cliffer fiom the typical mlires by approx- 

imately +IO00 rns-'. For slightly lower Ir,  bettveen 6 and 6.8 eV. the line-core shift distribution 

appears to "di$ and then rise back up CO very high positive values for the line shifts over ;t verv 

s m d  range of energy. Previous studies (Dravins et al. 19s 1: Dravins et al. 1'386) indicate t hiit the 

sizes of the Lne-shifts increase for those Iines with higher Y i .  and lines of a given strengt h are more 

likely to have a larger blueshift if they have a larger 11 .  The lines with between 2 6 and 6.5 

eV are consistent with this. However, tiiose Lnes with even higher energies behave in the opposite 

rnanner. The most estreme line-sliifts belong to those Iines with 11 2 6.8 eV: they are relatively 
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ive&, found near 4 pm and many have similar multiplet numben (of the 11 extreme line-shifts. 4 

are fiom multiplet number 2781 and 2 are frorn multiplet number 2782 j. If the line-shift velocity 

is plotted as a function of multiplet number, the distribution is strikingly similar to t hat in Figure 

3.11(b). 

It is worth noting at this point, that the typical uncertainties in the line positions are quire large 

here. between 330 and 730 ms-l depending upon the wavenumber. The majority of the lincs with 

11 > 6.5 are found at smaller wavenumbers, so the uncertainty in thcir positions is quite significant. 

Tiic season for this behavior with 11 is not inimecliately clear. Tliese enwgies are much closer 

to the ionization energy. and rnay be siibject to pressure effects (Yave. persona1 cornniunication). 

In addition to this. undetected blends may also be a factor due to the paucity of acctirate line lists 

over this spectral region. Howcver. al1 suspected blends have been removed. ünd the region is not 

cspecially rich in lines. While some of the behavior observed may be real. some of it rnay also be 

spitrious. The possibility of problems with the transition cliaractcristics ancf linc positions at  t h e  

tiigh mergics is a potential avenue for investigation. 

3.5.4 Line Formation Depth 

Tlie priniary goai of this thesis is to intwtigate the utility of line-cure sliifts as clingtiostics for ob- 

servitig convection in solar-type stars. To do t his, a close examination of the line-sliift distribut ions 

for the Sun is required. These distributions can be combincd with atmospheric models to deterniine 

the approximate velocity structure of the Solar atmosphere. Ideally. the observecl liric-shiftc woulci 

1 ) ~  çombined with three dimensional hyclrodynamic mociels to determine the altitude of the liw-core 

format ion over the surface of the Sun. simulat ing bot h t lie central intensity m d  ~ ~ L L Y  obserl-ririons. 

C'nfortunately, this is not yet computationally feasible. The best a~ailable hydrodynamical n!ociels 

can only address areas much srnaller than the 40' aperture of the central iiitensity observations. 

Multidirnensiond at mospheric models for solar-type stars are not yet feasible. and if the oi~serva- 

tions of other stars are to be compared with those from the Sun. the sanie type of model shoirlci be 

used for consistency (even though that model may in principle be less physically correct.) Due to 

:ons - computational limitations, the stellar models are largely limited to one-dimtwional simtilat 

which are widely used and are currently the standard in the astronornical coriimunity. 

Here, the Atlas 9 suite of programs (Kurucz (SI: .Avrett 1952) and a soIar model atmosphere are 

used to compute more than 240 test lines betmeen 400 and 2500 nrn. spannirig line depths ranging 

fkom 10% to 95% of continuum. This has been done using both a solar Au model and a central 



intensity model. The approzimate physical height of each line core is defined to be where r,, = 2/3, 

referenced to the location of Rosseland T = 2/3. The strengths and positions of the lines axe varied 

by changing the input log gf and n~avelengths. These theoretical lines are then binned in depth and 

wavelength using the sarne criteria as the observed Fe 1 lincs. Obvioiisly. t liese irltit udes of foriiiation 

are only approximate when compared to the much more realistic spatial resolution obtainablc \vit h 

multidimensiond models. Howver, they do provide an average altitude of formation fur the 

line cores, which provides some insight into the velocity structure of the Sun and facilitates any 

cornparisons that may be made to the flux observations of other stars. The solar ALLX mode1 usecf 

includes limb-darkening affects in the determination of the Iicight of line formation. 

C hanging the wavelengt h changes the continuous opacity. which t hen changes the atniosp heric 

layers probed by the spectral lines. Figure 3.12 c l i sp l~s  the physical heights corresponding t o  each 

of the line-strengt h classes as a function of vvavelcngth for the central intensity lines. The error bars 

for these bins represent the piiysical height ranges sampled by the simulatecl hies making up the 

bins. The weakest lines clearly show the minimum of the continuous opacity at 1650 nm. Tlic lines 

in the medium-strength bin (3040% of continuum) are not as sensitive to the continuous opacity 

as the weaker lines. While weak lines sainple very sirnilar physical heights ovcr al1 wavelengtiis. for 

the medium and stronger Lines there is a clear shift to greater physical hcights in the atniosphere 

at longer wavelengths. For exaniple. a line wit h a strengt h 60% of continriuni at 1000 nm siitiipIes 

the same physical region as a rnucli stronger liiie at 500 nin. This esphins the change in the dopes 

of the line-depth distributions in Figurcs 3.2 and 3.10(a)-(c). These changes in physical height 

are rnuch smaller for the weaker Iines. which explains why the waveiength dependerice is scen to 

decrease with wavelength in the IR. The paucitÿ of strong Fe 1 lines in the IR means we are not 

sampling the higher physical levels of the atmosphere. 

The average velocity for each line strength class and wwelength bin have been determineci (50 

in all) for al1 three Fe 1 centrai intensity samples and for the flux line-shift bins in Chapter 2. 

In Figure 3.13(a), these average velocities are matched wit h the corresponding simulated p hjsical 

heights. where the error bars corresporici to the standard deviation of the velocities for each bin. 

Those points without error bars correspond to bins with only a single velocity - and are obviously 

highly questionable Erom a statistical viewpoint. but they are also consistent with al1 of the other 

data. The different wavelength regions from the central intensity data are represented by different 

syrnbols. while dl the flux data (430-680 nm) are represented by a cornrnon synbol. T h e e  different 

linear fits have b e n  applied: (1) to the entire set of central intensity points. (2) to the ALLX data 
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Figure 3.12: The physical formation height of the simulated Fe I lines binned by strength and wavelength. riisplayed 
as a function of wavelength. The error bars are the physicd depth range sampled by eacli bin. Note the "kink" in 
the weak lines near 1650 nm - corresponding to the minimum in continuous opacity for the Sun. :Usa note tliat the 
strong lines do  not sample well outside of the visible. 



points (430-680 nm) and (3) to the corresponding central intensity points (430-680 nm). 

The convective velocity shifts show clear changes with physicd height, however there seerns to 

be a strong difference for the IR lines when they are compared to the NIR and visible lines. Llost of 

the IR bins have s m d e r  convective shifts than their bluer counterparts formcd at the sanie height. 

This c m  be explained as a contrast effect between lanes and granules. At a given pliysical laver. 

the geometry between the granules ancl lanes should be the sanie at different wavelengtlls. but 

the contributions of photons to the flux frorn the lanes and granules will bc different. At sliorter 

wavelengths. the upwelling granule ni11 contribiite far more of the liglit than the Ianes ivill. but 

at longer wavelengt hs t his contras t rvill decrease. The laries coiit ribute reclshifted photons. and 

at longer wavelengths the lanes provide a higher percentage of the photons to the net line profile. 

which results in a smaller net shift to the line minimum. 

When the fit for the flux data is cornpared to the fits for the central intcnsity n~east~remcnti;. two 

trends are apparent: (1) the f l u  distribution is steeper t han eit her central intensity distribut ion. 

with the lines that form at  higher altitudes having smaller blueshifts than their central intcnsity 

cotinterparts and (2) the weak lines in the central intensity data have a largcr scatter. Thc fit to 

the flux distribution tvould be expectetl to be steeper than the fit to tlic intcnsity nicasiircnients. 

which inclildes al1 the wavelengths in tlic study. This introduces the contrat  effect that rcsiilts in 

rnany of the weak lines having smaller blueshifts (as discirssed above). However. if the intensity tit 

is restricted to the same mavelength span wed for the flu'c fit. the fit to the fliis data is stili .;lightly 

steeper [(intensity slope)/(flux slope) s 0.88. within ;s 2 0  of 11. This sniall difference is a resiilt 

of a combination of limb darkening and the distribution of the stronger lincs in the two cfiffercnt 

scmples. The approximate altitude of height formation for the fli~u Iines includes the off-angle 

contributions to the line profiles Erom steeper viewing angles and higher altitudes (but the same 

optical depth). While t his changes the altitude of the lines somewhat. the effect is relatively small. 

In general. for theoreticai lines of similar wavelength and strength. those coniputed iising t hc flux 

model had a slightly higher average height of formation than their central intensity countcrparts. 

However. because of the size of the Line strength and wavelength bins. the region of the heiglits of 

formation for these bins overlap substantidy. The heights of formation for d l  the line classes in 

the Au-u model were within 1.5 siorna of their central intençity counterparts. 

The centra[ intensity observations contain a relatively larger number of strong Iines in the blue 

portion of the spectrum than the flux observations. Recall that for a given line strength i r i  the 

visible. lines a t  shorter wavelengths have larger blueshifts. Since the central intensity sample has a 
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Figure 3.13: The  convective velocity for each bin in wavelength and strcngth as a function of modeled ptivsical 
formation height (a). The visible flux bins have a steeper slope than their intensity coiinterparts. which reffrcts botli 
the effects of different distributions of line strengths with wavelength and the effect of limb darkening (see $3.5.4). 
The error bars are the standard deviation for the observed velocities in each bin. In ( b )  the observed velocities 
are compareci to  velocities taken from 3-dimensionai hydrodynamic simulations that have been modeied using three 
different filling factors (see 53.5.4). 



larger Eraction of strong lines at shorter wavelengths than the flux observations do (14% vs. IO%), 

the average velocity for the stronger intensity bins are shifted a little further to the blue. As ivas 

pointed out in 53.4, the flux data actually exhibit a greater sensitivity to wavelength than the 

central intensity data because limb darkening affects the relative sliifts for liries in the blue wrsus 

those in the red. We found that the red lines for a particullu. strength have a snialler shifc in the ~ ~ L L K  

data, than in the central intensity data, and this effect was rnost pronounced t'or the stronger lincs. 

This effect aiso steepens the distribution of velocities with altitiide for the flux data. conibining 

with the uneven distribution of strong lines with wavelength. 

These approximate heights and tlicir accompanying velocities c m  be loosely coniparcci with 

the output of t hree dimensional numerical simulations. Stein and NorcHund ( lW8) have pointed 

out that for any particular opticai depth, the srirface of the Sun is actually cwrrugatcd in plivsical 

height; for optical dept h of unity in the continuum the rrns iariations in physical d t i t  ude arc = 30 

kilometers. However. while the heights of format ion for t hese test lines have Iieen determincri iwing 

a one-climensional hydrostatic model. a comparison with the preclictions of a more coniplete three 

dimensional simulations shotild prove to be illuminating. The test lines for the central intcnsity 

velocities m d  the linear fit to tlic data x e  re-displaycd in Figure 3.13(b) ( t h  error lnrs havc been 

siippressed for clarity). Also clisplayeci in Figure 3.13(b) are three other sers of vclocities rlerived 

from average up and down flow velocitii~s in a snapshot froni the simuIations of Stein and Sorcilund 

(Stein. private communication). Thcse velocities have been modcled in ttirec tvays. Nocfel 30/15 

weights the average vertical velocities iising the weighting scheme of Draviiw (1990) tvhex-c the 

upwelling and downdraft filling factors are 30% and 15% of the surface area respectively. Uodel 

67/33 wights the velocities as 67% and 33%. consistent with the results of the simulations c Stein 

Sr Yorcilund 1998). and Mode1 50/20 is a hybrid of the two. with filling factors of 50% and 20% 

respectively. .Al1 the sets of velocities include the gravitational redshift of 636 rns- l .  However. the 

true zero point for the solar velocities is not firmly establislied, since al1 of tlie source atlases had 

to be caiibrated against each other. 

An additional uncertainty in the comparison is the choice of origin for the physical heighr scales. 

Our one-dimensionai model sets the zero point of the physical height where Rosseland r = 2/3. 

whereas the Stein and Nordlund simulation defines the zero point where < r >= 1. The actual 

altitude difference between these two values is xriuch smaller than the scale of the photosphere. since 

r increases rapidly with depth. Our pr imaq interest. however. is not whether the zero points of 

the different data sets match, but the agreement of the ovcrall slopes. Ail three models h x c  very 



similar slopes to the linear fit to the observed velocities. especially for tlie niedium strengtli lines. 

between 100 and 500 kilometers. If the filling factors for the granules are increased. the slopih uf the 

simulated velocities increase substantially. Using filling factors of 80% and 20% for the granules 

and lanes gives a slope x 3 times larger than the observed slope. Figure ;l.l3(b) indicates that 

the t hree dimensional simulations of solar convection are consistent wit h Our observed velocit ies. 

-4 more thorough analysis would involve reproducing these test lines using a three dimensional 

hydrodynamic solar atmosphere model. 

3.6 Conclusions 

Centrd intensity sol= atlases have betm used to study convcctive linccore sliifts from 400 iirn to 

l~cyoricl 5.5 Pm. The behaviors foiind liere are consistent with the results froni Chapter 2 for the 

linc-core shifts derived from the soiar flux In this study the Fe 1 lines in the visible alid 'fIR 

spectral regions demonstrate clear dependencies ripon both line strength and wavelength. In the 

IR. there is a clear sensitivity to lirie depth, but the wavelength dependence is stibstantially snialltr. 

Tlicre may bc an additional sniall sensitivity to l l .  but this is secn only hetwwn 2 anci 5 pni. and 

oril? for high talties of ki .  The 1 1  dependerice of the line-shifts in the visilde is very sligtit ancl 

tincert ain. 

The differences between the flux and intensity distributions for the Fc 1 lines demonstrate 

sorrie siibt le limb darkening and rotational effects, but t hese differences are not sribstant ial. The 

velocity/wavelength distributions for strong lincs are act tially steeper in the flux spect riim t han in 

the centrai intensity spectriim, making convection easier to observe in the HLK. This is a resrilt 

of the uneven distribution of strong liries over the wavelength region combiriecl with the off-ais 

contributions bom the Solar limb. Th.; has implications for the observability of the convetstion in 

the visible spectra of ot her solar- type stars. 

The behavior of the Fe I distributions changes wit h the wawlength regime. At longer wave- 

Iengths, the wavelength sensitivity of the line-shifts decreases. This can iargely be attributecl to a 

decrease in the brightness contrast between the granular and intergranular laries. However. there is 

a continuous opacity effect as well, since the dopes of the velocity/line depth distributions for the 

different wavelengt h bins change on eit her side of the peak in H- opacity. IVhile t fie decrease in 

wavelength sensitivity coincides with the overall decrease in solar continuous opacity. it is riifficult 

to determine whether there is a relationship because the Fe 1 lines beyond the opacity minimum 



have very significant positional uncertainties that may have obscured any sensitivity of line-core 

shifts with wavelength. 

One-dimensional atmospheric central intensity mode1 line simulat ioiis are used to establish the 

approximate pliysical height for where the line-cores form, and are consistent with Our inteipretation 

t hat the change in the wavelengt h dependencc rcsults froin the decrease in tVontrast betwiw the 

laries and the granules combinecl with the change in the continuous opacity. Stronger lines rapidly 

change the atmospheric levels they saniple as the wavelengt hs becorne larger. This explaiiis why 

the dopes of the fits in Figure 3.2(a) increase at longer wwlengtlis. [Vhilc the weaker liitcs still 

approximately sample the same physical layer, the stronger lines sarnple layers at substantially 

higher altitudes. The weaker lines continue to sample the sarne physical level. wit h any variations 

in this 1-er largely a result of the change in the continuous opacity. In the infrared the dependence 

tlisappears because there are not enoiiqli strong lines. At the same timc. tlic weaker lines in the 

irifrared eshibit a smaller blueshift thari their rcd counterparts becaiise of the change in the contrast 

bctmecn t hc granules and the intergraiiular lanes. 

In many tvays. the medium strengtli Fe I lines represent the best tools for probing conwction. 

They are present at dmost al1 wavelengths, are present in siifficient numbers for reliable statistics. 

art? not greatly sensitive CO noisc and can  sarnple a large range of physical clcpths depeiiding on 

w hich wwelengt h reginies are risecl. 

.lt longer weleng ths  (beyoiid 4 pin) therc rnay be an additional sensitivity to abovr 6 PI:. 

How niiich of this behavior is rcal reniains an open question because of possible inaccuracies in 

the laboratory line positions. Hotvever. there could be sornc type of changc in the hic-corch shift 

behavior for those transitions with kl greater than 6 eV. 



Chapter 4 

CO in The Central Intensity 
Spectrum of the Sun 

4.1 Introduction 

The infrared spectrum of the Sun provides a iiseful rneans of probing the convective structure 

of the solar atmosphere. Tliere are both atomic and niolccular species present chat have iv~ll  

clefined laboratory positions and sample a widc range of energy levels. Xii aclditional bonus is 

the coriiparatively lotv densicy of lines, which decreases the potential effccts of line I~lending. The 

c:otitin~ioiis opacity reachcs a minimum in the near infrarect (the H- mininiiim at 1.65 piri i  and 

theti begins to increase at longer wawlcngtlis. This change in the continuoiis opacity inîiricnces 

which layers of the atinosphere are sainpled by the lines. To extend this technique to cooler stars. 

the infrared is the natural wavelength region to use because the visible spcctra of cooler stars 

becorne overcrowded with lines as the molecular bands become more prominent at lower effective 

temperatures. Cornparisons between t hese cooler stars and the Sun woulcl then best be donc using 

infrared lines. 

The use of alternative species alleu for n comparison to the Fe I restilts from Cliaprers 2 

and 3. Previously. the dependence of the Fe 1 line-shifts trpon wavelength  vas found to ciiniinish 

substant ially in the infrared ancl the dependence upon line depth beconies niore uncertain: ot her 

species that are more prominent in the infrared dlow a niore t horough investigation. 

Recent spectroscopic imaging (Uitenbroek 2000) of so1a.r CO lines near 4.6 pm shows that strong 

CO Lnes have an inverted granular contrast. with the lanes appearing brighter than the granules. 

These observations are consistent with numerical simulations (Stein S; Nordlund 1989: Stein k 

Nordlund 1998; Uitenbroek 2000). which show that when the uprising material in a granule en- 



counters the steep density gradient of the overlying stable layer, the upflowing material expands 

in order to conserve mas .  This rapid expansion cools the upwelling material and when the ma- 

terial coalesces over the lanes to begin sinking, the descending gas heats up due to compression. 

Multidimensional radiative transfer modeling of CO line formation indicates that the strong CO 

lines are formed near this inversion layer (Uitenbroek 2000). The reverse of contrast betwcen the 

grmules and lanes may influence the overall distribution of line core velocity displacements with 

line strength. 

4.2 Methodology 

4.2.1 Solar Intensity Spectral AtIases 

The Solar Entensity Atiases used in this chapter are the same ones used in Cl~apter 3: the 1I;PNO 

NIR atlas (Wallace et al. 1993). the KPXO IR atlas (Livingston S. Wallace 1991) and the ATMOS 

IR atlas(.lbrarns et al. 1996). Details of al1 these atlases are found in $3.21. -111 three atlascs are 

tlic results of defocused central intensity FTS scans of the Sun. 

4.2.2 Line Seiection 

The CY line positions in the infrared ancl near infrared have been taken from unpiiblishcd work 

by Rao and Davis (Davis. private communication). Details of the cxperimerit and apparatus are 

unavailable. While the data are irsed liere. they have been used with strong reservations itrict are 

intended solely as a supplement to the other, more stringently defined CO list . 

The infrared transitions for CO are probnbly the best known for al1 the diatomic moiecules. The 

line positions used here are talien from the ab initio calculations of Goorvitch (1994). Goorvitch 

also provides the energies and quantum numbers for each line. The different isotopes of CO are 

also included in the Goorvitch clata set. Iiowever this study is restricted to the dominant isotope. 

I2Ci60. Blending with the other isotopes does complicatc the line selection process. and al1 those 

12CL60 lines close to lines of the other major isotopes in the Goorvitch line list were eliniinated 

from the sample. As with the other species of lines in this study, apparent and suspected blends 



were removed based upon visual inspection of the lines and comparison with the various atlas line 

identifications (see 52.2, 53.3). 

It has also been shown that the CO fundamental (Av = 1) lines are reIatively immune to non- 

LTE effects, and their strengths are a fairly accurate reflection of the atmospheric temperature 

structure (Uitenbroek '2000b). Homever. the actiial physical height of formation for these liiies is 

not stable, but fluctuates with opacity. The temperature a id  density dcrived from the strength of 

a CO line do not directly correspond to one particular physical location in the solar atmosphere. 

but rather a range of heights that reflect both the spatial and temporal variations inherent in a 

real dynamic at rnosphere (Uitenbroek '2000). 

4.2.3 Errors 

As mentioned above, the laboratory linc positions for C S  are uripublished tesiilts from Rau  anci 

Davis (Davis. private commiinication). Ln the dctermination of the Diinham coefficicrits. ri staiiclard 

deviation of 0.0068 cm-L is cited (Davis. private cornniunication). If wc iise tliis as the potexitial 

error in the acciiracy of the lirie position, combined with the calibratiori tiricertainty of t h  atlas 

(see 33.2." ). we obtain posit ional uncerrainties equivalent to velocit ies hetwetan 250 and 1S3 rns- l 

in the NIR, and 335 ms-' in the infiared (IR). However. at bcst this niust serve as a lonw limit 

ori the potential uncertainty, becaiise the standard deviation for the Iinc posirions deriveci frorii the 

determination of the Dunham constants  vas for a much Iargcr set of lincs (26732). 

The absolute positions of the CO functamental and first overtone (Av = 1 and 2) seqtiences are 

the results of ab initio calculations. However. many of the lines (383) have been observeci tising 

heterodyne laser calibrat ions at NIST ' . The agreement between the calciilat ions and the ol~served 

line positions for these 353 Lines are al1 less than L5 r n ~ - ~ .  with ari average absolute differeiice of 

only 0.26 rns-l. The estimated uncertainties in the lines positions for the S'ET observatioris are 

al1 less than 3.4 rns-'. with an average uncertainty of 0.60 ms-'. In the sular spectral iitlüse~. 

dl the CO features for a particular band are found in the same scan, and the uncertainty in the 

overall calibration is estimated at an upper Limit of 100 rns-l (see $3.2.2). Tlierefore, the conibined 



uncertainty estimate for any of these lines is 102 rns-l. 

4.3 Analysis 

.-\s was done in Chapters 2 and 3. the different distributions of line core shifts have b e n  binned 

by conunon parameters: wavelength, line depth and (if warranted) lower excitation energy ( x i ) .  

The transitions used here are the rotation-vibration bands. The vibrational and rotational state of 

a molecule are denoted by their respective quantum nuniber; v and J; both of mhicli are integers. 

Changes in the vibrational state of the molecule are represented as Av. aiid the chaiigcs i i i  the 

rotational state of the molecule are represented as AJ. The possible vibration transitions for a 

particiilar Av give rise to bands composed of transitions in rotation nuriitier. For examplr. rhere 

may be a particular line that results from a transition in the l v  = 1 5 - 4 band with a value 

of J = 100. The vibration bands can be subdivided irito branches. depending on whetlier the 

rotation quantum number is increasing or decreasing: AJ = -1 rotational transitions are the P 

Brarich. AJ = O are the Q Brarich and Ai13 = 1 are the R Brandi. Thus a particiilar niolccular 

rotation-vibration absorption linc is specified by the change in the vibration qiirtntum numbcr : Av).  

the upper and lower vibration qiiantuni numbers (the band). the change in the rotation qiiantum 

niimber (AJ. or the branch) and the final rotation qiiantuni riuniber ( , J ) .  Futlier specification.s that 

can be made regarding these transitions relate to the riuclear spin directions and parity: however 

these distinctions are not necessary in this study. 

The Near Infrared 

The 119 CN Iines found in the near infrared cover a very srnall rmgc in line core deprli: the 

strongest line has a dept h of only 15% t hat of continuum. Hotvever. because several different bands 

are present within this wavelength span. the behavior of the line core shifts hetween these groups 

may prove illuminat ing . 

A total of four sequences were recorded: Av = O through 3, although the 1 s t  two sets were very 

poorly sampied. The first band (O - 0) had 57 candidate lines. the second set of bands (2 - 1. 3 - 2. 

4-3) had 11 1 candidate lines. The two sequences were very similar in strengt h. however t hey occupÿ 

very different wavelength regionç. and their average line core shifts are differmt: -550 rns-' versiis 

-786 msdl. Both sampies exhibit large scatter for individual lines. and there are no discernible 



interna1 trends within the samples. 

Infrared 

There are only 59 CN candidate lines in the IiPNO IR atlas. -411 of these lines are weak. witli only 

one feature having a line core depth of greater than 10%. However. it is possible to compare the 

average line core shift with the CY lines found in the NIR atlas. Here two secluences are sitriipled. 

the Av = -1 and 0. iVhen the irifrared KPXO atlas is calibrated to a cornmon wavelength scale 

witli the ';IR atlas, it was foiirid that the Av = -1 sarnple had an average line core sliif't of 

-443 rus-' (54 features). whereas the A r  = O sample (4 features) had an average line core sliift of 

-5S-l 1,s-l, consistent with those found in tlie SIR sample of -530 ms-l. 

Tlicre are 7.57 CO lines from t h  Av = I sequerice that riicet the selection critcria for incliiciiori iri 

rliis stiidy. Al1 the lines includcd here are ''c'% lines. with potential isotopic hlends renioved. 

Goorvit ch ( 19'3.1) prives waven~inibcrs. rbriergies. quantuni nurnbers and ot her Imameters. 

Initial inspection of the results reveals interesting beliavior with respect to both band. t~rrinch 

and cliiantiini nurnber (J). Figure -l.l(a) shows the line core sliifts plottcd vcrsus ttieir cltirintum 

tiurnber. k0ery cicar arches are apparerit in the clata. Each branch of a band mas fit using a fifth 

ordcr poIynomial (two examples are stiown in Figure 4.1. the R Brancfi from the 1 - O and 9 - 8 

bands). 

These arches in quantum nurnberjvelocity space decrease in amplitude as higher bands are  

sarnpled. The 9 - 8 R band has an ;unplitude much srnaller than the 1 - O R band, wliich is 

not a surprise since it spans a rnuch smaller range of line depths. These fits are quite good, as 

Figure 4.l(b) demonstrates (the standard deviation of the differences between the data and the 

fits are 30 and 25 rns-l. respectively). In the remaining figures. al1 the data points shown are tlie 

original measured line-shifts. however al1 the curves shown ni11 be t hose result ing from a fift Li order 

polynomial fit to the individuai bands in J-velocity parameter space. This hiu been clone to Iletter 

represent any trends in the observations. 

Line Depth 

Figure 4.2 displays the dependence of the line-shifts upon the depth of the line cores. -4s wit h the 

Fe 1 samples in Chapter 3, there is a strong dependence upon line depth. However, for CO the slope 
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of the distribution is much steeper and the distribution is much narrower than the distributions 

for the Fe 1 Line-shifts (Chapter 3). The scatter that is seen in this distribution is largely a result 

of the overlapping of the 2 branches hom the bands. The curves in Figure 4.2 are the 1 - O and 

9 - Y R branch bands shown in Figure 4.1. Al1 the bands for both branches show this .*cloiibling 

back" behavior, simiiar to the arches in Figure 4.1. The cusp for this doubling back appears at or 

near the lines which have 5 ~ 3 5 .  which coincides with the peaks in the arches seen in Fig~lrc 4.1. 

For a given band and line depth there rnay be two different line core shifts. However. the different 

bands have v e l  divergent characteristics. This "doubling back" is most prominent for the lower 

bands, and decreases as band number increases. much as the amplitude in the "arches?' in Figure 

4.1 decreased. For the 1 - O band (and the other lower bands), t hose lines wit h the iower .J values 

lime the bluer convective shifts. mherelts the higher J values have reddcr velocities. The two sicles 

of each of these .*doubling back" bands have significantly different excitatiori energies and log gf 

values. Those lines with low J vdiies also have lower 1 1  2nd log g j .  although tficir wavelengtlu are 

generally Further to the red than lines of comparable strengt h in the same baiici. To iiltistrrttca this, 

the J values for three different points or1 each of the sample c w c s  have beeri labeled. 

For the highcï bands (for example. the 9 - 8 band) the velocity ciiffercrice bet~vcen t l i i ,  high 

and low quantum numbers of hies of comparable strength are less (again tliis rcflectç the m~aller 

velocity amplitudes seen in Figure 4.1) and t tiey exhibit the opposite trcnd from tfic low bands - 

the lower J values have the redder com.ective shift and the iiigher J lines have the bluer shift. The 

medium bands (5 - 4 for example) show little difference at al1 bctween lines of the samc strengtk 

and different quantum numbers. 

When the fits to the velocity as a function of quantum number (see Figure 4.1) are subtracted 

from the line-shifts. the sensitivity to line depth disappears. Both the sensitivity to J aricl Iine 

clepth are the same characteristic. just d i s p l q d  in a different fashion. The absorption coefficient 

for rotation-vibration transitions is closely related to the rotation quantum ritimber of the relevant 

state via both the Boltzmann distribution (giving the relevant populations of the states) ancl the 

Einstein coefficient, which are also rehted to the oscillator strengt h (log g f ) of the transition. Thiis: 

ci,, sc lP,/' (25 + l ) e q ( -  J (  J + 1)) 14.1) 

Where t P J l 2  is the electric dipole rnatriv element. which also depends in part iipon J (Lang 19YO). 

In Figure 4.3 example fits from Figure 4.1 are piotted in line depth/velocity parameter space. 

For the lower bands (1 - O to 6 - 5) the slopes of the distributions steepen as the band numbers 
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Figure 4.2: The line core depth dependence for the CO Av = i saniple. The siope is approxirnately twite as steep 
as seen for the Fe 1 visible sample (Chapter 3). The two example bands are shown to illustrate the degencracv in 
velocity/depth. For each band, the slope of the distribution changes slightly. Sce section 4.3.2 for further dctails. 



increase. For strong lines, the Line-shifts for the 1 - O band are further to the blue than their 

counterparts from the 6 - 5 band. For the weaker lines, the 1 - 0 band line-shifts are furt her CO the 

red than their counterparts from the 6 - 5 or 5 - 4 bands. This behavior is not clearly seen for the 

higher bands (7 - 6 and up), however t hese bands are entirely composed of weaker lines. at best. 

having only 1/2 the extent in line deptli that the lower bands have. Hoivever. for the weak lines. 

the higher bands generally have line-shifts further to the bliie than the lower band numbers. This 

is especially clear for the 1 - O and 2 - 1 bands. since both of these are large samples. 

In both Figures 4.2 and 4.3. the progression and location of the line-shifts with J change. For the 

loiver bands (i.e. 1 - O ) .  the lower (or bluer) portion of the "crook" corrcsponds to lower J vdoes. 

with the point at the end being the minimal quantum number. The cusp of t lie distribution have .I 

s 35. and the quantum numbers then increase as line strength decreases. For the higher bands (i.e. 

J - 7 )  the opposite holds. The minimum in J is found for the weakest line on the iipper (or red) 

side of the "crook". the J value then iiicreases with line strength until .J z 3.5 which corrcsponds 

to the strongest line in the band. Tlien the J value contiiiues to increase as line strength wakens 

ovcr the bIue portion of the distribution. 

Wavenumber and Energy 

When the Av = 1 shifts are plotted with respect to either wavenu~nber (Figure 4.4) or 11 (Figure 

-I..!i), an "arch structure for each band is seen. This "arch" is the same featiire seen in Figure 4.1. 

The topmost points on the arches for eacli band are those lines with 5-35 Wlien only a single band 

is considered the line-shifts from the two branches (R and P) exhibit very siniilar behavior, whet her 

examined as functions of line depth or wavenumber. The largest J values for the two branches have 

very similar velocity shifts and line deptlu, even though their wavenurnbers are separated fro~ii one 

another by almost XI0 cm-L (see Figure 4.4). 

In t his spectral region, the solar cont inuous opaci ty increases wit h decreasing wavenurnber. 

Thus. if the CO iines were behaving in the sarne manner as the Fe I lines in Chapter 3. for '1 given 

line depth. those lines farther to the infrared should exhibit smaller blue-shifts. However. this is 

not observed. This implies that there is little dependence on wavenurnber. In fact. for the 1 - O 

band (which is the band that demonstrated the greatest ciifference between low and high qti,uitum 

numbers), those fines with IOW J values have larger blue-shifts and longer wavelengtlis then their 

high J counterparts of comparable strengt h in the same transit ion set. The differences between the 

low J and high J lines of the sarne strength cannot be attributed to the increase in the continuous 
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Figure 4.3: Sample polynomial fits (from Figure 4.1) for severai bands illustrate the change in dope of the line 
depth/velocity distributions with band number. 



Figure 4.4: The line core shift distribution for CO Av = 1 as  a function of wavenumber. Again the degcneracy in 
velocity c m  be seen with the 'arch' shapes first seen in Figure 4.1. Tliree example bands f o r  each branch artb -Liown. 
the curves are al1 resutts of polynomial fits in J/velocity parameter space. There is no ciear evidence of a wavcnurnber 
dependence. 
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Figure 4.5: The distribution of line core shifts 
thcre is a clear 'arch' shape to the distributions 
excitation energy. 

with lower excitatim energy for CO Av = 1. As WS setn r;rrlier. 
for ench band. The quantum number J incrcases with increuing 

opacity. For the R branch bands the J values increase with wavcnumber, while for the P branch 

bands. the J values decrease wit h increasing wavenumber. 

When the same line-shift featiires are examined in light of their encrgics. similar bel~a\.ior is 

seen. This is no surprise since the energy levels are directlj- tied to the ro ta t io~ i~~l  qiiatitiim niiriibers. 

Thus. any line-shift trends seen with are the sarne as those seen with J. The iiigher the lower 

excitation energy. the greater the quantum number J. The two branches (R arid P) for the bancls are 

offset frorn one anot her in energy, wit h the larger quantum numbers having the larger separat ion in 

energy (see Figure 4.5). These sarne features have very similar line core sliifts. but cnergy differences 

of rip to 0.7 eV. Another way to visualize this is that for a given energy, therc are two possible line 

shifts. depending upon w hich branch is considered. 

When the distributions for the 1 - O bands for the R and P branches are ciosefy exaniiiied. it 

is found that at a particular line core depth t here is a gap in J (for J > 40). For example. a t  the 

line depths close to 0.25. the points kom the R branch have J vahies I l  or 12 larger than cheir P 

branch counterparts of s i d a r  strength. This is reasonable since the energy of the transitions are 

directly related to the quantum numbers for the features. If ive consider a sarnple of lines from both 
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Figure 4.6: Linc-shifts for the R and P branches of the 1 - O band with line clepths near 25% of coiitiiiuum. 
Example pairs rire labeled by J anci y!. The P branch lines have smaller J vriliics and encrgies thnn their R hranch 
counterparts. 

transitions with similar J values (<and tlius energies) the line core cicptlis of thc R brünch fc:~tiires 

will be stronger. 

As was the case with the line depth distribution. when the fifth order polynomial fits in 

.J/velocity parameter space are subtracted from the velocities, the arching behavior with the exci- 

tation energy and wavenumbers disappears. This same beliavior is evident when the log g f values 

and expectation values for each of t hese transitions is examined. The differenccs between the liigh-J 

and low-J lines of comparable strength are reffected in differences in both wavenurnber and i l .  For 

two lines from the same band and of comparable strength. the differences in determined wlocity 

mut  be reflecting slightly different conditions of forrnatiou. This can clearlv be seen in Figure 

4.6. -4 narrow slice in line depth near '15% of continuum has been taken for the R and P branches 

from the I -O band. Severd different pairs of lines with very similar strengths md lineshifts have 

been labeled with both their quantum numbers and lower excitation energies. The lines frorn the 

P branch have energies about 0.4 eV and quantum numbers between 10 and 15 less than their R 

branch counterpats. The solid and daslied lines are the polynomial fits disciissed in Figurc 4.1. 



From the CO Av = 2 sequence 566 candidate lines meet the selection criteria. The strongest lines 

reach a depth of only 15% that of continuum. and over 86% of the features have line deptlis of 

only 10% or less. The sample includes both the P and R branches. covering 5400 to 4400 cm-'. 

including every band up to 12 - 10 and the maximum quantum number in the sample is J=95. 

Unlike the Av = 1 sequence. the Av = 2 sample does not exhibit any obvious structiire when 

the line shifts are examined verstis energy or wavenumber. Even wticn t l ie  lirii, shifts are es.~iniriecf 

in a similar fashiori to the Av = 1 sample. no structure is foiind. 

This may be a result of the weakiiess of the lines in t fiis sarnple. The lines are al1 fairly weak 

and the lines will be forrned (for t hc most part) under fairly similar physical conctitions. so the 

Iine-shifts will not be greatly different . An addit ional considerat ion is t hat the signal- to-noise ratio 

at t his ~ v e n u m b e r  is at its lowest for the atlas (= 50: 1 nt 4800 cm-'). CVeak lincs siich as t hese 

are much more susceptible to noise. as was shown in Chapter 2 . This cotilci contribute greatIy 

to the scatter for an individual sequence of lincs. and tliis incrcased noise tiiay nia& an! bubtle 

structure in the distribution. 

Line Depth 

Figure 4.7 demonstrates that thcre is sanie dependence of the line core shift tipon line deptli. The 

dope of t his distribution is shallower tlian its counterpart for the l v  = Z saniple over the sarric line 

clepth range (mA,,2/rnau,i zz 0.60). 

When the Av = 2 sample is conipared to the Av = 1 iamplc. as a fiiiii~ion of waveiiiimber 

(Figure 4.8. wherc the two samples are superimposed on the sanie wavenumtier scale). notiw that 

the Av = 2 sample resernbles the weak line portion of the l v  = 1 samplc. almost as if the srrongcr 

Av = 1 lines have been ucolIapsed" down ont0 the weaker Av = 1 lines. The two samples of lines 

bave a small offset from one anot her in velocity, with the Av = 2 lines having line-shifts =: 125 

rns-' to the red of their Av = 1 counterparts. 

4.4 Discussion 

The CO fundamental sample of Iines has a slope nearly tmice that of the Fe 1 sample in the visibIe 

(Chapters 2 and 3). However, the CO lines have a srnader range in line depth; the strongest CO 

lines have depths of "35% that of continuum. whereas the strongest Fe 1 lines in Chapters 2 and 



Figure 4.7: The CO Av = 2 distribution of line-shifts with line depth. The dope for the Av = 2 snmplc is 'ilightly 
stiallower than the dope for the Av = 1 data set over the same range of Iine depth. 
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Figure 4.8: The line-shifts for the CO Av = 1 and 2 samples as a function of wavenurnber (with the L v  = 2 
sample offset in both wavenumber and velocity for clarity). The Av = 2 sample resembtes a "collapsedn version of 
the h v  = 1 distribution. 



3 had depths of ~ 8 0 %  of continuum. The superficial interpretation would he that the convection 

observed via the CO Lines is more vigorous than that observed using the Fe 1 lines. .-\s with 

Fe 1, CO provides an excellent opportunity to probe the photosphere: the weakest lines of CO are 

formed deep in the photosphere, while the strongest lines are formed at high altitudes. close to the 

teniperature minimum ( Ayres S- Brault 1990). However, the exact details of mhere the individual 

lines form, especiaily the strong ones, are much more complicated. 

When strong CO lines are observed near the solar limb. the cierived briglitness temperature of 

these lines is estimated to be 3700 K. 700 K less than the value derivecl For TIllin from the cures of 

the Ca II H and K lines (Noyes S: Hall 1912). -1 possible esplanation for these clifferent temperatures 

is the existence of a cool -COmosphere" comprising about 90% of the Sun's photosphcre ;ri tliüt 

altitiide. These clouds of CO cool the photosphere radiatively, while the Ca II lines are prodiiceci in 

'bright spots' where the gas has lieen mechanically heated and the local adiab=itic cooIing dominates 

over radiative cooling (.lyres 1981: Xyres et al. 1986: ly res  k Brault IWO: .lyres k Rabin 

1996). .ln alternative proposa1 is that the cool CO corcs are formed in 'cool spots' nestccl in a 

hot chromosphere. In either case. using a static one-dimensional atmospheric mode1 to determine 

altitudes of formation for these lines is inadvisablc since any such hcight woulci bc ver? sensitive to 

the mode1 used (Uitenbroek 2000). and would be averaging ovcr a rrlatively I i q c  range of alti t rictcs 

since the real atmosphere is dynarnic and the optical dept h is corriigatcd wit h respect to pliysical 

d t  it ude (Uitenbroek 2000). 

This corrugation of optical clcpth is a result of spatial differences in temperature. dcnsity ancl 

opacity. This changes the altitude at which these Iines form, and a onc dimensional static at- 

mospheric moclel will be averaging al1 of these properties at the same physical height. X s  Stein 

Sr Xordlund (1998) have pointed out. not only is the surface of the Siin at a given physical alti- 

tude corrugated in optical depth. but it changes wit h tirnc. and ail? average ehat is done . ~ r  t iiat 

altitude will by necessi ty be averaging over different opt icd depths. densit ics, ternperaturcs and 

velocities and will have a temporal component (Uitenbroek 2000). This poses ii serious problem for 

determining the altitude of formation for temperature sensitive lines such as CO. 

With the granule/lane contrast inversion (Uitenbroek 2000) observed for some of the strong CO 

lines (notably T - 6 R68 and 3 - 2 R14), it may be possible to reinterpret the veIocity/line depth 

distribution (Figure 4.2). This contrast inversion in the CO lines is actually predicted by numerical 

simulations (Stein S; Nordlund 1989). and is consistent nith the cooler Tmi, deterrnined from the 

cool CO lines. When the up~velling granular material reaches the upper photosphere. alniost ail 



of its vertical momentum has been transferred to horizontal expansion. This occurs becairse the 

rising material in the granule is running into the steep density gradient that is the stable layer 

that lies above the photosphere. Above the uprising material the pressure increases, due to higher 

temperatures and larger scale heights (Stein & Nordlund 1998). The center of the granule is warmer. 

and thus has a larger pressure scale height relative to the intergranular lanes. This high prrssure 

region combines with d y n d c  pressure Auctuat ions t hat push miss into horizontal motion.- Stein 

& Nordlund 1998). This excess pressure diverts the vertical motion to horizontal motion, and. if the 

pressure is not high enough to divert the material, then the local cleiisity increiues until the pressure 

is high enough to push the mass out. Conservation of mas flux requires tliat the rising gas espand 

rapidly, which leads to a drop in the density and thuç a deceleration of the uprvellling material. 

The expansion allows the gas to cool substant ially over r he granule. and t lie gis decelerates rapidly 

when it reaches the lanes, compressing and heating up as it begins to descend (Solanki et al. 

1996; Uitenbroek 2000). Figure 4.9 is a schematic diagrani illiistrating thk tiiotioii. It i l  Imed 

upon a snapshot taken from a two dimensional simulation of solar ganulatiun by Steffen (2~00) ' .  

The contours of constant temperature extend to high altitudes in the iipper ,itmosphere. u.1iich is 

consistent with the predicted compressive heating and the contrast inversion between the granules 

and lanes (Stein Sr Nordlund 1989). 

The tveaker lines are formed deeper within the atmosphere. below the stable layer. For tliose 

weak lines the upwelling granules are brighter and hottcr ttian the lancs and contribute CI more 

signific'mt amount of flux to the line profile than the lanes. Similx behavior is seen wticri t h  

Fe I lines are examined in both the visible and infrared wavelength regions for lines of a11 strengths 

(Chapters 2 and 3). As stronger CO lines are examined. t lie contrast between the Ianes and grmules 

will lessen as higher altitudes of the photosphere are sampled. The upwelling granular veIocity is 

decelerating ballistically. and according to simulations (Uitenbroek '2000: Stein Sr YordLund 1989: 

Stein k Yordlund 1998). spreading horizontdly. Under this scenario, the vertical motion is being 

deflected into horizontai motion and the ganular contribution to the line profile wiil be blue-shifted 

less then it would be if the motion were still largely vertical in nature. If this is the case. then thcre 

should be a point when the red-shifted Ianes begin to dominate the flux contributions to t l.ie line 

profiles. For stranger Iines, which sarnple higher in the photosphere. t hese downdraft velocit icls will 

be smde r ,  however the actud contribution by the downdrafts to the Line profile will be greater since 

the inverted contrast between the lanes and the granules enhances the relative flux contribution 

www.aip.de/groups/sternphysik/st p/convect. html 



Figure 4.9: .-\ schematic drawing of the horizocitd deflection of uprising material (baed on two dimctisional 
simulations by Steffcn (2000)). The contour lines are for constant temperaturcs. Note that higher in the atmosphere. 
the downdrafts are actually warmer than the rcgions over the granules due to compressive heating. Yoticc also the 
relative a r e a l  changes between the granules and lanes. which also contributes to the diffcrences between wcnk and 
strong lines (see the text for detrrils). 

from the Ianes. In addition to tliis, the uprising velocity should alniost be conipletely co~iverted 

into horizontal motions. thus the granulas line profile shoulcl exhibit littlc or no Doppler shift . .hi 

aciclitiond consideration is that the relative geometries and areas of the lanes and granules !vil1 be 

difkrent at  grenter physical altitudes. which will alter the relative flux contributions from the two 

components (see Figure 4.9). tl[ultidimensional rnodels show that at t hese altitudes the rclat ive 

physical area where the materiai is rising is shrinking, wlde the relative area occupiecl by the 

downdrafts increases (Uitenbroek 2000). This change in the relative areas of the two components 

tvith altitude changes their contribution to thc line profile substantially. 

This contrast inversion for strong lines may also provide an explanation for the differrhiice in 

behavior between the low-J (low x i )  and high-J (high t r )  lines. Previoiisly (Dravins et al. 1981; 

Dravins et ai. 1986; Chapter 3) there has been some indication that for a given line depth. lines 

with greater excitation energies exhibit larger shifts. These higher energy lines form slightly deeper 

in the atmosphere at  higher temperatures. In the case of the strong CO lines, the lines with the 

srnder  xr had the srnalier iine shifts. This could be due to the contrast inversion. For these strong 

lines the cooler lanes are brighter than the hotter granules. If the flux in a line profile is dominated 

by the contribution kom the cooler lanes, which are red-shifted. those lines tvith higher excitation 



energies should he forming at a slightly deeper average altitude. Thus the photons escaping from 

that altitude should reflect the downdraft velocity, which will be greater thati at  higher altitudes, 

where the contributions to the low xi lines arise. 

-AS ~veaker lines are considered, the contrast inversion between the lanes and granules should 

disappear. The medium bands (such as the 5 - 4 R band) exhibit no strong difference between 

low and high quantum number lines of similar strength. Tlie higher bands are composed of weaker 

lines (see Figure 4.2 and the 9 - 8 R band), these weaker lines are dominateci hy contrib~itio~ii froni 

the granules. This explains the difference between the low and high energy liries in these bands. If. 

for a given strengtli. tiigher energy lines form at slightly higher temperatures in the granules and 

thus at slightly greater depths. the photons contribiiting to the line profiles ni11 be blue-shifted 

more t han those for the lower lines. which mil1 form siiglitly higher in the atmosphere. Tliiis the 

behavior of the higher bands with J and 11 is the oppositc of what wns seeri for the lower bands. 

reflecting the effects of the contrast inversion. Tlie mediuni bands do not show this clegeneracy in 

velocity for a given depth because the cotitributions froni rlie lanes atid granu1i.s are niore bal;iiicccl. 

If. at a particular line depth. we consider a higher y1 (or .l) line. the contribution to the lirie profile 

from the lane mil1 be at a slightly higher red-shift than for ri similu line with ;L srnaller 1 1 :  liowcver 

the contribution to the line profile from the granule will be at a slightly largcr bliic-shift anci the 

two conipensate for one another. 

The IV = 2 lines are formed closer to the opacity minimum at 1.6 pm chan tiie fttndaniental 

bands are, and as such ive are observing deeper into the atmosphere. Xdditionally. the p n i i l a r  

contrast is much greater for the first overtone lines, and the upwlling granules wodd be :iiiking 

a greater contribution to the line profile. The conibination of these two shoiild imply t h  the 

velocities for the weak h s t  overtone lines should exhibit a greater slope and larger blue-siiifts 

t han t heir fundamentai counterparts. However. the formation of CO lines is cornplicated. -4s 

L'itenbroek (2000a: '2000b) has shown. understanding where the CO lines form requires full three 

dimensional hydrodynamic modeling. The actuai relative contributions of flux from the granules 

and lanes to the CO i lv  = '2 lines mav not be entirely based upon the areal and temperature 

contrasts. If the tirnescales for CO formation are long enotrgh. there may be ;L Iarger than espected 

nurnber of weak lines forming in the clowndrafts. enough to increase the relative weight of the 

lane contributions to the line profiles. The t hree dimensional hydrodynamical modeling technique 

employed by Uitenbroek (2000a: 2000b) may help explain the different behavior between the two 

different sets of bands. 



4.5 Conclusions 

The CO fundamental sequence between 4 and 5.5 pm provides an excellent probe into the solar 

atmosphere. The velocity/line depth distribution is very similar to that of the visible Fe 1 line- 

shifts, however it is much steeper. This steep slope is consistent with observing a net blue-shift 

for the weaker lines that is dominated by the granular contribution to the fius, while the strongest 

lines e-xhibit a red-shift dominated by contributions from the brighter interganular lanes. This 

interpretation is consistent with the contrast inversion predicted by numerical simulations (Stein 

& Yorcilund 1998) and observed in spectroscopic imaging of strong CO lines (Uitenbroek 2000). 

'lo sensitivity to wavelength ( ~ r  wavenumber) is founci for this species, which is consistent wit h 

the behavior of the Fe 1 lines at infrared wavelengths (Cliapter 3 ) .  There is sorne sensitivity to 

either energy or quantum number (or rather a combination of the trvo) which is shown br the 

'arching' behavior when the velocity/ J and veIocity/ xi distributions are exariined. The diffcrences 

between the high J and iow J transitions in a given band is obviously closely related to where in 

the atmosphere those particdar lines are formed. Hotvevcr. the pliysical location of the CO line 

formation is an extremely complicated probiem that is bcst investigated using multidimensional 

Iq*clrodynamics. 

The CO lines are al1 temperature sensitive. and the spatial temperature and opacity iiiliorno- 

geneit ies of the a t  mosp here clearly influence w hich lines have profiles dominat cc1 by the granules and 

which have profiles dominated by the lanes. These ditferences between lines of the same srrength 

but different energies may be closely related to how much of the radiation is contributed t)y the 

cooling granules versus the cornpressively heated lanes and the exact conditions iinder which these 

lines form. This could be further examined by observing a sample of such lines at high spatial 

resohtion over both granules and lanes to determine the rclationship betnteen the line profile and 

the spatial distribution of its contributing flux. 

The CO transitions do provide a window into the atmospheric dynarnics of other solar-type 

stars. The CO lines are very temperature semitive, and as TeR clrops. the strength of the lines 

increase and the higher transitions become avaiiable for study. The strongest CO lines are fornied 

near the limits of where penetration by convection occurs. and the contrast inversion b e t m n  

the grandes and lanes observed by Uitenbroeck (2000) on the Strn may also be present on other 

stars. The extent of the convective penetration into the more stable layers for other stars can be 

examined. and the possible scaling effects of dserences in Ten and log g should be apparent. The 



variation in the continuous opacity in stars of different temperature may also introduce a stronger 

wavelength dependence. which could be observable via the large wavelength range that both the 

CO fundamental and first overtone sequences sample. 



Chapter 5 

Line Shifts in a Sunspot Umbral 

Spectrum 

5.1 Introduction 

X siinspot umbral speçtrum provides an opportiinity to examine hotv convcctive velocities in the 

solu  atmosphere are affected by the presence of strong magnetic fields and a lower effective tem- 

peratiirc. \Vhilc a strong magnetic flux tube is expected to suppress the convective motions at the 

surface of the sitnspot (BlrincMowr et al. 1938). convection is reqi~ired to transport the enicrgent 

mer,-. flux underneath the sunspot. The umbral photosphere itself shodd be radiative. with fem 

large vertical motions over significant sized areas (Weiss et al. 1990). 

Previously, Beckers (1977) exarnined the profile and position of the Ti I line at 5713 .A for 

a number of different sunspot umbrae, and foiind no evidence for large scaie vertical niotions. 

However, some convective f l u  does penetrate to the surface via 'umbral dots' and 'light bridges' 

(Blanchflower et al. 1998 and sources therein). The umbral dots are found tiirorigliout the umbra. 

and occupy about 5% of the area of the umbra (1l;nobloch S; Weiss 1984). Tliese umbral dots have 

diameters ranging from 8 arc-seconds clown to at least 0.23 arc-secotids. a d  the number derisity of 

the dots increases a t  smaller scales (Blanchflower et al. 1998). The umbral dots are responsilde for 

the transport of about 15% of the energy radiated by the umbra. and rnay be a resuh of large-scale 

oscillatory convective overshooting, penetrat ing into the radiative layer of the umbral photosphere 

(Weiss e t  al. 1990). Estimations of the vertical velocities of the dots vary from z 3krns-' (Moore 

1981; Kneer 1973), to an upper limit of only a few hundred ms-[ (Lites et al. 1991). Other smaii 



scale motions include umbral turbulence, whicli rnay be associated with the oscillatory convection 

that terminates just beiieath thc umbral photosphere (BlancMower et al. 1998). This turl>tilence 

has a r m  velocity ceiling of u,,, = 1.3 + 0.2kms-' (Beckers 1976; Moore 1981). Strong and Faint 

Light Bridges (SLB and FLB) are &O umbral core features that are associated with convection 

and granulation (Sobotka et al. 1994) aiid exhibit velocities comparable to tliose foiind in urnbral 

dots. The umbral dots are often associated with penurnbral grains and photospheric granulation 

(Sobotka 1997). 

Perhaps the rnost prevalent motion associated with siinspots is the Evershed motion. which 

is a radial outflow of material tliroiigh the penuriibra that is almost entire-. horizontal iri iiatiire. 

Ho~evcr .  there is evicience for some vertical motion (200 - 400 ms-') in the penumbral spcctriirn 

that may be cr vertical componcnt of the Evershed motion, or it rnay be a convective bliieshift 

(Sliine at al. 1993). 

Infracd umbral spectra and molecirlar line positions may provide ari opportunity to search for 

corivectivc motions in sunspots. Conwctive line sliifts in the atmospheres of cooier stars sliould 

t)c similar to those seen in an ~irnbral spectrtim. and molecular lines arc relatively insensitive to 

Zcerrian splitting. The ciifferencc in corivc.ctivc ~xdocitics iwtwcen ;i coolcci iirril~ral patcli of t lic. Suri 

 riri ri tliat of a late Ii giant ni- sliecl sorrie light on the iriflucncc of botii log fl and the stipprilssion 

of convection by magnetic fielcls. 

The soiar timbra1 spectrum also provides the opportiiiiity to assess the ut ility of ot her potential 

diagnostic rnolccular species. Candidate species such as the fundamental and first overtone OH 

Iines are not present in the normal photosphcric spectrum, and a high resolution and sigrial-to- 

noise solar atlas allows us to determine if these lines could be iised for studies of convection in 

cooler stars. 

5.2 Met hodology 

5.2.1 The Sunspot Spectral Atlases 

There are two umbral spectral atiases under consideration here. both of which were taken using 

the FTS at KPNO (Wallace St Livingston 1992; Wallace et al. 1998). In both cases terrestrial 

teiluric iines were subtracted. The digit al spect rai at lases include the observed umbral spect ra. the 

telluric spectra and the b a l  telluric-removed umbral spectra at ultra-high spectral resolution and 

high signal-to-noise. 



Depending upon the wavelength region, and the molecular band under consideration. the spec- 

trum of a sunspot can be given a spectral class. The infrared portion of the umbral spectrum 

stiidied here has been classified as between M 2  and M5 (!Vallace Sr Livingston 1992), however most 

spectral classifications of sunspots are usually betrveen I<O and K5. In the case of the infrared 

timbrai spectrum. the classification coulci be anytvhere from late G to middle M. depending upon 

tlie rnolecular bands in cluestiori. Wallace and Livingston have based tlieir spectral classifiration 

iipon the strerigth of the CO 2 - O bard  heacl and the calibration of Iileiniiiann and Hall ( 1986) 

(~17aIlacc k Livirigston 1992). 

The Infrared 

The iirnbrd atliis for the infrared spans the wt.svenumber range 1970 to 86-40 cm-' (LVallirce Ss 

Livingston 1992). The spectra were obtained near disk ccriter using the 1 ni FTS at the IlcSIatli 

Tc.lescope. The spot observcci ~ Y L S  a large. mature spot with a diaineter of '19". several tiii1i.s the 

size of t he  FTS apcrttire of 7". An apcrtiire tliis large sliould contain severi~l unresolved iiinbral 

iiots or light bridges that are associatccl witli convection. and wotild span - 5 grariules in the 

iiorrrial pliotosphere. The terrestrial telluric line spectrum was removcd by combining two. one 

Iioiir long integrations at airmasses of 1.5 nncl 2.3. The resolving power ranges from 100.000 at  low 

wavcniimbcrs to 450.000 for high waventtmbers. 

The Visible Red and Near Infrared 

The Red and Year Infrared irmbral spcc-rra1 atlas covvers s'JO0 to 150.50 mi-1 (Wallace et al. 19%). 

Two spectra at different airmasses wcre combincd to rcinove the terrestria1 telluric compoiicnts. 

The resolving power for these observatioris varies between 460,000 and 1ï0,UOO. and the esposure 

times were just under one hour in Iengt h (Wallace et al. 1998). 

5.2.2 Line Selection 

Previously, (Chapters 2 and 3. Dravins et al. 198 1) the species of p r i r n q  interest was Fe 1. However. 

the low temperature of the umbral regions combined with the effects of Zeeman splitting render 

extensive use of Fe 1 ineffective. Molecular lines, specifically CO and OH do provide comprehr~nsive 

coverage over the infrared and provide a compelling opportunity for cornparison with the spectra 

of cooler stars. 



The CO line positions for the hndarnental, first and second overtone sequrnces ( Av = 1. 2 and 

3)  were taken from Goorvitch (1994). Details on the accuracy of the line positions and the ot her 

properties for these transitions are discussed in Chapter 4. 

The OH laboratory line positions are primarily taken frorn the hleinel systeni. The positions used 

liere are tC&n froin Abrarns et al. (1994), and were rneasured using an FTS and a hydrogen-ozone 

diRusion flanle source. The derived molecular parameters liad a standard deviation of 0.003 cm-'. 

The error in the ûbsolute line position strongly depends upon the strcngtti of the line aivl the 

signal-to-noise. The acciiracy of the OH line positions cari be estimüted using the observeci iriirius 

calculatecl line positions (O - C )  of -4bram.s et al. (1994). The O - C valiies have an average of 

267 n ~ s - ~ .  with a standard deviation of 1182 ms-l. The statidard deviation is so large becaiise. for 

i l  srriai1 nimber of lines iiiider consideration. the observed O - C residiial is quite significailt. Only 

seven of t lie 193 OH lines here have O - C wlues greater t h a n  500 ms-' . Wlicn tliesc seren O - C 

values are discarded. the average O - C fdls to 102 msdL. with a standard cicviation of orily 93 

ins-'. Tliese values provide a rectsonable loiver limit to the accttracy of the liiie positions and ivhen 

corxibined with the accuracy of r tic wa~wn~niber calibration. an ovrrail avcrqr uncertainty o f  '286 

rns-' is found. 

The Red-Xear Infrared sunspot spectrum is particularly ricli in TiO. The plettiora of Ti0 lines leads 

to substantial line blending over this range of wavelengths. The best defined set of line positions 

are those for the y bands (Rarn et al. 1999). These positions are the result of FTS observations of 

a titanium hollow cathode lamp. Only the "'T~o isotope was ident ified (Rani et al. l999). iirid the 

rnajority (73%) of T i 0  lines are of this isotope: isotopic blending remains a concern. since thcse 

blends may be unresolved in the umbral spectra. There are both O - C and precision estimates for 

each observed T i 0  line in the y bands (Ram et al. 1999). The precision of the line positions ranges 

between 0.002 and 0.005 cm-l. depending upon the signal-to-noise. If a minimum estimation of 

the line precision is based upon these estimates. then the T i 0  lines have an average lower lirnit 

of uncertainty of 93 rns-l, with a standard deviation of 37 ms-l for this sample. The maximum 



lower limit would be 327 rns-l, while 48% of the iines would have lower iirnits of less thaii 100 

rns-l. However. if the uncertainty estimate is based upon the given O - C values. then the itwrage 

minimum uncertainty for this sarnple would be 74 ms-' with 0=68 ms-'. and 72% of tlie hne 

positions would have minimum uncertainties 5 100 ms-'. If this is combined with the estimated 

iincertainty for any one position on the scan. then the precision estimates give an average line 

position error of 137 ms-'. 

5.2.3 Errors 

Tlie two at lases iised for t his study tiavtb iiot becri placecl iipori a colnrnon wavi~iiumber xale I wc:ause 

tliere is no overlap between the tivo. A~iy coinparisons of the distribiitions of line core velocitics will 

be restricted to t lie sliapes of the clistribiitions. Xcither atlas contains ari estimation of positional 

ncriiracy. however this same instrument lias bren iised to observe tlie central intensity (Liviiigston 

k \Vallace 1991: Wallace et al. 1993: Wdlace et al. 1998) and Hwc spectra (Kurucz et al. 1984) 

of the  Sun. As rvas clone with the other FTS observations. the positional acctiracy of s a n s  taken 

witli this instrument are estimated as 100 ms-L for any particirlar point on a scan (Iiurucz et al. 

19S4) (see 52.2.3. $3.2.2 and $4.1.3).  

5.3 Analysis 

As was clone previoiisly. the clifferent distributions of line core shifts have been binned by common 

parameters: wavcnumber. linc clepth, and for some cases lower excitation cnergy and transition 

nuniber. 

The seqiience of CO fundamental bands are foiind between 4.6 and 5 prn. This set of baiicls has 

proven to be extremely interesting in the solar photosphere spectrum (see Chapter 4). One of the 

most usefui characteristics of the observations used in Chapter 4 was the cornplete absence of any 

telluric interference for the Av = 1 lines. Unfortunately. the groiind based trmbral spectruni does 

not possess this advantage. This spectral region is very rich in CO Iines. however the siglial to 

noise is relatively Iow and there are several swaths where the opacity of the terrestrial atmosphere 

hm obscured the spectrum entirely. There are also S i0  bands present near 4 Fm, which effectively 

removes most of the spectral region used in Chapter 4. As a result of al1 of tliese obscuration and 



signal-to-noise problems, only 28 lines of the Av = 1 bands are accessible. The combinat ion of the 

cronrded spectrum, the low temperature conditions and the poor signal to noise mean that only 

strong lines are available. The weakest line that satisfies our selection criteria has a depth of only 

20% that of continuum. and only 10% of the lines have strengths less than 30% of the continuum. 

In order to compare this smdl sarnple of lines with the earlier results. individual bands need 

to be isolated. Some of these bands (e.g. the 5 - 4 band) display similar behavior to what  was 

found previously. Hoivever. al1 of thesc samples are very small in size. and this behavior is not 

clearly seen for al1 the bands representecl here. In Cliapter 4, 757 lines of niore th.m 12 clifferent 

bands for 2 branches were studiecl. In the photospheric intcnsity solar spectra, the 5 - 4 band had 

TS members which could be iised: in the umbral spectrum there are -5. These srnall samplc sizes 

make it very difficult to conduct an analysis for dependence as was done in earlier chapters. No 

meaningfui trends are discernible from this collection of line-shifts. 

The dxervetl umbral spectriim caii br iiseci to estimatc ;in -effective' spectral class ancl corre- 

sponding temperature for the spot ewn thoiigh the molccitlar line strengths can varu froiii point 

to point across the same spot (l?'allace S: Livingston 1992). The CO 2 - O hanci head was iised to 

estimate a spectral classification of between M'2V and bI5V for the KPNO IR iinibral atlas (\Vallacc 

k Livingston 1992). While this may not apply for al1 the regions of the spectrum. and mosr defi- 

nitely cannot be applied to temperature estimations for other umbral atlases. it does providc some 

information on the physicd conclitions for the CO Av = 2 Line distributions. From the Av = 2 set 

of lines near 2.2 pm. 194 candidate lines were selected. The lines are ail l'CL%. and are estimated 

to be relatively unblended. Suspected solar and telluric blends were removed from the sampie using 

the same methods as in earlier chapters. The vast majority (82%) of the lines corne from the R 

branch, up to and including lines from the 7 - 5 band. 

Quantum Number J 

ils was seen in Chapter 4. the line cure shifts show sorne interesting behavior with respect to 

quantum number (3). Figure 5.l(a) displays al1 the Lv = 2 line core shifts plotted versus their 

respective quantum numbers. For clarity Figure 5.l(b) displays al1 the Line core shifts from just 

two bands, 2 - O and 6 - 4, which display the %chn structure inherent in the data. The displayed 

fits have standard deviations of 43 and 22 ms-L respectively. As was found for the Av = 1 sample 
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Figure 5.1: Line shift velocities versus quantum number (J)  for the Av = 2 CO srirnple. In part (b )  fifth order 
polynomial fits to the 2 - O and G - 4 R bands are shown for clarity Similar "arching' bchavior was seeri for the 
hv = 1 sample in the photospheric intensity observations 



Figure 5.2: Line shift velocities versus line core depth for the A v  = 2 sample. The dope is npproxiniatcly one half 
that seen for the A v  = 1 sample in the normal photospherc (Figure -1.2). 

in the photosphere, arching beliavior in the tiistributions for ex i l  bailcl is seen. Hoivever. tlie 

velocity span for an individual band is smaller. and the dispersion is miich grenter. The arclies in 

velocity/J space appear to peak at slightly lower J values then ivns found for the CO fundanientai 

line distributions in Chapter 4. -1s in Cliapter 4. the velocity distributions for the individual bands 

are fit with a fifth order polynomial in velocity/J parameter space. In al1 the remaining figures in 

this chapter. the curves shown will be from the velocities from these fits. althoiigli 2\11 chta points 

shown axe the original velocit ies. 

Line Depth 

In Figure 5.2 the AV = 2 lines show sonie line-shift velocity dependence upon line depth. hoivever. 

to a much smaller degree than was seen in the photospheric spectrum for the fundamental CO 

lines (see Figure 4.2). The slope is quite shallow. with a total velocity span of oniy approxirnately 

300 rns-l compared to more than 800 nis-l for the photospheric IV = L bands. which cowred a 

smaller range in line depth (§4.3.2), and was observed at a similar resolution. It is also important 

to note that there does not seem to be any strong difference in the slopes for the different bands. 

as was seen in the photospheric solar spectrum for the fundamental CO bands. The first overtone 

bands examined in Chapter 4 were al1 comprised of weak lines, and the degeneracy seen in the 



fundamental bands and in these line-shifts were not present. Over the sunspot, the temperature is 

cooler and the Au = 2 lines may be forming higher in the atmosphere. under conditions more &in 

to those seen for the hindamental bands in Chapter 4. Hoivever. the weak first overtone lines in 

the solar photosphere are less likely to demonstrate the degeneracy because t lie lines are wwk and 

sensitive to noise, there is less of a "dynarnic range" in line depth for the clegeneracy to hecorne 

apparent. 

There are very few weak lines present in the sample; only 13 lines have line depths less than 

30% of continuum. As such it is actually difficult to juclge how the Iine dcpth and the velocity 

shifts behave. The majoritÿ of the lines (58%) have strengtlis greater than 50% that of continuum. 

which is stronger than any of the CO lirics seen in the photospheric solar spectrum. 

Figure 5.2 cleady shows that there is a velocity dependence upon line clepth for the stroiigcst 

lines. The slope. hotvcver, does appear to flattcn vely quickly, iinlike the hehavior seeri for the 

photospheric studies. For d l  the bands preseiit in the IV = 2 sarnplc. only the 3 - 1 band iii the P 

Branch shows the degeneracy in line depth for a given velocity. The polynomial fit to the veIocity/J 

distribution is plotted as well as the actiiai 3 - 1 velocities. 

Previous studies of vertical motion of sunspot are inconsistent. Beckers (1977) concludcd there 

were no vertical rnass motions in umbrae spectra, and Lites et al. 1991 foiind that the vertical 

motions of Umbral Dots had velocities of only a few hundreds of meters pcr second. Howevcr. 

Sobotka et al. (1994) concluded that vertical convective motions were present in the strong light 

bridges present in some umbrae. giving rise to line asymmetries with line core displacemeiits of 

several hundred meters per second. Botli the Lites et al. (1991) and Soboth et al. (i99-l) midies 

concentrated on smail scale featiires within the umbra. The FTS aperture for these observations 

spans an angular diarneter much larger than tliese featiires. and some of t liese fcatures rnay be 

present. but unremarked upon. 

Wavenumber and Energy 

The line shift distribution displays an apparent dependence upon wavenumbcr (Figure 5.3 t . This 

apparent dependence is clearest when only the strongest lines are examined. Horvewr, it is iinpor- 

tant to note that the bands also have a non-unifonn distribution with wavenurnber. When only a 

single band (e-g. the 2 - O band) is considered the range in wavenurnber sanipled can be small. 

The energy/velocity distributions are similar to those seen in Chapter 4. with the strongest 

fines in an individual band corresponding to those ünes near the peaks of the *'arches'. In Chap- 



Figure 5.3: Line shift velocities versus wwenumbet for the Av = 'I CO sarnple. In (a) therc iç an apparent ii~ie-shift 
dcpendencc on wavenumber. however. the diffcrent ban& sample slightly different waveniitiibcr regions (b) .  and the 
uneven distribution of line strengths nlay account for the apparent sensitivity to wavcnunibcr. 

ter 4, it wâs shown that therc niay be a degeneracy in thc line core shift/lowcr excitation cn- 

ergics/waveniimber parameter space. In Figure 5.4. t hc line-sliift/vcIocity distribution for the 

3 - 1 R Granch is shown with respect to both wavenumber (a) and lower excitation energy (b). 

Those Lines with the smallest line core shifts correspond to the strotigest lines also have the largest 

cvavenumbers and are those with quantum numbers close to 20. the "peak" seen in Figure 3.4(b) 

and Figure 5.5. The behavior of the line-shifts with excitation energy matches the behavior with .J .  

and is similar to the sensitivity of the line-shifts to wavenumber; apparently the clepcndencics ripori 

wavenumber and lower excitation energy are almost the same. The variation in the distribution 

disappears when the effects of the other parameter is minimized by either considering only narrow 

bins in energy or wavenumber, or by applying a polynomial fit to the data in one parameter space 

and subtracting that fit from the data in the other parameter space. The "arching" with 11 in Fig- 

ure 5.5 is similar to what was seen for the CO fundmentd  bands in Figure 4.4. However the peaks 

of these distributions correspond to smaller values of J than was the case for the CO fundanientai 

bands in the solar photospheric intensity spectrurn. 

The differences in velocity for tn'o similar strength lines from the same branch are small. ;ind if 

there is a trend as was found in Chapter 4, it is hard to distinguish because of the higher scatter 

in this sample. The distributions here are much shallower than those in Chapter 4. and the signal- 



Figure 5.4: The CO 3 - 1 R branch: line velocity versus both wavenumber and \ t .  Thv rna.uimum wavcntirnber 
corresponds to both the strongest lines and the peak in the velocity-kr plot. Those features with lower i(1 correspond 
CO the lines that  lie along the top half of the "arch" in (a). while those lines witli higher kl i and J )  arc an the  t~ottorn 
half of the arch. Thus 2 Iines from the same transition c m  have the same wavenumber. but 'slightly ciifferent vtdocity 
shifts (z 100ms" ) and energies. 



Figure 5.5: Lower excitation energy ( YI )  versiis velocity sliift for the A v  = 2 CO sarnple. Similar "arching" twtiavior 
tvns seen in Figure 4.4. with the peaks in the arches corrcsponding ta t h  strongest lincs. Thse  peab also corri*spond 
to those lines with J s CO. 

to-noise is less. Unlike the case in Chapter 4, the umbral s m p l e  lacks a triify comprehensive large 

collection of lines from the same band that covcrs a range of line depths and energies, such as the 

1 - O band in the fundamental CO normal photosphere observations. 

To examine the consistency of the observed line-shift distribut ions, rnedian iine bisectors have 

been determined for the 194 CO l v  = 2 lines. The bisectors have been binned in various combina- 

tions by strength. excitation energy and twelength. Xlmost al1 of the diffcrent median hisectors 

(below depths of 10% of continuum) display a Battened version of the classical 'C' shape that is 

associateci with convection. The spans of these bisectors are substantially less than that seen for 

the p hotospheric intensity bisectors examined in chapter 3, which is consistent wit h large-scale 

suppression of vertical motions by the sunspot . Figure 5.6 (a)-(ci) compares several different me- 

dian bisectors. Part (a) shows the median bisectors for the three different line depth bins. which 

resemble the distribution of the line-shifts seen in Figure 5.2 rotated by 90 degrees. There verv few 

weak lines in Figure 5.2, but the velocity span of the bisectors is comparable to the velocity span 

between the medium weak and strong lines in Figure 5.2. 

Part (b) of Figure 5.6 compares the median bisectors for two different wavenumber regions and 
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Figure 5.6: Liedian line bisectors for scvcral differcnt goups of CO Av = 2 h c s .  (a) Thc nicdian bisectors for the 
three different line depth bins, (b)  the median bisectors for two differcnt wavenumber Lins. ( c )  the rnedian bisectors 
for two different y, bins of the same line depth and wavcnumber and ( c i )  the median bisectors for several diffcrcnt \i 
bins. 

are virtiially indistinguishable frorn eadi other - which is consistent with t i i t w  being little or no 

wavenumber dependence in the hie-skiitts. Parr ( c )  comp;Lres the rriediaii bisibc tors for two clitterent 

energy bins for Iincs of the same strength and wavenumber. Part (ci) compares the mcdian biscctors 

over 1 1 .  and whi1e the bottom portions of the bisectors are d l  consistent. the top portions seeni to 

deviate. the higher the energy the closer to the vertical t lie median bisector. 

The general curves and shapes shown by the bisectors are consistent with the line-shift tlistri- 

butions, and are also consistent with the presence of srnall convective velocities in the umbra. 

The second overtone ( h v  = 3) set of lines lies between 5600 and 6600 cm-l. wliich unfortiinately 

coincides with both strong telluric absorption and strong solar lines of other species. The tolluric 

rernoval degrades the signal-to-noise in this region substantially - especidy for wavenumbers be- 

tween 5600 and 6000 cm-! The presence of both solar OH and H20 bands increases the line 

density substantially. In total. 99 Av = 3 iines meet the selection criteria. A11 of the lines are we&. 



78% are weaker than 10% of the continuum, and the strongest line has a strength of only l5%, t hat 

of continuum. 

When the data set was initially exarnined for any trends. very litt le was apparent. A11 apparent 

dependence on wavenumber can be accounted for by the non-uniform distribution of line strengtlis 

tvith wavenumber. The stronger Lines tend to be bluer. and the iveaker liiies tend to lie in the 

wavenurnber region where the signal-to-noise is lowest. The weaker lines are more sensitive to 

signal-to-noise, and in general clisplay Iarger scatter then lines of other strength (see Chapter 2 ) .  

The .*arch' or -crescentV behavior previously noted for the other sets of CO l~ands is not secti with 

t his set. Neither is there any apparent dependence on line tkpth. 

Between 2400 and 3900 cmeL there are 50 lincs from the OH fundamental bands that mcct the 

selection criteria. Ali of these lines are P br,ucki transitions. ancl al1 arc moderately strong. with 

an average depth of 36% of continuum. -1s was done with the CO lincs. tlit* OH linc shifts wcre 

binned by depth. wavenumber and quantum number. 

Line Depth 

The 50 lines in t his sample span a dep t h range between 17 and 48% of cont intiiim, and the majority 

of the lines are deeper than 30% the continuum intensity Level. Figure 5.7 shows a clear depth 

dependence for the line shifts. even though there is substantial scatter. Each band samples a 

slightly different range of line depth, however there is somt! overlap between these bands. This is 

especidly true for the 1 - O and 2 - 1 bands, bot h of which have t he strongest lines in t his sample. 

The slope of the linear fit in Figure 5.7 is less t han one half that founci for the CO fundanientd 

sample in the photospheric solar spectriim over the same wawnumber region (sec Figure 4.2). The 

data e-xhibits no sensitivity to wavenuniber. 

Quantum Number 

X smdl  dependence is seen when the OH line shifts are groiiped by their bands and plottecl versus 

quantum number (J) (Figure 5.8). The strongest lines tend to be members of eit her the 1 - O or 

2 - 1 bands, however the 1 - O band samples higher quantum numbers (an average of <J> =?O for 



Figure 5.7': The different OH AY = 1 P brcrnch band velocities rxhibit consistent bchavior with linc depth: a c f e u  
dependence upon line strengh is prcsent. The error bars reflect the iipper limit estimation of positional uncertaitity 
(sce $5.2.3). 

t h  1 - O band versus <5>=16 for the '2 - i band) and have smaller bliicstiifts tlian the lines of 

similar strength from the 2 - 1 band. The differences between the two samples is not grcat. but 

similar behavior is found for al1 four bands. For a iine of a given depth, the lower the quantum 

number. the greater the blueshift. Hoivever. this effect is riot strong and is cl(wly secondar!. :o c hc 

line dept h sensitivity. 

Line Depth 

The majority of the IO5 lines of the Av = '2 P branch in this study are strong, with alniost aIl 

the lines having depths greater than 30% of continuum. As was seen with the OH fundamental 

sarnple. there is a dependence upon line core depth. Hoivever, the dope. as Figure 5.9 shows. is 

approxirnately three times shallower than that for the Av = 1 OH Lines (see Figure 5.7). -4s with 

the fundamental OH lines, the different bands (2  - 0. 3 - 1. 4 - '2. 5 - 3) al1 occupy distinct ranges 

in line depth. Where the different bands overlap in line depth. no ciifferences are discernible. 



Figure 5.8: Velocity versus Quantum Nurnber ( J )  by band (a)  and line strength (b)  for tlic Av = 1 OH lines. There 
seems to be a srnail dependence of line shift upon J when the individual bands are examined, howcver this riiay be 
a result of the depth sensitivity. However, (bj shows that for al1 four bands at a given liric strength. the lower the 
quantum number, the greater the blueshift. 



Figure 5.9: Line Depth venus velocity for the Av = 2 OH sample. A clear dependence upon line depth is apparent. 
however its dope is approximately 1/3 that of the b v  = 1 OH sanrple. The error bars refbct the estimation of the 
upper limit of the positional uncertainties for the lines. 

Wavenumber 

The first overtone OH lines span a very large range in wavenurnber. froni approsimately 4600 to 

6800 cm-l. When the data are divided into three line strcrigt h bins. only the bin for the ilcepest 

Lines shows a dependence upon wavenirmber with a slope that differs from zero by > 1 a (see Figure 

5. IO). 

Quantum Number 

If the velocities of the iine shifts are plotted as a function of quantum nurnber ( J ) .  no dcperidence 

is seen. Howevcr. when the sample is divided into iine depth bins, the strongest Iines do show a 

dependence upon J (see Figure 5.11). The slope for this bin is non-zero by a riiargin >_ 3 a. alid for 

the middle strength bin. the slope is z 1 o away from zero. However. when the sample is binned 

by the individual bands. no dependence of velocity on J is found. 

OH Av = 2 R Branch 

Oniy 35 Lines of the R branch of the first overtone meet the selection criteria. When the ctistri- 

butions of line velocities with respect to Line depth and wavenumber are esamined. no definitive 



Figure 5.10: Ttie Av = 2 OH velocity shifts tvith respect to featurc wrrvenuriibers. Only the strongest lines show a 
clear (> 1 a) sensitivity to wavenurnber. 

Figure 5.11: For the S v  = 2 OH line core sliiits, only the strongest Iines show ruiy clear sensitivity to J. The other 
'2 strength bins dispiayed both have siopes within I a of zero. 



dependencies are found. There may be a small dependence upon quantum number. Iiowever it has 

a slope that is less than 2 o away kom zero. The ~vavenumber range is approxirnately 5800 to 

6800 cm-', and each band is isolated from the othen, unlike the P branch lines which have some 

overlap in mvenumber range. If we consider only the stronger lines. there appears to be a slight 

dependence ( a  slope within z 2 O of zero) on J - however. no other trends are apparent for this 

sample. 

The Red/NIR sunspot spectrum is doniinated by molecular Ti0 lines. The iiiost prominent 1)ands 

that contain relatively unblendecl featiires of sufficient strength are the 7 (Atv = - 1. 0. + 1 ) t~aiids. 

There are 78 lines that meet the selection criteria. and the rnajority of these lines are frotn the 

Av = O band near 14.000 cm-'. The distribution of linc shifts show a small depeiidence upon linc 

dcpth (with siopes within x 1.9 a from zero), however this dependence is in the opposite direction 

t han was seen for al1 the ot her species in t his study. For the Ti0 lines, the stronger lines are shifteci 

more than the weaker lines (see Figure 5.12). The dependence itself is weak. approsimatcly half 

that seen for the OH Av = 1 R rmcl P br'mch distributions and jiist iincicr one quartcr thar of thc! 

CO Av = 2 distribution. 

lipon first inspection, there is an apparent dependence of line-shift on wavelength. However. 

when the lines are binned by line depth and the distribution of liric-shifts over wavelerigth is 

examined. the slope of this dependence clecreases to x 1 a mvay from zero. Tlic distribution of line 

strengths with wavelength for Ti0 is non-uniform. with the weakest lines at longer wavelengths so 

the depth dependence accounts for the apparent wavelength dependence for the line-shifts. Tliere is 

a small dependence upon quantum numher J with a slope 3.4 O fronl zero (Figure 5.13). However. 

if the lines are binned by line depth, the slope of the line shifts as a function of J for eacii bin is 

wit hin 1 a of zero. The exception to t his is the hi11 for the strongest iines. which has a dope wit hin 

1.4 a of zero. Xgain. an apparent dependence for the line shifts is found to be due to a non-trniform 

distribution of line dep th ,  with the weaker Iines tending to have higher quantum numbers. 

5.4 Discussion 

The resuits of Chapter 4 demonstrated that the fundamental bands of CO caii be used as a diagnos- 

tic for convective motions. In the solar umbral spectrum, the 4.6 pm region is heavily obsciired by 



Figure 5.12: Line depth versus velocity shifts for the  Ti0 7 bands. The Ti0 distributiori displ-s behavior thrit 
is opposite t o  tha t  of al1 the  other species that have been studied: the  stronger lincs have ;in apparcntly larger h i e  
shift than t h e  weaker lines. T h e  error bar is the estimated upper limit for the positional unrertainty of a n  individual 
featiire. 

Figure 5.13: Quantum Number (J) versus line shif t  for the Ti0 sample. There is a çlight dependence upon J. with 
the  strongest lines showing the  greatest sensitivity. However, the sensitivity is still small ( the  d o p e  from the fit t o  
the  strongest Iines is oniy 1.4 a away from O.) 



telluric lines and is difficult to observe. but the temperature in a sunspot is siibstantially cooler, so 

tlie 4 v  = 2 bands can be utilized in a similar manner to the way the CO fuidamental bands were 

used in Chapter 4. The slope of the Av = 2 CO distribution in Figure 5.2 is l e s  than one cluarter 

that of the 4 v  = 1 distribution in Figure 4.2. The velocity range between strong and ive& l v  = 2 

CO iines is only .Y 200 ms- ' . indicating t hat the velocity diflerential is small. and in cornparison 

with the photosphere. the mot ion is substant ially suppressed. However, it is difficult to cletermine 

how much of this velocity is stippressed given that there are very few weak lines forming deep in the 

uinbral photosphere. Previous studies indicate that there are no large scale vertical mass iiiotions 

in umbrae (Beckers 1977). and the urnbral dots exhibit velocities of only a few hundrcd mcrers per 

second, and contribute a relatively srnall minority of the urnbral flux (- 15%). This would i c w i  to 

the expectation that the vertical velocities should be small, especially at the higher altitudes whcrc 

strong lines are formed. One point to note when cliscussing the formation of lines over a siirispot is 

the Wilson Effect. Observations indicate that the urnbral surface may be locatecl = tiOO below the 

surface of the photosphere, and models attributc this depression in part to the lower local opacity 

and also possibly to the lower gas pressure for a given altitude (Foukal 1990). Thus. observations 

of urnbral lines are sampling a greater ptiysical depth than their cotinterparts in tlic photospheric 

spcctrum; however the umbral temperature is = 2000 Il; cooler than the photospheric tempcratiirc. 

However. the median bisectors and the line depth/line-shift distribution for t hc CO AV = 2 liries 

have shapes and spans that are similar to those t hat have been associated witli Strong Ligiit Bridges 

and urnbral dots (Sohotka et al. 1994: Lites et al. 1991). The coiivective velocity (-- 250 111s-') 

associated with these small scale features are comparable to the span in velocity seen in Figiire 5.2 

(or that of the median bisectors in Figure 5 .6 ) .  Whether or not any of these small scale features 

were present when the FTS scxns were obtained is iinknown. however the instrument apcrtiire 

spânned a diameter that would normdly correspond to 5 to 7 photospheric granule cells. 

This becomes further complicated with the realization that the actual pli'-sical dept hs s,uripled 

by the lines depend on the local opacity over the active regions. Stein and Norctliind ( 1998) poirit out 

that the physical location of a particular optical depth in the solar photosphere is actually spatidly 

corrugated in altitude, and contours of constant opacity are not constant in physical depth over 

even a small region of the solar surface. LVhile this result applies to the solar photosphere. it seems 

reasonable that a simiiar variation in altitude over a sunçpot would also occur as the Iocd opacity 

varies spatiaily. However. the ampiitude of this corrugation may be different over an umbra. In 

the photosphere this variation is due tu local changes in temperature and dc~isity. and the spatial 



variations in temperature and density over this sunspot are not accurately known. While the Wilson 

Effect results from the lower local opacity over the umbra; and this implies the local gas pressure 

and density must ais0 be lower; the umbral gas density and pressure are not easily measured (FouM 

1990). Sütterlin and Wiehr (1998) deterrnined that the typical spatial temperature variations over 

an umbra were 700 K, due in iarge part to the 900-1300 K difference between the umbral dots and 

the diffuse umbral background. The actual physical area spanned by the aperture of the FTS is 

relatively small. corresponding to a diarneter t hat woulcl span approximately J to F granulcb 111 t lie 

photosphere. An integration over an arca this slnall 1x411 probably be very st~nsitive to stntistical 

variations. This situation is exacerbateci by the potential spatial sensitivity to the opacity. and by 

the sensitivity of the line formation to temperature and to the length of its formation tirncscale - 

which determine at  what altitude the individual lines actually form (see Chapter 4). 

While there is littlc niass flus motion above an umbra. the neighboring pcnumbral regia~is have 

vigorous plasma motions associated with the Everslied flow (Schlichenniaier Sr Schmidt 1999). so 

in the overlying layers of the photosphtw above the unibra t hcre ni- bc soniib niaterial c r m  civer. 

hoivever it shoilld not be substantial ovvr the darkest porriori of the umbrü. C'irihral oscillaticms arc 

well established, but the periods for thcse oscillations are inuch shorter t hen the integatioli times 

(which were just under one hour eacii) used for the two spectra that were combinecl to givc the 

infrared umbral atlas. While the umbral photosphere is radiative, it seems possible that some of the 

motions from the underlying convection (either oscillatory or the conventional overtiirning) should 

penetrate into the line formation regiori. If this is the case. then the relative iipfiow velocities for 

weaker lines should be greater than the velocities found for stronger lines - ~vhich is o b s c ~ m i  tiere 

for the OH and CO bands. 

One of the primary purposes of this study is to examine diagnostics that rnay be applicable to 

cooler stars. The fundamentai OH bands between 3.5 and -4.1 pm samples a rcgion of the spectriim 

that is not covered by CO, and complements the Av = 2 OH bands near 1.7 pm. The Av = 1 

OH lines are not prominent in the normal solar photosphere, but they have strong potentid for 

application to cooler stars (such as Ii giants) . The slope of the h v  = 1 distribut ion is approximately 

3.5 times that of the Av = 2 OH sample. 

The Av = 2 OH lines do show a small sensitivity to wavetength. with the strongest iines 

being the most sensitive - which is consistent with the results of earlier chapters. The wawlength 

region sarnpled by these lines is near 1.7 pm, the same wavelength region where the Fe 1 wavelength 

dependence noted in Chapter 3 was found to diminish substantially. The Av = 2 band is not clearly 



observed in the solar photospheric spectrum, but is apparent in the spectra of cooler stars. The 

strongest lines also show a sensitivity to quantum number, but unlike the CO lines, a "turnover" 

with J is not observed - aithough this may be a result of the paucity lines with higher values of J. 

The Ti0 bands display some very unexpected behavior with line deptli. The veIocitv/line 

depth clistribution displays a trend opposite to wliat has been observed with al1 other species - the 

stronger the line the greater the blueshift. This impiies that the light contributions to the stronger 

lines are dominated by upwelling material higher in the atmosphere, while the weaker lines coming 

from deeper in the atmosphere are moving at lower velocities - an inversion iri the normal structure 

of the photosphere. However, the dope of t his trend is wry shallotv. with a slope far less thaii that 

for the other species. and is within 2 cr of a zero slope. This is further coniplicated by the  srnall 

nimber of weak lines in the saniple and the high numbcr density of lines. which undermirics the 

strengt h of the apparent trend. Cleuly t his result is incond~isive. 



Chapter 6 

Line Shifts in the Spectra of K Giants 
and Supergiants 

6.1 Introduction 

In the case of the Sun. the upper boundary of the solar convection zone lies j i ~ t  below the visible 

surface. Convective overshoot affects the line formation rcgion and the graiiulation of the surface 

of the Sun is easily observed. For those s t ~ u s  cooler chan the Sun. thc atrriospheric convwtion 

zone. driven by the ionization of hydrogcn. lies cleeper bclow the surface. ancl p1-s an im!iortarit 

role in a number of different processes and phenomena: chemical mking. abundance anonialics. 

hot bot tom burning, generat ion of the  magnet ic dynamo. generat ion of acous t ic and Alfvén ivaves. 

dredge-up and star spots are a few examples (Gray 1992). However. as the upper boiindary of 

the convection zone rccedes deeper into the star wit h decreasing temperature. the convection zone 

is less easily observed. The stellar granulation imprinted upon the surface is much less viguroits 

because the radiation produced by the granules has bcen absorbed and rc-emitted as it passes 

througli the lower portions of the line formation region (Dravins 1999). As a result. the convective 

signatures are less drarnatic at cooler effective ternperatures. However. Gray ( 198'2) found t hat 

when average Iine bisectors are examined by spectral type. the spectral type GYV displaycd the 

smallest line profile asymmetries. and the asymmetries increased slightly as later I< stars were 

examined. This was at tributed to a greater height penetration by the convective cells (Gray 1982). 

This becomes furt her compkated due to entanglement tvit h cornposit ion. X lower met allicity 

decreases the opacity, and should ailon; for photons to escape frorn deeper within the atrnosphere. 

Examinations of the line bisectors of two extrernely metal-poor stars have k e n  done by -Allende 

Prieto et al. (1999). and have shown that the low rnetallicity stars have significant ly larger hisector 



velocity spans than comparable stars wich solar abundance. 

A change in log g should also alter the distribution of convective signatures. Lowering the gravity 

in the convection zone increases the local pressure scaie heights, which results in an iiicrease in the 

scale of a typicai convection celi. Giant stars are expected to have a smaller nurnber of celh upon 

t heir surface wit h farger relative surface areas. which should result in a higher scatter in measured 

velocities (Schwarzschild 1975; Dravins 1990). Recall that the net line-shift chat is measurecl is a 

composite shift integrated ovcr the wholc surface of the star. If the ~iiimber of ceils is tiecreastd the 

averageci velocity becomes more sensitive to the range of velocities. and this should be reflected in 

the scatter of the line-shift distributions (Dravins Sr Xorcllund 1990). 

This pictwe of granulation in solar-type stars is complicated by the existence of a -granulation 

b o u n d q "  on the Hertzprung-Riiçsell Diagram (Gray S- Xagel 1989). This boundary extends from 

the early F dwarfs upwards to the early G supergiants. Tliose stars on the hot side of the bounclary 

exhibit inverted 'C' bisectors, while those on the cool sicle of the botinciiiry cshibit the typ1r.d 'C' 

biscctors. This characteristic of liotter stars is thought to be directlv retated to the physical t.sterit 

of the superficial convection zone. however the sliape and estent of the inverted bisectors imply that 

the "granules" on t hese stars are rising ext remely rap iclly. and comprise a relatively small ai tiount 

of the star's surface area (Gray 1992). 

6.1.1 The G - K Giants and Supergiants 

The G and I< Giants and Supergiants provide an opportirnity to study how the line-stiift distribti- 

tions beliave with changes in TPE and 10% g. lf'hile it woirld be pstrcmrly i~itt~resting to u ï t b  (irvarf 

stars to probe the change in log y and TCrr, the giants are niore useful because of their t1ight.r lurni- 

nosity. Even moderate resolution observations of G and II; dwuf stars can be quite tirne consiiming 

- the more luminous giants are easier to observe. 

An additional consideration, especially for cooler stars, is the extent of line blending. Giant 

stars have intrinsically narrower lines, and usually have Iow rotational velocities. and thus a smaller 

degree of blending. The line density in the visible portion of a cool giant star's spectrurn ~nakes 

it extremely difficult to determine line-shifts - however the near infraed and infrared . ; pa r a l  

regions have strong potential for examining line-shifts. Over this wavelength span the line density 

is lower than in the visible, the stars are highly luminous. and severai different species are arailable 

For study. hfany of these bands have already b e n  studied in the soiar photospheric and umbral 

spectra - which d o w s  for direct cornparisons to the Sun. In t his chapter. ive exploit the combinat ion 



of dl these factors to examine the convective line shifts of a nurnber of species in the spectrum of 

Arcturus, and the line-shift distributions of the i l v  = 2 CO bands for several G and II; Gimts and 

Supergiants observed a t  the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope. 

While the line-shifts are determinecl with respect to absolute rest wavelengt hs, they arc by no 

means absofiite Doppler velocities. Each of these stars has a bulk radial velocity with respect CO the 

observer and &O a gravitational velocity shift . neither of which is established to the accuracy levels 

st ildiecl here. Rat her, we are interested in the relative shapes of the distributions of line-shifts. Each 

individual line from a star will be afTected by the same physical radial velocity and gravitational 

rd-shift - which essentially arnounts to a uniform shift in the entire vclocity distribution. so the 

shape. dope and relative scatter of the distributions are iinaffected. 

6.2 Line-Shifts in Arcturus 

Arcturus (a Bootes, HD 1'74897) is the brightest of the K giants (K1.5111) visible in the northern 

iiemisphere. Arcturus has a long hiscory as a spectroscopic standard. and has been studicd ex- 

tcnsively at high resolutions: most notably the Photometrzc =Itlas of the Spectnrm of Arcti~r-trs by 

Griffin (1968). The primary atlas for this study is that of Hinklc et al. (1995). Infrared iItlas of 

the Arctun~s  Spectnlm. 0.9 - 5.3 pm. This study h a  focuscd on the near- infrared and i~ifrucd 

waveiength regions of Arcturus because the high line density in thc visible rrgion procluces a large 

nurnber of blends and limits the potential canclidate Iines substantially. High resolut ion spectral 

atlases for Arcturus cover the wavelength range from the ultraviolet to the thermal infrared (for a 

list see Table 1 in Hinkle et al. 1993). 

One of the advantages to using Arcturus as the fiducial cool star for this study. is the elctent 

to which the observational characteristics of the star are known (see Table 2 in Hinkle et al. 

1995). The radius of the star has been established via paralhx and angular diameter observations. 

RArc = 24.5. I 1 . 4  Ro (Di Benedetto k Foy 1986: Woolley et al. 19'70): the effective temperature 

is estimated as Ten = 4290 f 30 K and the surface gravity is log g = 1.94 f 13.05 (Griffin Sr Lynas- 

Gray 1999), with a mass estimated between 0.5-1 .LIc, (Hinkle et al. 1995). The star has a lower 

metallicity than the Sun, [Fe/H] = -0.68 f 0.02 (Griffin S: Lynas-Gray 1999). more consistent with 

that of giobular cIuster giants. Arcturus is known to be a radial velocity kariable with multiple 

periods ranging kom days to months. with an amplitude of = 0.160 krnsdL (Hatzes 9i Cochran 

1993), which is not unusud for an early I< Giant (Hatzes k Cochran 1996). 



The atlas of Hinkle et al. (1995) was obtained using an FTS at Iiitt Peak on the 4 meter J l a ~ a l l  

telescope. Det ails of the observat ional scans and the techniques used to op t imize signal- to-noise 

and the reduction of the observations are given therein. The FWHbf of the weak lines in Arcturus 

are 5 4 kms-l (Gray 1982), and the atlas has a resolving power of z 100,000, enough to resolve 

fully most of the spectral features. The signal-to-noise ratio at the peak in each filter for the scans 

was usually in excess of 100, however, for those regions of the scan heavily obscured by terrestrial 

telluric lines, the ratio was decreased siibstantially. 

The atlas was a combination of scaiis taken t hrough 'J clifferent blocking hlters. observc.ll rwice 

over two difFerent seasons, midwiriter and carly summer, so ru to take advantagc of the mauinl~irn he- 

liocentric velocity differentiai. Doing this dlows the observation of steilar lines which are otlicrwise 

obscured by teliuric lines. This also provided a redundancy check for errors in the spectra (Hinkle 

et al. 1995). The telluric lines were removed by a ratio of the Arcturus spectra with a terrestrial 

acmospheric spectrum. Those rcgions of the spectrum where the removal process was inadcquate 

and reduced the signal- to-noise subst ant ially were discarded. S ince Arc t unis is a radial-~docity 

variable. whose strongest mode has a period of jiist under 2 days and an amplitude of l t i i l r r t s - ' .  

the potential effects of this rwiability have to be considered. The inctividiial scan observations 

from Hinkle et al. (1995) here are al1 of significantly shorter time sparis tlian the 2 day period. and 

the dzflerentzal shift in the line positions between the strongest and iveakest lines should not be 

large. In addition to this, the redundancy of the two independent sets of observations otserved a t  

ciifferent times allow for a consistency check of the observed trends. As will be discussed in 562.3, 

the midwinter and early summer line-sliift distributions are consistent with one another. 

The atlas inchdes al1 the Doppler shifts used to adjitst the scans to a rommon waveiiiitriber 

scale in addition to the original and telliiric spect ra. Estensive line identifications. bot 11 molecular 

and atomic are also provided. 

6.2.1 Line Selection 

The species selected for study here were the same ones as used in Chapters 3 through 5: Fe 1. CN. 

CO, and OH. The line positions and other characteristics for these species are discussed in these 

earlier chapters. The candidate line selection criteria and methodology are the same as t how used 

for the solar observations, and the line positions were defined in the same manner. 

While this instrument is not the same as those used For the observations in Chapters 2 t hrough 

5, it is a very similar design. Both of the KPNO instruments are continuous scan, double aperture 



FTS's mounted on a stable platform, and the wavelengt hs are calibrated using laser metrology. The 

accuracy of the laser metrology restricts the accuracy in the measurement of the path differences. 

Hail et al. (1979) give the path difference rms accuracy as 0.002 waves at  6328 A (the laser 

calibration wavelength), corresponding to 60 rns-l at 1 Pm. Al1 of the scans can be matchtd with 

one another using overlapping spectral lines, and the overall wavelength calibration is estirnared to 

be accurate to 100 ms-'. 

Wavenumber 

One of the advantages that the Arcturus atlas provides is a means to exmine  the line-sliift dis- 

tributions during two different seasons. Because of the Eart h's mot ion wit h respect to Aret uriis. 

different sections of the spectrum are iivailable at different times of the year. This permits a cem- 

pord analysis. to determine if there are any apparent differences in the distributions. Whcri the 

distribiitions from the two sets of scans are comparecl. there are rio clear or systematic diffcrences 

found in the shapes or behavior of the line-shifts. In general. the winter spectrtim provided a 

grcater number of candidate lines for study, and for the rest of t his chapter the Arcturus winter 

observations will be the principal source. 

There are 176 Fe I lines in the rvinter spectrum that meet the selection critcria. with waveiiiirnher 

coverage from 11.000 to 4000 cm-' (0.9 to 2.5 pm). Figure 6.1 displays al1 176 lines as a ftiiiction 

of wavenumber. The lines have been binned by line strength and fit linearly. The bin for the 

strongest lines is the smdlest (with only 8 mernbers) ancl has the srnallest range of ivaveniimber. 

The ttvo medium strength bins both apparently e.xhibit a sensitivity to wavenumber. The wekest 

Iines display a ive& sensitivity that is very poorly constrained. and is vcry close to zero. 

The summer spectnim of Arcturus contains 168 candidate Fe 1 lines over the same wavelength 

span. These lines display the same wavenumber dependence for the different bins. wit h the escep- 

tion of the weakest lines. The weakest lines from the surnmer spectrum have a steep sensitivity to 

wavenumber. but the dope of the linear fit is st ill within one sigma of a zero siope - the scat ter for 

t hese line-shifts is very high. Bot h the winter and surnmer spectra over the 4000 to 11.000 cm-' span 

are comprised of scans from three separate filters (4000 - 6675, 7400 - 5900. Y900 - 10,950 cm-') 

obtained on different dates. These three bands al1 have relative Doppler velocities with one another. 

which were taken into account when the atlas nras assernbled (Hinkle et al. 19%). 



Figure 6.1: The Li6 Fe 1 Iines from the :lrcturus Atlas, binned by Iine strength. :ln apparent dependence of 
line-shift on wavenumber is found for the three bins covering the strongest lines - aithough the bin for the strongest 
lines has a very smali wavenurnber range. The trend of line-shift with wavenumber is opposite of what wrrs seen in 
the solar observations. The positional uncertainty at the wavenumber extremes are represented by the error b a s .  



Figure 6.2: The line-shifts for the Fe 1 lines in the winter Arcturus spectrum over the three different bands. 
The trend with wavenumber noted in Figure 6.1 is not seen when the individual filter bands are examined. S'one 
of the different strength bins show any significant sensitivity to wavenumber for either the winter or the surnmer 
observations (al1 dopes are within one a of zero). The wavenumber trend is probably a spurious result from a slight 
Doppler misalignment between the bands. 



When the line-shifts in the individual scans are exarnined, the wavenuniber sensit ivity rlisap- 

pears. None of the various strength bins display a line-shift sensitivity to wavenumber that is not 

within one o of zero. The largest span (4000 - 6675 cm-l) covers a very large range in waveniirnber. 

and has a substantial number of candidate lines [rom the two medium strength bins (59 itiid 21 

members). yet neither sample displays any clear sensitivity to wavenumber (see Figure 6.2).  This 

observation holcls for both the summer and the winter scans. When al1 the iines are considered 

across the scans. there is a general trend that the bluer lines e-xhibit smaller slifts. However. when 

the line-shifts in the individual filter bands are fit, the biue lines appear to Iiave larger shifts. and 

the slopes for al1 three linear least squares fits are within one a of zero. 

Tiie sensitivity seen For the Fe 1 liries across the scans in the infrared Arcturus atlas is the 

opposite of that seen in the visible solar flux (see Chapter 2) and the solar central intensity spectra 

(see Chapter 3) .  In the solar case. the bluer lines e-xhibited larger conveccive blue-shifta than 

comparable lines farther to the red. This wavelength dependence was seen to decrease at longer 

wavelengths. but was still apparent out to approximately 2 p i .  There is a strong possibility 

chat the dependence of the line-shifts upon wavenumber seen in the Arcturiis data is an wtifact 

resiilting from smdl  differences in the Doppler corrections betweeil t hc different scans. This is 

siipparteci by the lack of any clcar dcpcndencc iipon wavcriumbcr seen for any of the lirit~ (lepth 

bins wittiin thc six different filter bands (3  wiriter and 3 siirnmer). However. the observatio~i that 

both the composite winter and sumnier spectra exhibit very sirnilar waveniiniber sensitivities for 

the different bins implies that there may be a systematic error in the Doppler corrections npplied 

CO the bands. The consistency in the observeci distributions for the two different seasons indicates 

t h  the effect of Xrctitrus' radial-veIocity variability upori the observecl line positions is relatively 

small. -4s was seen in Chapter 3. even solar spectra which are supposed to he calibrateci to rest 

wavelengths. can show Doppler offsets of 4 '200 ms-l. In order to compensate for this potmtial 

problem. the different scans will be examined independent ly. 

Line Depth 

The Fe 1 iineshifts e-xhibit a very srnall dependence upon line depth. as shown in Figure 6.3(a)-(c). 

Both the linear and the parabolic fits are very shallow, and the quality of the fits (as judged by 

the \? of the fits) are poor. This c m  largely be attributed to the significant scatter. especially for 

the weak lines. If a least-squares linear fit is done to aU of the distributions wit h the weakest iines 

removed. the quality of the fit iniproves. while the slopes change only slightly (dl  three slopes are 



approximately the same, and dl have slopes close to one o away frorn zero). The degree of the 

dependence of the line-shifts on depth does not change when wavenumber and are accounted 

for. 

There is a significant amount of scatter for the weak and medium strengt Li lines in Figure 6.3. 

The scat ter in the Arcturus observations is far greater than the scat ter seen in the solar observations. 

even when the solar observations are resampled and degraded to a comparable quality. In Figure 

6.4. the solar NIR spectrum used in Chaptcr 3 (Wallace et al. 1993) was clegraded and res;implecl 

to ,\/Ah = 100.000 and S/Y - 100 (following the same niethod as useci in 12.3 and 2 . 2 . 2 ) .  The 

262 lines that met the selection criteria in 53.5 were then taken Erom this new solar spectriirn and 

thcir lincshifts were cletermined. The scatter for the weakest lincs in this degraded NIR solar 

spectrurn has increased substantially, but is st il1 substant ially less t han t hat seen for the Fe 1 lines 

froni the Arcturus spectrum. This may be a reflection of the lower surface gravity of Xrcttir:is. 

which is expectecl to result in a greater scatter of line-sliift wavelengths. This can be attributcd to 

the increase in the local scale height. and thus the size of the corivection cells. If the granirlcs are 

kvger. t heir total number decre:wes, a d  t his results in grcater statist ical variations. 

Tlie slope of the least squares fit to the NIR solar lineshifts with line depth (neglectiiig the 

ivt.;rkest lines. with deptlis < 0.1) is slightly steeper than those found for tlic Arcturus lincshifts 

in Figure 6.3 (slopes of 403 versus z 250 for Arcturus). -4 close inspection of Figure 6.4 also 

clemonstrates that even at this resolving power. a parabolic fit is siiperior to a linear fit wlien the 

?;ample size is as large as the solar .WR swnple is. The dope of the fit to the weak lines is çlcarly 

shallower t han t hat for the stronger lines. 

An additional factor to consider is that the XIR solar sarnple is a cc1itr;il intensity sptlcrrtim. 

In Chapter 3 it was shown that the limb darkening actually enhanced the contrast between the red 

and blue visible lines when the visible flax spectrum was compared to the visible central intcnsity 

spectrum. While this limb darkening effect should be smder  at longer wavelengths. it should 

still be present. This implies that the actual solar flux .SIR distribution should be a little steeper 

than the central intensity observations ttsed here. however this should be a minor differencc. An 

additional important difference hetween the solar and Arcturus data secs (a ide  from their size). 

is the sol= set contains a number of much stronger Fe I lines. and this alters the distribution 

somewhat. 
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Figure 6.3: The Fe 1 line depth/line-shift distributions from each filter band in the ,4rcturus winter spectriirn. The 
dependence of the line-shifts upon line depth is slight, and almost cornpietely oïerwhelrned by scatter. Two fits are 
displayed, a Iinear fit and a parabolic l e s t  squares fit. The error bars reflect the range in positional uncertainty for 
e x h  band. 
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Figurc 6.4: Ttit. [;;. 1 line-siiifts frorn the solsr SIR saniples (sec C'liaptcr 3) .  degraded and resarnplcci to S / S  of 100 
anri .\/U = 10" T h  siope af tfiiç distribution is sirnilrrr to that of tlie Arcturus sarnplc, /,ut with far less -c.itter. 

Excitation Energy ( i l )  

Previoits st~idies have found evidence that those lines with liigher t l  have largcr blueshifts (Dravins 

et al. 1951: Dravins et al. 1986: 'Tadeau 1988: Nadeau k hlaillard 19SY). Howevcr. the resiilts 

of Chaprers 2 and 3 imply that this sensitivity is weak. and may be questionable in some cases. 

When the Fe 1 Iines from the winter observations of ,4rctttrits are exarnined. there appears to be a 

small dependence upon XI. Figure 6.5(a) shows al1 176 lines. as a ftinction of 11. This distrit~iition 

of line-shifts resembles Figures 3.2 and 3.3. with most of the low energy lines having smallei. sliifts. 

and the higher energy lines having a wide dispersion of associated velocities. 

To examine the possibility of a dependence upon for the Arcturus data. the lines froni each 

filter band have been binned by line strength. to account for the effects of the other two paraineters. 

The bin for the strongest lines has been ignored because of its small size (only 8 members spread 

between all three filter bands). There appears to be some sensitivity to over al1 three filter b'mds. 

however this sensitivity is highly quest ionable. AH 9 fits in 6.5(b)-(cl) are poarly constrainrcl. and 

only two of the nine bins have a dope that is not withiu one a of zero (th1 medium-weak lines 

in the 4000-6675 cm-L filter. rn = -61 + 53 and the medium-strong ünes in the Y9OG lO95O cm-' 

filter, m = -63 f 37). While t h e  may be a sensitivity to yi? it is not clearly shom by this data. 



Figure 6.5: The Fe 1 l i n s  ddisplay a small sensitivity to t l .  Part (al displays the whole cbtribution. incliitflng the 
positionai error estimations for the entire wavenumber range. In (b)-(d)  the Iinc-shifts for each filter band are hinned 
by line dept h. Any sensitivity is cIearly questionable - oniy two bins have reasonable fits with slopes more t han one 
a from O. 
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Figrirc 6.6: The depth dcpendt.nce for the OIi l v  = 1 bands. This distribution is a little steeper then t h e  for 
tliv Ftf 1 lirics. Eacti band ( 1  - 0. 2 - 1. etc. i occiipics s distinctive range ici line deptli.  The pIotted curw 1s ;L 

Irxst-st11mres parabolic fit CO the  lint.-strifts, nnii 79% of the  linm lie within 3 a of this curvi-. 

OH is not a proniinent source of lines in the soku photospheric spectrunl: however, it is in the 

infrarccl spectriim of Arcturus. The OH Ilcine1 systcrn has ttvo major sets of b'uids in Arcturus: 

Lv = 1 and 2.  There are 111 l v  = L lines tliat nieet the selection criteria, between 3400 and 

3400 cm-'. ancl include the bands frorii 1 - O to 4 - 3. Figure 6.6 denionstrates tliat thrre is a 

clear line-shift depenclence upon line dcpth for the OH lines. This distribution is actually ii  little 

steeper than those seen for the Fe 1 Iines in Figure 6.2.  The error estimation of 0 = 272 ms-' in the 

line positions is based upon the combination of the average O - C in the Iaboratory rest positions 

(Abrams et al. 1994) (see 55.3.3) and the estimation of the wavelength calibration uncertainty. 

The curve is a least-squares parabolic fit to the Iine positions. and 71% of the line-shifts lie within 

1 O of the fit, while 79% Iie within 3 u of the parabolic fit. 

Each OH band (such as 1 - O) samples a distinct range in line depth. with the I - O lines the 

strongest. When the line-shifts are examined as a function of wavenumber. t here is an apparent 

sensitivity - however this is merely a result of the unevcn distribution of t t i c .  differenc secluences 

over the wavenumber domain. The lower transition bands tend to have stronger lines. and are 

found at larger wavenumbers. 



The Av = 2 OH bands lie between 5400 and 6800 cm-'. When the 48 lines that rneet the 

selection criteria are examined there is no apparent sensitivity to line depth. However there does 

appear to be a very weak dependence upon wavenumber. rvith a very shallow siope ir 1 o frorn 

zero. The lines to the blue tend to be shifted more than chose in the red. with a very sliallow 

dope, corresponding to a ciifference of 140 ms-l across tlie wavenumber raiige. When the -ii~niplt. 

is broken up into the individual bands. the bands occupy clistinct ranges of both line dept,li and 

ivavenumber, nrit h the strongest band (2 - O. line dept h ;- 25 - 35%) tending to be the bluest . The 

non-uniform distribution of line strengtlis over wavenumber may account for the lack of a clepth 

dependence in this sample. 

There are four sets of CN bbaricls founct in the near-infrued and infrrircd spectriini of .kcri~riis: 

A v = -2, - 1. 0. and +l. For tlie IV = 1 bands there <are 7.5 lines split betwcen the 2 - l arirl 1 - O 

bands in the near-infiared. In both bands. al1 three brandies (P. Q and R)  are present. Tlic lines 

for both bands tend to be weak, with the 1 - O Iines being slightly stronger (with an average line 

riept h of 14% of continuum compared to 8% for the 2 - 1 transitions). There are no clcar diffcrenccs 

betiwen the different Av = 1 branches. which may vcry w l l  simply reflect h t l i  the srnall sa~riple 

sizes and the relative positional errors for the CN lines. 

The Av = O transitions (110 in all) are a littlc strongcr (average depth of 17% of contiliiiiim) 

anci have average shifts slightly less theii the 2 - 1 and 1 - 0 sequences: <v> = -656 ms-' (a z 302). 

versus - 873 ms-l (a * 296) and -784 nis-l (O = 35-4) respectively. However. these differences are 

small, and well within the scatter for each sampIe. There are no apparent trends with linc rlepth. 

wavenumber or quantum number. 

The Av = -1 and -2 sets of bands are both comprised of weak lines. for the most part with 

strengths less than 10% that of continuum, and are found between 6100 and 6400 cm-' ancl 4400 

and 5100 cm-l respectively. There are 39 lines in the Ar = - 1 sample ancl 57 in the A\. = -2  

sample. There are no trends found with either wavenumber or strength with these samples. which 

is not surprising given the relative wealtnesses of the Iines. The average velocity shift for the 

Av = -1 sample is -713 rns-l(c zz 234) , and the average velocity shift for the Av = -2 sample 

is -761 ms-'(o 420). 



There are three sets of bands of CO present in the Arcturus spectrum: Av = 1. 2 and 3. The 

Av = 1 sample lies betnieen 1800 and 2 0 0  cmdL, and 119 Lines rneet the selection criteria. The 

small size of the sample is due to teUuric opacity blocking much of the 5 pm region. combincd with 

a change in the relative populations of the different CO states due to .4rcturus' lower temperature. 

These 119 lines sample bands from 1 -O to 14 - 13; the majority (65%) of these lines belong to the 

R branch. Unlike the situation in Chapter 4, the individual bands for eacli branch do not have high 

populations: the 5 - 4 R band (with the largest number of lines) Ilas only 9 riiembers. Tliis iiiakes 

it extremely difficult to observe rhe fine detail ttiat \vas apparent in the solar case. This is h~rther 

complicated by the Iower signal-tenoise of the Arcturus observations. This nwenumber region is 

Iieavily obscured by telluric lines. whicli results in greatly reducecl signal-to-noise. However. while 

the arnount of detail available in the solar observations cannot be rnatchecl. there are still some 

clear trends with these lines. 

The Av = 1 lines show a clear sensitivity to line depth (Figure 6.7). Tlie distribution is not 

nexly as narrow as that seen in Figure 4.2. and none of the indiviclual bands (e.g. 1 - O )  -;;tuiple 

the entire depth range. Instead. niost of the niembers of a particular band that meet our (,ritcria 

are found in approximately the same dcpth range. 

The slope of the distribution is shallower than that seen in the solar CO Lines. ( inA, ,  = L 166 f 

164), although the resolution is approximately 1/2 that of the ATSIOS spectrum. If the ATT1IOS 

data is resampled and degraded to approximately match the Arcturus spectrum, the dope of the 

distribution of solar line-shifts becornes m13 = 1451 f 24. The solar A v  = 1 CO lines arc taken 

from the .JITMOS atlas. and while this atlas is a centrai intensity spectriim. the integration rcgion 

spanned by the instrument aperture is very broad. corresponding to 0.27 R,; . The -4TMOS citlas is 

intermediary in nature between the  otller central intensity solar atlases and the Au- obser~ations. 

While the geometric surface of integration is large and contains some off avis contributions. it does 

not extend close to the solar limb (for X 5 4.91 pm). The line-shift distributions from the Au- 

observations of Arcturus include contributions to the profile from the limb. and this wiU affect the 

slope of t h s  distribution when compared to the solar case. In Chapter 3 the differences betwcen the 

line-shifts from the visible flux and central-intensity obser~ztions indicated that the effects of limb 

darkening and Limb contributions slightly enhanced the line-shift differences between the strong 

and weak lines. However, this was shown only for the visible. and the differences were found to 
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Figure 6.7: Tiie 119 CO A v  = 1 lincs show a clcar dependence iipon linc depth, however the trends that wcre seen 
for the individual bands in the solcar CO observations arc not apparent here. The slopc of the distribution is rr little 
bit shallower than the solar case at the sanie rcsolving power. 

decrease at longer wavelengths. The effects of contributions from the linib versus the clisk c w e r  at 

infrared wavelengths have not been estnblished. iiowever the resiilts of Chaptcr 3 imply t hat t hese 

clifferences will be secondary to the lint* ciept h sensitivity. 

One important characteristic to note is that the scatter of the Xrcturtrs CO line-shifts about 

their least squares fit is substantially larger than the scattcr for the solar CO lines at t h  same 

approximate S/Y and resolving power (O,+, = 260. a,:. = 1-9). The change in the signal-to-noise 

for the ATMOS atlas completely ovemhelrns the band structure in the line-shifts noted in 54.32. 

Clearly, the detailed "arching" structure seen in Figure 4.4 reqiiires high signal- to-noise ratios. 

The Av = 1 lines do not show any sensitivity to waveniimber mhen line depth is accounted for. 

When the lower excitation energSr is e'riunined, it is found that there is a correspondence between 

those lines with low y1 and the stronger lines. so the apparent trends in energy are reflecting the 

same dependence as the Iine depth. When binned by line depth. the Iine-shift sensitivity to 

disappears. 

The CO Av = 2 bands are very pro~nising because this is a wavelength region where the amount 

of telluric obscuration is relatively low compared to the Av = 1 region. Tliere are 1% Av = 2 lines 
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Figure 6.8: The ,IV = 2 CO band i ~ s  a function of line depth. There is a large scatter about the pwabolic fit. but 
the trend with line depth is clear. 

t hat meet the selection criteria. ranging from the 2 - O to the I - 5 bands. 1x1 r he solar observ;itions 

(sec 54.3.3). the l v  = 2 sample was primarily composed of weak Iines. For Arcturus. thcre is a 

mtich wider range of line strengths available. In Figure G.Y. there is a shallow but clear clepenclerice 

of line-shift upon line depth. This bancl also exhibits a widc scatter. with a scatter of O = 100 ms-' 

about the least-squares parabolic fit in Figure 6.8. 

The 3 -0 and 3 - 1 R branch bands are the largest samples in the Av = 2 sequence. with ?Y and 

34 lines respectively. Bot h span a wide range in line depth. kl and quantuni numbcr. and are the 

best sarnples to use for examining trends. The 2 - O band has the largest coverage in line st wngt h. 

with both strong and weak lines. W h m  a linear least-squares fit is applied to the line-sliift/line 

depth distribution. the distribution has a slightly shallower dope than that found for the wholc data 

set. Similarly. while having relatively few weak iines. the 3 - 1 band ako h a  a slightly shallower 

slope than the whole distribution. However, in both cases the slopes lie within one sigma of the 

slope of the fit to the fuil data set. This is sirnilar to the behavior noted in the solar CO l v  = I 

sample (54.32) where the slopes of the fits to the line-shift/line depth distributions for the different 

bands steepen as the band numbers increased. 

There are no sensitivities to wavenumber in t his data set, and any sensitivity to and quantum 
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Figure 6.9: The Av = 3 CO band ris a function of lower excitation energy (in e V  above tlic lowest b e l )  (a) .  Tliese 
are al1 weak lincs, but thcre is a similarity betwcen this distribution and what was secn in Figure 4.4. Thc lines 
with the higher energies tend to be both weaker and to also have larger blue-shifts. Tlie Av=3 CO band clisplays a 
wenk trend with quantum number, analogous to what w u  seen in Chspter 4. Note thrit tlic liiglicr eiicrgv transitions 
correspond to higher values in J ,  bowcver the scatter is quite significant (b).  

niimber t hat are found for the 2 - O and 3 - I bands are ac t i d l y  reflect ing the line dept h seiisicivity. 

Lines with low quantum numbers tend to have low excitation cnergies and large line depths. If 

ive rernove the least squares fit to the line depth/line-shift distribution fronl the data. therc are no 

clear sensitivities to eit her 11 or quantum nurnber. 

Ttiere are 45 candidate lines from the Av = 3 band that meet the selection criteria. Ali of these 

lines are weak. with only two having line depths greater than 15% that of continuum. Tlic line- 

shifts display no sensitivity to wavenumber or line depth. However, there is a slight dependence 

upon y1 for these lines. If the sample is broken down into individuai bands and branches. the 

bin populations become quite smali (< 10). However, if the whole sampk is examined, there are 

apparent dependencies on both energy and quantum number. In Figure 6.9. the line-shifts display 

a shallow dope with ;y1 that is 2.5 o away from a zero dope. There is some resernblance bettveen the 

shape of t his distribution and the "arching" seen in Chapters 4 and 5. There is a shallow dependence 

upon quantum number &O (with a slope = 1 a frorn zero). These distributions with energy are 

consistent with what has been seen previously: low excitation energy transitions corresponding to 



smaller blueshifts. 

6.3 The CFHT Stars 

One of the main challenges of observing in the infrared is the difficulty in abtaining moderate or high 

resolution observations over large bandpasses. The FTS is probably the best type of instrument 

for this type of observation. given the quality of its wavelength calibration and ability to work at a 

variety of resolving powers. However, the FTS is ais0 a very slow instrument and long integration 

times are required to generate adequate signal-tenoise. 

In October 1995 and January 1999. two short observing runs were undertaken using the FTS at 

the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope (CFHT) on hlauna Kea. The purpose of tliese observations 

was to examine the linc-shift distributions of a portion of the Av = 2 CO bands over it rarige 

of effective temperatures and log g. Cnfortunately. both instrumentation and weather prol>lerns 

severely constrained the amount of observing tinie available. However. some data were still o i ~ t  ai ried 

that ilIustrates some of the behavior of convection in thcsc stars. 

The FTS at CFHT is a dual aperture/detector steppecl-scan FTS optiniized for obsrr~it ions 

between 0.9 ancl 5.5 Pm. and is mounted at the f /36 infrarecl focus. Tlitw obscrvatioris w r c  

clone tising the FTS in non-evacuated mode, althotigh it cari be iised as an cvaciiated instritnient. 

The FTS has a high throughput (approximately 25% of the incident AIL.). alid the conibinatiori of 

the dual aperture/detector arrangement wit h rapid modulst ion of the pat h clifferences reduces the 

atrnospheric scintillation and building vibration noise substantially. The use of a dual inpiit h o  

allows for continuous slcy subtraction. The instrumental profile of the FTS is very clean. and there 

is no scattered light. The wavelength precision in a pass-band is 100 ms-l. and is established using 

a thermally stabilized laser (A,\/,\ = 10-7 (Bohlender 1994). The niauimum path differenc~ is 60 

cm. and the two InSb photovoltaic detectors are in nitrogen cooled dewars. Fiirther instriimeritation 

cletails c m  be found in Maillard and Michel (1952) and in t he CFHT FTS User's 5lnnual (Bol ilcnder 

199.1)~. 

Observations 

Two observing sessions were carried out at CFHT: October 6th - 9th 1998 ancl Jmuary -3rd - 27th 

1999. Both observing sessions were seriously compromised by both instrumentation and wather  



Table 6.1: Properties of Observed Stars 

Star HD ME; IC(mag.)" TeH (K) log g [Fe/q RV (kms") v sin i (kms-') Radii (R/R,) 
a Cas HD3712 KOIIIa -0.25 4582 " 1.12 ba' -0.026 1 -4dc 5 laJ 42 " 
9 Cnc HD69267 K4III -0.16 3900 1.61 b*' -0.130 23= 5 sd 48 " 
7' And HDL2533 K3IIb -0.81 44COJ 1 . 2  -0.133l  -LY 5 ad 82 ' 
c Gem HD48329 G8Ib 0.22 4582 0.8 b*h -0.05 blh  1 Oc 5 8" 140 " 
- L  .\UT HD31398 K3II -0.63 4359 1.2 ' -0.045 18' 5 sd 106 ' 

" Jolinson et ai. 1 9 6 6 . ~  Cayrel de Stobel et ;LI. 1997,' Hoffleit 2k Juchek ~ 9 8 2 , ~  Bcrnacca 5: Perinotto L!fÏO.' 
5lcWilliam 1990 ,~  Taylor ~ 9 9 9 , ~  srnith 9; Lambert 1987,' Gratton et al. 1982.' Dyck et al. 1998, "ombinntion 
of Hipparcoç catalogue data and Dyck et al. 1998, ' Morossi et al. 1993, Nordgren et al. 1999. " :ilonso et al. 
1999 

problerns. however a modest nwnber of useful scans w r e  obtainecl. The Octoher 1998 obsern~t ions 

were carried out using tlie I i  filter, which is centered at  2.339 , m i  and lias a midth of 0.568 pin. 

The January 1999 observations were limited to the CO Av = 2 filter, which is a narrow baiici filter 

centered upon the Av = 2 band (at 2.32 Fm and a width of 0.097 pm). Observations of Sirius were 

undertaken during the January 1999 session to determine the telliiric spectriim. 

The January 1999 observing session resultect in modcrately useful observations for four stars. 

while the October 1998 session restilted in moderately risefuI observations for only one star ((i Cu). 

The general characteristics of each one of these stars are in Table 6.1. Tliertl seenis to be a tviclc 

number of different estimations for Tee log g and [Fe/HI available in the litcrature. and sonic of 

tliese estimations are substantially divergent. The values given hcre arc by no means definitive. 

and are used primarily to provide some information as to tlie characteristics of the observeil stars. 

Values for the physicai radii have been rletermined using optical interferometry obtained wit h thc 

Naval Prototype Optical Interferometcr and the Palomar Testbed Interferorneter combinect wit h 

clistance determinations from Hipparcos (Dyck et al. 199s: Yordgren et al. 1999: ES-k 1997;. 

The reduc t ion procedure t hat was followed for t hese observations is fairly s traight for~varci. Wien 

a scan was compIeted the interferogram was sawd in FITS format. The FTS reduction prograni 

a t  CFHT was then used to convert the interferogams to unapodized spectra (Bohlender Sr Link 

1993). It was done in the following manner: (1) the interferograms were converced from FITS 

format to the IRAF image format: (2)  the scans were then converted into secondary interfero- 

grams: (3) the secondary interferograms were then transformed into spectra rising a fast fourier 

transform algorit hm. This reduc t ion software provided estimations of signal- to-noise for eaïli scan 

and spectnun. and &O provided the wavenumber scale. The spectra were thcn normdizeci locally 

by fitting a polynornial or cubic spluie ro srnaIl sections of spectra (s 20 cm-' ). 

Before CO-adding the spectra. three further corrections were required. Sirice the FTS was not 



evacuated, the wavenumber scaie has to be adjusted slightly to compensate for the difFerence in 

the index of refraction between the caiibration wavenurnber of the laser and the wavenumbers 

observed. This was done by ndapting a FORTRAN program (Maillard 1999). which recalibrated 

the mvenumber scale using the refraction formula of Édlen (1966). This recalibration iiicliided 

temperature and pressure effects upon the index of refraction. Estimations of the tcmperiiture 

were based upon the average of the temperature readiiigs recorded near the prirnary rnirror cluring 

each observation and stored in the interferogram header files. Pressure estimations nerc based 

upon the records of the night assistant for each session. Tests were conducted to determine the 

sensitivity of the wavenumber calibration to variations in the temperature and pressure. These 

tests showed t hat the wavenumber calil~ration ivas insensit ive (differences wcll below 100 nis- l )  to 

the typical variations in temperattire aiid pressure recordec1 during the observing sessions. 

The telluric spectrum was tiien rcnioved frorn the obsc.rved spectra. This wcu donc tiir th<, 

.January 1999 data by CO-adding the Sirius spectra and using that composite spcctruin as ri tetiiplate 

for the telluric spectrum. Sirius is a rclatively warm star with virtually no Iines of its otvri in the 

Av = 2 CO bandpass. Ideally. a telluric spectrum would be taken from a rapidly rotating star, 

however the observational constraints precluded this. Sirius has very few lincs in this sptctral 

region and is relatively bright. iinlike any of the other possible telluric candidates. To reniove the 

telliiric lines in the stellar spectra. al1 the norrnalized spectra were ratioecl with the norrnalized 

telluric template (the Sirius composite). This was done bv taking the stellar data ancl re-satiipling 

and interpolating it to the same waveniimber scale as the t e l h i c  teinplate. The two spectra were 

then broken into smdl  sections (=z 90 cm-' in size). thc template and objcct were over-plotted. 

and the template spectrum was t hen Ioparit hmically stret ched or compresseci until sclected .*dean" 

telluric lines matched between the two to adjust for the observations being done a t  slightly different 

airmasses. The sections of spectriun were then ratioed with the adjusted telluric template, and then 

the corrected sections were reconibined tu form the full spectrum. Both the original spectra. and the 

telluric spectra were retained for comparison. This methoci proved to be effective for tellitrir. iines 

that were weaker than zz 50% of continuum. None of the telluric observations from the October 

1998 session were of the appropriate resolution or quaiity. so as a substitute. the telliiric spei-trum 

from the KPNO Arcturus Infrared Atlas (Hinkle et ai. 1995) was used. This telluric template was 

resarnpled and interpolated to the appropriate resolution and used in the same rnanner as outlined 

above. The Arcturus telluric observations were used instead of the solar infrared observations 

because the Arcturus spectrum was closer in resolution to the CFHT observations of CI Cas. 



Table 6.2: CFHT Observations 

Star Band/Filter Dispersion (cm-') X/AX(X,) Number of Scans Final SIN (composite) 
&as K 0.055 1 82,000 4 5 9 

-~r \ur  CO Av=2 0.050 1 86,000 5 100 
Sirius C O  Av=2 0.0501 86.000 9 1-15 

The last correction required was for the Earth's motion with respect to the star. These were 

determined using the IRAF rucorrect package. and eaçh individiial spect r iim was t hen sliifteci 

appropriately and CO-added. -411 of the spectra were inspectzd for anomalies prior to additioii. and 

the resulting spectrum was inspected bcfore the addition of the next spectriirn to the composite. 

The properties of the final spectra are surnmarized in Table 6 .2 .  Included in this table arc the 

step separations in wavenurnber, centrai wavelength resolving powers. number of scans uscd and 

the final. composite signal-to-noise ratios for the CO-added. telluric removecl spectra. The same 

information for Sirius is included at the bottom of TabIe 6.2.  The S/N ratio includes the cffects 

of dividing through the CO-addecl spectra by the telluric spectrum. çvhich urifortunately Iowcrs the 

S/Y considerably. 

The line selection process  vas the same as in earlier chapters. The list or candidate liiitbs IWS 

gcnerated iising both the line identifications for the Sun and Arcturtis. and the line positions used 

were taken from the sources used in Chapters 2 t hrough 5. As in earlier chapters. al1 of the cancliclate 

lines were inspected visually. In addit ion. bot h the telluric and the original spcc t ra nwe  over- plot ted 

ont0 the composite to assist in evaluating the quality of the line profile. Those candidate lirics tliat 

appeared to be blended. were close to strong telluric features or where the telliiric renioval process 

may have been inadequate, were discarded. Xft er several iterat ions t lirough t liis evaluat ion process. 

the line-shifts tvere determined using the process outlined in s2.2.2. 

hl1 five of the stars observed at CFHT had spectral ranges that included the niajority of the Av = 2 

CO band at resolving powers and signal-to-noise comparable to t hat used for the .\rcturus stiidy. 

Most of the AV = 2 bands lie within the wavenumber range of t hese obserk-ations - however the 

specific Lines. and the number anilable varies Erom star to star. This is priniarily a consecluence 

of the teuuric absorption. Each of these stars has a different relative radial velocity with rcbspect 



Table 6.3: CO Av=2 Distribution Properties 

Star Nurnber of lines Slope la Slope 2 Xbs. Dev. <Obs.-Fit> a aob.-,,t 

aCas 4 7 1830 f 762 2354 324 325 '235 

Soiar Umbral ' 194 517 I 319 504 42 4 2 3 1 

Solar UmbraI I I  1 52 '297 i 124 175 79 58 79 

" Linear least squares fit, Linear Ieast absolute deviation fit, ' me'm absolute deviation for points about the fit. 
' R zz 100,000, 'original data, R 210,000, Resampled and degraded, R ~105 ,000 .  S/N=z100 

to the solar rest frame, so lines that niay be rinobscured in one star may be blcnded with strong 

telluric features in anot her. 

There is no evidence of a waventimbcr dependence for any of the line-shift distributions for these 

stars. However, t his is not definit ive. given the large scatter of vclocitics and r hc signai-to-tioisc of 

t hese observations. For al1 five stars tlie line-shift distributions are sensitive to line ciept h i Figure 

6.10). The distributions of line-shift with Iine depth i r i  Figure 6.10 axe fit using both ;L liiiear 

least-squares method and a more robust linex absolutc dcvintion tcchnicpc. Tlic cliaractcristics of 

each of these fits are given in Table 6.3 .  including the scatter of the data around the fits and the 

cstimated rnargins of error for the least-squares fits. 

.A few general attributes of these distributions are readily apparent. The lomcr the g w i t y .  the 

greater the scatter in observed lineshifts. The star E Gem is a CSIb. and lias the Iargest scatter 

of line-shifts. The star Cancri has a spectral classification of Ii4III and is both the coolest of 

the stars observed at CFHT. and has the highest value of log g. The line-stiift distribution for J 

Cancri has the smallest scatter of ail the stars observed at CFHT. The thrce coolest stars (0 Cancri. 

HD12533 and HD31398) ail have dopes that are comparable to each other and much shallowcr then 

those of the hotter stars. The actual order in Ten for t hese three stars is somemhat uncertain. given 

the difficulty in determining accurate effective temperatures (see Table 6.1 and Section 6.4 1. Beta 

Ciuicri has the highest number of usablc CO lines. and it is the same luminosity class as .Arcturus. 

so it provides the best opportunity for romparison. For similar reasons û Cas would also have been 

useful for cornparison to Arcturus. Unfortunatety, t the a Cas spect rum has r lie poorest resoIirt ion 

and signal-to-noise of any of the stars, and this severely hampered its utility. 
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Figure 6.10: The CO Av = 2 relative line-shifts as a function of line depth for the five stars observed at CFHT. 
A I 1  five stars have been set to a cornmon relative veIocity scdc, with the  average line-shift velocity set to O. .A 
least-squares linear fit to the velocities is shown for each star. The error bars display the scatter (a) of the line-shift 
velocities about the linear fits. Note the increase in u for the stars with Iower log g in (b)-(d). 



6.4 Discussion 

The infrared and near-infrared wavelength regimes provide an opportunity for examining convection 

in stars cooler than the Sun. Studies over these wavelengt h regions enjoy the advantages of relativeiy 

low line density and the peak of the radiation distribution for stars cooler than the Sun, whereas the 

visible region is heavily blended and the relative quantity of radiation is substantially less. While 

there are Fe 1 lines present in the cooler stars, the molecular lines are more tiseful - especially the 

Av = I and 2 CO bands. 

The line-shift distributions found in the Arcturus spectrum reflect the prtisence of convection, 

however a t  a Iess vigorous level  han is seen in the solar distributions. The =\rcturus distributions 

also exhibit a greater scatter than is seen for these bands in tlie solar spectrum. Both of these 

observations are consistent ivith the picture of cool star convection (Dravins 1990; Gray Sr Toner 

1985: Schwarzschild 1975). Previous studies of line asymmetries in Arcturus have illustraterl one 

substantive difference wben cornpaced with the Sun: the sliape of the bisectors (Dravins 1'3YÏh). 

Dravitis (198Cb) examined 7 visible Fe 1 lines at R~200.000. and fotind that tlie line bisectors were 

no longer C-shaped. but rat her &/'-shaped. wit h the wenker lines tiaviiir: slielitly shalloiver slopes. 

Dravins (198'7) found that the line bisectors for a Cen B ( IiIV) wcre closer ro the traclitional 'C' 

shape, and so attributed the differences between .Arcturus and CI Ccn B to clic difference in log y. 

The Arcturus atlas used here lias a much lower resolving power (less thari half) and signal-to- 

noise then the Dravins data. however it comprises a much larger sarnpie oves different species and 

ivavelengt hs. When the average and median bisectors are examined. t hey appear consistent wit h 

t hose from Dravins (19Yib). Figure 6.9 shows the median bisectors for the Arcturus CO At. = 2 

lines binned by strength. The shapes and slopes of these bisectors are similar to those deter~riined 

by Dravins (1987) and Gray (1980). Eteen thought the signal to noise ratio and resolving power 

arc substant ially less t han t hose iised by Dravins ( 1987) and Gray ( 1980). the nurnber of iiries t hat 

form the sample from which the median bisectors were determined is several tirnes greater. Careful 

inspection of Figure 6.9 shows t hat while the slopes of al1 of the median bisectors resemble a */ '  

instead of the solar TT. they al1 have different slopes and velocity spans. 

The median bisector for the wakest lines has the shallowest dope and greatest velocity span. 

while the median bisector for the strongest lines has the steepest dope and smallest velocit~. span. 

.AU three median bisectors are offset in velocity fiom one another by approximately 150 nis-' . 
so the Line core positions of the weaker lines are blueshifted with respect to the stronger lines. 



because of the shallower slope and the velocity offset. If annn intensity point suficiently below the 

continuum on the bisectors is selected (to avoid wing effects). the point for the weakest bisector will 

be zz 100rns-~ to the blue of the sarne intensity point on the medium bisector, which will also be 

s 100rns-' from the corresponding intensity point on the strongest median bisector. The bottoms 

of the bisectors Xe  offset from cacli otiier in the same iiianner iuid scale ils their corresponding 

differential line positions in Figure 6.3 .  Thus some of the inforniation contitined in the bistlctors 

is also contained in the line shift distributions. but the shapes of the bisectors CIO not correspond 

with those of the bisectors. 

In Sable 6.3. the properties of the fits to cach of the distributions for the CFHT stars are 

given as well as the same properties for the Av = 2 CO txmds in the Arcturus spectrum aiid in 

the umbral spectrum of the Sun (both at the original resolution and S/Y itiid a t  a resohtion of 

Rz105.000 and S/N x100). With the exception of a Cas;. clie ciistributions shown in Figiiw 0;. 10 

al1 have very similar slopes to that seen for the =\rcturus L v  = 2 CO saniplc see Figure 6.S). The 

supergiant é Gem has the steepest slope. and the highest Teff of al1 the stars in Table 6.3 (from 

now on the poorly observed a Cas will be ignored). However. the differences between the dopes 

of these distribiitions are rninor. which is not surprising since the TeR val~ics for these stars are 

not that different (ATeff = 600 1;). and are not al1 defined in a uniform rnanner. Tliiis the relative 

diffcrences in the temperatures cannot be considered as firm. 

The solar umbral case providos an inwrestinq contrat wticn it lias becn degractect and res;tiiiplcd 

to mimic the quality of the CFHT observations. The slopc of the ciistrihution of hie-sIiifrs frorri 

the R=105.000 umbral spectrum is fairly shallow romparcd to the other stars. and it lias a scattcr 

about its fit that is slightly smaller than that of either Arcturus or J Cancri. However. it shodd 

be noted that the solar urnbrd spectrum is an intensity measurement, whereas al1 of these other 

stars are flux measurements. In Chapter 3 it was shown that the differences between the solar 

Au and intensity line-shift distributions in the visible were minor: however the influence of the 

center-telimb variation in the h ie  profiles of the giant stars in the infrarcd is an unknown qiiantity. 

Any cornparisons made between the sol= intensity observations and the stcllar flux observations 

have to be provisionai. 

Cornparisons of t hese distributions can be made with the solar observations in Chapters 4 and 5. 

and al1 6 distributions have slopes that are much shaiIower then the solar distributions for Fe 1 and 

the fundamental CO bands. A reduction in TeR is expected to decrease the convection velocities 

at the surface through severai means (Yordlund St Dravins 1990). *4 decrease in TeR reduces the 



amount of energy f i ~ v  that is being transferred. and also decreases the local opacity for a given 

pressure. This results in an increase in the local density for a given optical clepth. which means 

that the velocit ies required to transfer the energy flux are lower. The lower opacity allows radiative 

diffusion to play a more significant role in the transport of the energy jitst beneat h the surfrice of 

the star (recall t hat H- has a temperature sensitivity of IO''), which rediices the amount of energy 

flu that convection transports (Nordlund & Dravins 1990). 

These trends that are observed for these cooler stars are consistent with convection occiirring 

cieeper in the atmosphere. below the line formation region. The decrease in the line-shift/line 

tlepch clistribution slopes indicates that the estent of convective pcnetration into the line forriiation 

rcgion is dropping off, Xri increase in t h  scatter with log y would be consistent rvith the incrcased 

corrvective ce11 size t hat is predicted (Dravins 9: Nordlund 1990; Sdiwarzschilcl lE5) .  Accorcling to 

numerical simulations of CL Cen .i and 3 Hydri. a change in log g resirlts in a proportionai change in 

both the vertical and horizontal scaies of convection. The vertical scale changes due to the cliarige 

in the density scale height, and the horizontal scales change by the same factor so as to maintain 

conservation of n i a s  (Xordlund 9; Dravins 1990). 

If we examine the scatter of ttiese clistributions and the relativc log <I ~ d i i e s  for the çrars. WC 

see tbat the scatter does increase with decreasing gravity. Xlpha Cas arid c Gerri have tiic l,irgest 

scatter in line-shifts (however a Cas also has significantly lomer signal-to-~ioise ratio). followeti 

by HD12533 (7'  And) and HD31398 ( ' r  Aur), both of wtiich have classificirtions of K3II. mhile 

Xrcturus and 3 Cancri have the smallest scatter and are both giant stars. Red supergiants may 

have convection cells or supergranulation cells at scales comparable to the racIius of the star. which 

could give rise to brightness variations in thesc stars (Schwarzschild 1975: Antia et al. 19S-1). It 

appears that the wide scatter in he-shifts recorded here. especially for E Geni. are consisterit with 

increased ce11 sizes and the corresponding decrease in the number of cclls over the surface of the 

star. However. appearances can he  mislcading. Stars wit h Lower valiles of log 9 also have diffèrent 

line widths. When a spectral line that is conimon to al1 the line-shift distributions is compared 

(Figure 6.11). it is clear that there is a substantial range in midth for the line. and the wiclth is 

sensitive to gravity. As discussed in §2.2.2, the bottom of the line profile is very sensitive to noise. 

The degree of sensitivity to noise depends upon the slope of the profile: a shallo~ver dope is more 

sensitive to noise effects. The broader the line width, the shallower the slope will be in the hottom 

of the Line core where the line position is measured. As Figure 6.11 clearly dioms. the stipergiant 

é Gem has the broadest profile, the shailowest line profile slope and the lowest gravit';. and is t hus 



Figure 6.1 1: The bottom portions of the liiic profiles of the line at u=-I'LZ!.'35-12 an-' for  HD 31398, HD 12533. 
J Can and c Gem. .MI four profiles have been shiftcd so that their minima are at zero velocity; a Cc% has not been 
inciiicied because of its poor quality. The change in the width and slope of thet lirie profiles corresponds to the change 
in log g. with the r Gem profile having a width approximateiy twice thrit of the nïurowest line (3  C m ) .  

the most sensitive to noise. 

.As was seen in Chapter 5'2.32, increasing the amount of noise (or clecrcasing the S/X ratio) 

resitlts in increasing the scatter in the line-shift distributions. When this w a s  rxamined in Cliapter 

2. it was done by increasing the amount of noise in the SoIar F l u  -4tlas spectrurn. Clianging 

the slope of the bottom portion of the line profiles while ~naintaining the sanie S/X ratio for the 

continuum should have the effect of incrcasing the scattcr in the cletermined line-shift positions. As 

a possible test of this. the line profiles from J Cancri were al1 broadened by multiplicative factors 

of 1.3. 1.6 and 1.9. Beta Cancri was selected as the test case because the observations w r e  the 

best quality and the distribution had the narrowest lines of dl of the CFHT stars and also had the 

iargest sarnple of Lines. The line-shift distributions were then found for each of these new broaciened 

spectra. As would be expected from the resuits of $2.3.2. the scatter of these new distributions 

about the best linear fit increased substantidy over the original scatter. The 3 Cancri spectrurn 

which had profiles broadened by a factor of 1.9 had a scatter twice that of the original spectrum. 

This result with the ,d Cancri observations indicates that the apparent trend of the scatter 

for the line-shift distributions can be attributed to the change in the dope of the bottom of Iine 



profiles with log g rather than a change in the number of granules on the surface of the stars. This 

does not mean that the change in the number of granules does not have an effect on the scatter 

of lineshifts, but this effect is not observed in these observations. Perhaps observations at liigher 

S/X or resolving power could provide insight. Recall that in Chapter 2, resolving powers of 200 000 

revealed almost the sanie information as the resolving powers of 500 000. If observations such as 

these are repeated, the stars with broader profiles should be observed a t  substantially higher S/N. 

to compensate for their greater sensitivity to photometric error because of the shallower slopes at 

the bottom of t heir line cores. 

A change in the scale of convection is not the only effect expected when log g is changecl. For 

stars with the same temperature the net convective energy Au has to remain the sôme: hoivever to 

transfer that BLLY through an atinosphere with a lower density, the velocity amplitudes or teinper- 

attire contra t  lias to be geater  (Nordliind 9: Dravins 1090). Eviclence of tlicse effects ha1.r been 

found in both siniulations and obscrvat ions (Xordlund S. Dravins 1990; Dravins l98Tb). Thfortu- 

nately. these secondaq effects cannot be seen with Our data sincc we do riot have any stars with 

similar (and well establishcd) Tes but different log g. 

Previously, Nadeau and Maillard ( 1SYSa) examined the Av = 2 CO lines. Ca I and Fe I lincs 

in the Ii band of four 11 giants. These observations indicated that convection w u  observable for 

'LI giants. and when the high energy Fe 1 lines were combined with the Iower energy CO lines. 

the .LI giants appeared to exhibit more vigorous convection as a lunction of \ r  then the Siiri cloes. 

The scatter in line-shift velocity for the CO lines is very large. which may he consistent with the 

expected effects of lower log g values; and there are relatively fem Fe I lines at higher energies. 

It was not possible for Nadeau and Maillard to disentangle the influences of and line depth on 

the line-shifts, and the line paranieters used in the study were not as accurate as those uscd here. 

."Jadeau and Maillard found that there may have been a velocity gradient in the CO Iine-shifts for 

one of their stars (HR 0045. M2III), but othenvise the detection of the line-shift gradients with 

1 1  required the combination of the Fe 1 and CO data - which introduces potential probleriis wit h 

sample size and the quality of the line positions. 

In studies such as this, it is useful to observe more than one species. ;3 we have done in the case 

of Aret unis. The OH bands seem to provide a strong complement to the CO bands. the OH lines 

appear to be somewhat intermediary in distribut ion of line strengths between the CO Av = 1 and 

4 v  = 2 bands, and occupy a spectral region that is not zs Faught with telluric absorption lines as 

that for the CO A v =  1 h e s .  



Unfortunately, the Av = 1 OH bands are not observable in the normal solar spectrum. However. 

they are observed in the solar umbral spectrum (see Chapter 5) .  The 4 v  = 1 OH bands observed in 

Chapter 5 were observed a t  approximately the same resolving power as the Arcturus observations, 

and a direct comparison between the two distributions of line-shifts is interesting. The Arcturus 

OH lines are slightly stronger than the solar umbral lines, and the urnbral line-shift/line depth 

distribution is actually steeper than the Arcturus distribution. The umbral distribution has a linear 

slope of 913 ms-' versus a slope of 649 nis-l for the Arcturus line-sliift /line depth distributioii. In 

addition to this, the umbral distribution has a larger scatter than the Arcturus distributioii, 256 

versus 161. 

At first inspection. t his difkrence between the umbral and .Arcturus spcctra appears coiitrary 

to expectations. The actual temperatiire of the sunspot is clifficult to estimate. given the vagaries 

of the opacity - the classification for this particular spot was estinlated bascd upon the strengths 

of the 2 - O  CO lines near 2.4 prn. X11y classification given is sensitive to the rnolecular band being 

rised and the wavelength (Hinl.de et al. 1995). The OH lines are sensitive temperatiire indicators. 

ancl a nominal temperature estimation of the sunspot basecl upon the Av = 1 bands would iridicate 

a timbra1 temperature slightly w a n e r  then -4rcturus. The difference between the timbra1 and 

Arcturus slopes are relatively snlall, arict the solar sample is actiially less thari one half thc size of 

the Arcturus sample, which may in part account for the higher scatter. The umbral sample is also 

~riuch more sensitive to statistical efFects. since the physical span of the aperture is very small. and 

ecluident in size to only a few convective elernents. 

One key issue that remains is the impact of metallicity iipon the convection signatures. Ir!eally. 

a star with a lomer metallicity (stich as =\rcturiis) will have a lower opacity in the photosphere. 

This rneans that the line formation will be occtirring at greater depths in the atrnosphere. ancl thus 

the line-shifts shodd reflect the more vigorous convection of those depchs. However, the change 

in the opacity will also change the relative contributions to energy transfer by radiation, and the 

structure of the convection zone should be sensitive ta changes in opacity. Bohm-Vitense ( 1971) 

suggested that a decrease in opacity would increase the pressure. via the equation of hydrostatic 

equilibriurn. By increasing the local pressure for a particular dept h. the densi- would also increase. 

This increase in the density results in a decrease in the convective velocity in order to transfer the 

same amount of convective flux This result was confirmed in a numerical study by Lester et al. 

(1983). 

Allende Prieto et al. (1999) conducted a line profile study of hvo metal poor stars: Groonibridge 



1830 and HD 140283. They found that for the more metal poor star, the line bisectors exhibited 

substantially larger velocity spans t han comparable stars wit h solar metallicity. This is interpreted 

as a lowering of the opacity in the visible. However, the less metal deficient star (Gmb 1830. [Fe/H] 

.- -1.3) exhibited little or no difference in line profile, implying that the opacitv effects only I~ccome 

significant for large scale metal discrepancies. This indicates that the Line-sliift distributions for 

Arcturus should not be greatly sensitive to its metallicity. This is somewhat contradictory wirh the 

results from Bohm-Vitense (1971) and Lester et al. (1982). However, what niay be demonstrated 

here is a greater change in the convective velocity over the line formation region. as opposecl to a 

greater absolute convective velocity. A more complete understanding of the role of metallicity and 

its effects upon the line-shifts could be exarnined by exploring the line-shift clistributions for stars 

with similar TeR and log g, but different [Fe/H] over a 1argr.r wavclength range. Unfortunately. the 

relative TeR and log g scales of these stars are not silfficiently constrained mough to allow this. 

However, in the future. Arcturus woulrl be an excellent star to use in siich a stridy becaiw of the 

qiiality of the observations and the low value of [Fe/H] . 
Even in a star as cool as .\rcturus, Fe 1 still persists as rt useful diagnostic of convection. The 

Fe 1 line shift distributions still iridicatc a sensitivity to lirie depth and a sirial1 dependence iipon i l .  

This allows for a direct comparison to tlie nornial photospheric spcctruni. from which we setJ tliat 

the convective velocities in Arcturus are suppressed and exhibit a greater scntter tlian in tlie solar 

case - which is most likely a result of Arcturus liaving hroadcr line profiles. but the scatttir rnq 

be consistent with the expectations of convection in a cool giant star. The tiigh quality Arcturus 

atlas can be used as an anchor point against which other cool stars can be compared, whether the 

species is atomic or molecular. 



Chapter 7 

Summary and Future Work 

The primary goal of this thesis was to determine the efficacy of using line-çore displacements as 

a means of examining convection in solar- type stars. n a d i t  ionally stellu convection l w  been 

studied using line bisectors, which require extremely high resolving powers and signal-to-noise 

ratios. Previous line-shift studies have been done a t  comparable resolving powers to those using 

line bisectors. Unfort unately. spectrographs t hat have bot h the wavelengt h calibrat ion stability 

and resolving power capability are relatively rare. 

In this t hesis an alternative method for determining line-shifts has becn erriployed. and t lic h e  

positions from several potential diagnostic species have been exarnined ancl testeci iising tlic solcar 

spectrum as a fiduciai source. The study of solar linc positions has been estcnded into the Siin's 

infrared spectrum, and to a solar umbral spectrurn. Slolecular line-shifts have also been stucfied in 

the infrared spectra of several K giants aiid supergiants. including .Arctiirus. 

7.1 Observing Convection in the Sun 

In Chapter 1 the criteria for a diagnostic species were outlined. and Fe 1 iiieets almost al1 uf the 

criteria. In previous studies (Dravins et al. 1981; Nadeau 1958: .Allende Prieto k Garcia Lopez 

1998). Fe 1 has been used to probe convection in the Sun. primarily in the visible portion of the 

spectrum. Chapter 2 outlines the technique used for determining the line-shifts using the most 

recent Fe 1 line positions available (Nave et al. 1994) and the visible solar flux spectrurn (Kurucz 

et al. 1984). 

The behavior of the Fe 1 Line-shifts found using t his technique was consistent with the results 

of Dravins et al. (i981), and the distributions of line-shifts were ais0 consistent with the shape 

and extent of Line bisectors. To test the technique. the original flux spectrurn was degradecl and 



resampled to a variety of resolutions and signal-to-noise levels, and the results were t hen cotnpared 

with the results of other techniques. 

It was found t hat a decrease in resolution aitered the shape of the line-shift distributions with 

wavelengt h and line dep t h: the dififerences between lines of different st rengt hs and wavelengt hs 

becarne less pronounced at lower resolutions. However. tliere was still clear evidence of clifferences 

between lines of different strengths at resolving powers as low as 52.000 using the 2 point t~isector 

technique, and at a much more pronoiinced level than was seen iising the line-sliift teciiiiiques 

utilized by others. Figure 2.12 shows that the change in the shape of the line depth/liiie-shift 

distribution behaves in a predictable fashion. 

Using the bottom of a iine profile to determine the line core position can lie extremely sensitive 

to noise. as it is this portion of the line profile where the slope is shallowest and the signal is lowcst. 

Hoivever. this affects dl methocts for clctermiriing the line core position usirig t h e  line miiiimum. 

If the entire line profile is used to determine the line position. then the veloc-itl; sliift is integrated 

over the whole line formation region and information is lost. .As tlic rcsolving powr  decrctises. the 

niet hod used here determines the line core position from slightly stceper portions of the line profile 

where the profile is closer to the vertical and is less sensitive to noise. Wlieii noise was ac1ric.d tci 

the fli~u spectrum. it was found that the shapc of the line-shift distribiitions at a givcn rcsolution 

remained largely unchanged, wit h the iveakest lines sbowing the greatest sensitivity CO the noise. 

7.1.1 Solar Flux: Fe 1 

The 298 Fe I lines found in the visible flux spectrum between 430 and GCio nni disp1qccl dear 

clependence upon two parameters: line depth and wavelength. Previous studies have inclicated 

a line depth dependence (Miende Pricto & Garcia Lope2 1998: Dravins et ai. 1981). however 

they have differed on whether there was a sensitivity to wwe1ength. To properly determine the 

dependence upon a parameter, the effect of the other variable was minimized by binning the data 

into sarnples and then examinin:: these smaller samples. When this w u  clone. clear sensitivities to 

wavelength and line dept h were found. 

The shape of the line depth/velocity clistribtrtions for the Fe I lines strongiy resernbles thth h p e  

and extent of the median bisectors taken from the data. which confirrns that sirnilar information is 

being obtained by the two diagnostics. The stronger Lines have little or no displacement boni their 

rest wavelengt hs, while the weakest iines show the greatest shift. a difference of approxirnately 1000 

ms-'. It was found that a parabolic polynomial usuaily fit the line-shift/velocity distribution quite 



well, with the slope steepest for the medium strength lines. 

The wavelength dependence for these line-shifts can be masked by the uneven distribution of 

line strengths with wavelength. The strong lines tend to be found in the bliie portion of the spec- 

trum. When the lines were grouped by strength classes. it was found that there was a wavclength 

dependence that was steepest for the stronger lines, with Lines at shorter wavelengths exhibiting 

larger line-shifts. It was also found tliat this wavelength dependence clecreased at longer wave- 

lengths. This behavior of the wavelengtli dependence is consistent with the change in brightness or 

temperature contrast between the lanes and granules. -4s clescribed in Chapter 2. this contrast de- 

creases at longer wavelengths. mcaning that the contributions from the intcrgranular lanes beconies 

more significant. 

7.1.2 Solar Central Intensity Observations 

In Chapter 3 the effects of mocierate rotation, limb darkening and the centcr-to-linib effect were 

esamined by comparing the line-shifts for the Fe I lines in the solar visible flus and central intcnsity 

spectra. There were no dramatic diffcrences between the two sampies. howcver there were some 

subtle effects wliich for the flux observations actudly enhariccd t hc clifference in line-sliifts hccween 

the blue and red lines. while the dependence of the line-shifts on lirie deptli w u  largely tinafftvxccl. 

The central intensity observations abo provided the opportiinity to extencl the study of the Fe 1 

line-shifts to a much Iarger sample, spanning wavelengths from 400 nm to 5 Pm. and extcriding 

the range of lower excitation energies to  beyond 6 eV. The large wavelength coverage allows for an 

estensive study on the effects of both changing continuous opacity and the change in brightness 

contrast upon the distribut ion of line-sliifts. 

The dependence of the line-shifts rJn line depth in the XIR and IR was very similar in shape 

to that seen for the visible line-shifts. However. the wa~elength ciepenctencv for the medirini and 

strong lines declined. an effect that is largely attributable to the change in brightness contrast 

between the granules and lanes. There is also evidence t hat t his change in the wavelengt h btlliavior 

is influenced by the change in the continuous opacity, with the change in the dopes of the line 

depth/veIocity distribut ions on eit her side of the R- opacity maximum. In general. for a given line 

depth. those lines at  longer wavelengths had smaller blueshifts, which is consistent with bot h the 

change in contrast and opacity. With changes in continuous opacity. tlie levels of the atmosphere 

contributing to the line core formation change. as well as the relative areal contributions frorn the 

Ianes and granules. 



7.1.3 Molecular Line-shifts as Diagnostics 

Fe 1 is the primary species used for examining line profile asyrnmetries iii the solar spectrum. 

However, extending studies such as this to cooler stars or to other wavelengt h regions (specifically 

the infrared) necessitates using other species t hat meet most of the criteria outlined in $1 5 .  As 

was pointed out. the best candidates are the molecular bands of CO. Unfortunately, the precise 

mechanisms for CO line formation are poorly understood (see 54.4 and Citeribroek 2000b for dis- 

cussion). The spectra of CO are still potentially a powerful diagnostic. even if the exact coriclitions 

of formation are not tvell understood. 

In Chapter 4 the line-shift distributions for the fundamental CO bands were examinecl using 

the shuttle-borne .ATMOS FTS observations. The shapes of these distributions have proven to be 

qiiite interesting and unusual. The line depth/velocity distribution is similar to t hat of the visible 

Fe 1 line-shifts. The overall shape and velocity span is similar. however. the CO distribution is 

intich steeper. If the ATMOS olmrvations are calibrated ro a coinnion wawlength scale with the 

KPNO observations. the strongest CO lines exhibit a reduhift. This is consistrnt ivitli the ohrervecl 

contrat  inversion predicted by iiumerical simulations (Stein Sr Xordliirid i9W: Citenbroek 2000). 

When one of the lower bands is examinecl. those strong lines with smaller itncl quantum niinibers 

have line-shifts that are slightly smaller (or bluer) than their counterparts of sirnilar strength. This 

could be a resiilt of the domination of the higher energy lines by contributions from the descending 

lanes . 

Furt her support for this scenario can be found when the medium and highcr bands are exaniined. 

For the medium bands (e-g. the 5 - 4 band). there is no ciifferencr in behavior between iines of 

the sarne strength. but different energies/quanturn numbers. For the higher I~ands (e.g. the 9 - si 
band) the lines with higher energies/qtiantum numbers have velocities to tlie blue of their lower 

energy counterparts. These weaker lines with high 11 form deeper in the photosphere than the 

1 - O lines and are dominated by contributions from the uprising granules. Tliese contributions are 

further complicated by the relative changes in the areas occupied by the granules and the lanes. 

which changes with altitude. 

X clear visuaiization of the conditions under which these lines are forniing is required if the 

fine structure observed is to be understood. This necessitates t hree dimensional hydrodyriamical 

models, which indicate that the CO line formation is very sensitive to the spatiaily corrugated local 

opacity and to the convection and line formation timescdes (Uitenbroek 1000: Uitenbroek 2000b). 



7.1.4 Umbral Line-shifts 

The presence of strong magnetic flux tubes suppress convection near the surface of a suiispot. 

While some convective eiements may penetrate the urnbra (umbral dots and strong light bridges). 

the large scale granulation observed in the normal photosphere does not. In many ways. the solar 

umbral spectrum shouid be very similar to the spectrum of a cooler star. with a niuch sixidler 

convect ive flux. Previous studies of convective motions in the umbral p hotosphere are consistent 

with no motion (Beckers 1976), or some small scale motion (Lites et al. 1991). 

In Chapter 5 the positions for the first overtone bands of CO were examined. The lineshift 

distribution indicated t hat convective motions did penetrate into the umbral photosphere (on the 

scale of the aperture of the FTS used), but the degree of motion was substantially suppressed when 

compared to that seen in the normal soliir photosphere. Tlie shapes and dopes of the medimi Iine 

bisectors were consistent mith the distributions of the line-shifts, i~rid the span of vclocities wverecl 

by the line depth/velocity distribution was approximately the same sizc as tlie velocity associated 

with umbral dots and light bridges. 

The cooler temperatures of the umbra also permitted the use of the OH bands as a second 

diagnostic. The line-shift distributions for the OH bands resembled tliat of the CO first overtone 

- althoiigh they appeared to be slightly steeper. this may be reflecting the OH sampling slightly 

clifferent leveIs of the atmospherc. To properly cietermine t liis would require itccurate three ctirnen- 

sional magneto-liydrodynarnic niodeling of both CO and OH liric formation. These observ;~tions 

increase the potential utility of the OH Aleinel systern as a diagnostic for coder stars. making the 

OH bands a usefiil complement for the CO bands. The scatter in the line-shift velocities for the um- 

brai distributions are greater than their counterparts in the normal solar spcctrum, which rcflects 

both the much smaller aperture size of the umbrd spectrum (7 arc-seconds versus 40 arc-seconds. 

or iarger) and the different nature of the convection betmeen the two types of photosphere. 

7.2 Observing Convection in Solar-Type Stars 

In Chapter 6 a high resolution spectral atlas of Arcturus (A,\/,\ s IO') (Hinkle et al. 1995) 

was used to determine the line-shifts for Fe 1. CO and OH over a large wavelength span in the 

near-in£rared and infrared. The Fe I line-shifts display a very weak sensitivity to line depth. 

much less than that seen in the solar spectrum - which is consistent with the expected results of a 

decrease in the vigor of surface convection wit h lower effective temperature. When the Fe 1 Iine-shift 



distributions are compared to the solar distributions at the same resolving power and signal-to- 

noise. the Arctmus line-shifts display i i  much lai-ger ecatter. Unlike the sohr case. tlie shapes of 

the line-shift distributions do not mimic the bisector shapes. The median bisectors for Arcturus are 

shaped like '/', with the slopes and relative positions of the bisectors depending upon line strength. 

However, the bottom position of these bisectors do match up to the line-shift distributions. The 

reason why Arcturus and other cool giants have t hese bisector shapes is unknown. altliough Dravins 

(1987) attributes the effect to a change in log g, while Gray (1982) posits that it indicates a greater 

penetration of convection into the line formation region. 

For cooler stars, the presençe in the infrarecl of boch CO aiicl OH barills provides escellrrit 

opportunities to extend the diagnostics beyond the Fe 1 lines. The fundamencal OH and CO bands 

both show a clear dependence of line-shift upon line depth. This sensitivity is much clearer t h m  

that seen for the Fe 1 distributions; the slopes of the distributions tvcre steeper than those for the 

Fe 1 distributions, and the scatter for the moleciilar lines \vas smaller than the scatter for the Fe 1 

samples. This difference in the slopes of the distributions is siniilar to what was scen whcn the 

CO and Fe 1 solar line-shifts were compared. and reflects both tlic difTerenccs in opacity bctwcen 

t lie different wavelengt h samplec; and 'dso the different range of physical ctdit ions undei n.hich 

the lines are formed. The decre;ised scatter is espected since the posit iona1 iincertainties h r  the 

molecular lines are much smaller than tliose for the Fe 1 lines. The hie-shift distribution for t h  tirst 

overtone CO lines clearly indicated a sensitivity to line-depth. and as seen in the solar distributions. 

the i I v  = 1 distribution had a shallower slope t han the fundamental distribution. Unlike the solar 

observations, the 'arch' behavior of the Iine-shifts wit h quantum number and \r was not apparent. 

-111 energy and quantum number sensitivities largely clisappeared when the sensitivity to linc (lepth 

WC= removed. 

The change in the behavior of the line-shift distributions mas fiirther examined using observa- 

tions of five K giant and supergiant stars obtained at CFHT. These observations ( M / X  =z S5.000, 

S/X= 100) were centered on the CO first overtone bands near 2.3 Pm. The CO line-shift ctistri- 

butions for these stars were then compared to t hose from Arcturus and the solar umbral spectrum 

(both the normal spectrum and one resampled and degraded to AX/X = 105 and S/N- 100). The 

coolest stars have line-shift distributions wit h smaller sensit ivities to line dept h than the marmest 

stars. however finer differences between the distributions for the stars are hard to distingiiish be- 

cause of problerns in establishing consistent temperature ordering from the available literature. 

There was a clear increase in the scatter of the line-shifts as log g decreased. However. this increase 



in the scatter is probably caused by the difference in the slopes of the line profiles wit h log g. Those 

stars with lower gravities are also broader, and the slopes of the portion of their line profiles used 

to define the üne position are shallower. and are more sensitive to photometric noise. -4 simple test 

done on the star 17 Cancri indicated as the line profiles were broadened, the scatter of the line shift 

distribution increased. This probably nccounts for most of the variation iii the scatter of the line 

shift distributions: whether or not log g influences the scatter is an  unanswercd question. Pcrhaps 

wit h higher signal-tenoise ratio3. or wit h highcr resolving powers t lie question coulci be answered. 

By observing at higher resolutions. the points on the profile used to define rhe line position will 

corne from much closer to the profile minimum and will have a snlaller range in dope ovcr the 

sample stars. 

7.3 Future Projects 

7.3.1 Exploring Convection in Stellar Parameter Space 

The depth and extent of the photospheric convection zone is sensitive to log g .  Teir and metallicity. 

Previoiis line bisector studies have demonstrated a 'granulation boundary' on the H-R diagram 

(Gray Sc Xagel 1980) and 'naked granulation' (Dravins 1990) is prcdictcd for hotter stars. closer 

to this boundary. The temperature at mhich the 'granulation boundary' occiirs is dependent iipon 

log g. -4 change in the rnetallicity should also affect the nature of the convection. While one of the 

stars in this stiidy had a low [ R / H ]  value (Arcturus). a more coniprehensive sample of stars with 

similar cemperatures ancl log g but difforent [Fv/H] ~voiild permit an empiricai examination uf how 

changes in opacity affect the scde  of c*onvection. Line-shift studics of stars near the grariulation 

boundaxy of different metallicities will atiow for an exploration of how convection behaves as these 

three parameters vary. 

The present study can &O be extended to hotter stars. permitting a more comprehensive ex- 

amination of how Teff affects the vigor of convection. The extra-solar planet and asteroseismology 

research efforts of the past few years have given rise to a large compendium of moderately high 

resolution (CIAD = 60,000) and high signal-to-noise observations of solar type stars using spectro- 

graphs with weU estabüshed wavelength calibrations; most notably the Applierl Fiber-Optic Echelle 

spectrograph operated by the Cf.! and H A 0  (Brown et al. 1994). These spectra have been made 

available by Brown (private communication), and a study of Fe 1 line-shifts in the visible spec- 

trum of Procyon has ben started. Further visible spectra of comparable quality are also available. 



spanning spectral classes from early E; to early F for both dwarf and giant stars over a range of 

rnetallicities. Further observations of K giants and supergiants can also be piirsued in the infrared 

using the FTS at CFHT (dthough the instrument is scheduled for decommissioning). 

7.3.2 Fe 1 Lintshifts at High ti 

The Fe 1 line-shifts in the visible and near-infrared solar spectrum showect some evidence of a 

sensitivity to k1; however this sensitivity was very small when the line depth and wavelength 

clependencies were accounted for. The Fe 1 lines in the infrared displqed greater sensitivity to lower 

excitation energy, however in a rat her strange fashion. The lines wit h higlicr excitation energies 

appear to have the largest blue shifts by a substantial mrtrgin (which is soniewhat consisteiit with 

results from Dravins et al. (198 1: 19YG)). however this behavior appears to reverse itself iLt the 

Iiighest energies (xi > 6.8 eV). with a tiumber of lines at high t l  having velocities that differed by 

over +l500 ms- l from lines of comparable strength and wavelengt h. This change in the sensitivity 

to onergy occurs at  the longest wavelengthç in this study (beyond 4 pn). which are thosc lines 

wit h the least accurately defined line positions. The behavior of tliese line-sliifts a t  t hese ext reine 

conditions rnay be spurious. Transitions this close to the ionization energies may be siibjr.ct to 

pressure effects (Naw. privatc co~nrnunication): howevcr kigh escitation twxgy transitions are 

very iiseful for probing deeper into the ;itrnospliere. .i hirther investigation of these transitions arici 

their parameters rnay determine if the line-shifr behavior seen here is real. Sirnilarly. extendiiig the 

study to higher energy transitions (such as Fe II) rnay also provide some insiglit into the correlation 

between 1 1  and line-shifts. 

7-3.3 CO Formation Altitudes 

The details of CO line formation in the Sun are not currently well understood (see Chapter 4 

and Uitenbroek (2000: 2000b) for discussions). The fiindamental bands of CO have liritb-shift 

distributions t hat e-uhibit sorne unusual behavior. where Lines of comparable st rengt h. but different 

excitation energies (and quantum numbers) have different velocities - implying that the lines formed 

at different altitudes or their Bu.-.- profile was dominatcd by different contributions between the lanes 

and the grandes. This scenario is consistent with the contrast inversion observed in the cores of 

CO lines (Uitenbroek 2000) and predicted by numerical simulations (Stein k Nordlund 2998). 

Uitenbroek (2000: 2000b) has attempted to mode1 some of the CO lines that display this contrast 

inversion using three dimensiond hydrodynamics, and h a  suggested that the CO line forniation 



timescales may be comparable to the convective tiniescales. If this is the case. slightly different 

formation timescales for different excitation energies could give rise to the behavior seen here. 

Further study of these lines using the techniques of Uitenbroek (spectre-heliograms combined with 

multi-dimensional models) may allow for a confirmation of this scenario. 

Extending observations of the CO fundamental bands to other solar type stars will also permit 

more complete cornparisons with the solar atmosphere. The possibility of observing the fine detail 

seen in the observations of the CO solar lines in the spectra of ot her stars is tirilikely given resolution 

and signai-tenoise constraints combincd with the integration of the profiles over the tlisk and 

problems wit h observing at the 3 pm wavelengt h region. liowevcr. stat istical c lifferences for çrotips 

of Line-shifts may be observable. and these may provide insight into how the solar atmosphere 

compares to those of other stars. 
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